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Introduction
Experienced SwitchMode Power Supply designers know that SMPS success or failure depends heavily on the proper design and implementation of the
magnetic components. Parasitic elements inherent in
high frequency transformers or inductors cause a variety of circuit problems including: high losses, high
voltage spikes necessitating snubbers or clamps, poor
cross regulation between multiple outputs, noise coupling to input or output, restricted duty cycle range,
etc. Figure I represents a simplified equivalent circuit

Figure 1-1 Transformer Equivalent Circuit

of a two-output forward converter power transformer,
showing leakage inductances, core characteristics
including mutual inductance, dc hysteresis and saturation, core eddy current loss resistance, and winding

optimized design, (3) Collaborate effectively with
experts in magnetics design, and possibly (4) Become
a "magnetics expert" in his own right.
Obstacles
to learning
magnetics
design
In addition to the lack of instruction in practical
magnetics mentioned above, there are several other
problems that make it difficult for the SMPS designer
to feel "at home" in the magnetics realm:
.Archaic
concepts and practices. Our great-

distributed capacitance, all of which affect SMPS
performance.
With rare exception, schools of engineering provide very little instruction in practical magnetics relevant to switching power supply applications. As a
result, magnetic component design is usually delegated to a self-taught expert in this "black art". There
are many aspects in the design of practical, manufacturable, low cost magnetic devices that unquestionably benefit from years of experience in this field.

grandparents probably had a better understanding
of practical magnetics than we do today. Unfortunately, in an era when computation was difficult, our ancestors developed concepts intended
to minimize computation (such as "circular
mils") and other shortcuts, still in use, which
make the subject of magnetics more complex and

However, the magnetics expert is unlikely to be sufficiently aware of the SMPS circuit problems caused
by the various parasitic elements and the impact of
the specific circuit locations of these elements. This
often results in poor decisions in the magnetic com-

confusing to us today. Ancient design equations
intended for sinusoidal waveforms (and not
clearly defined as such) are often incorrectly applied to rectangular SMPS waveforms.
.The
CGS system of units. Magnetics design relationships expressed in the modem SI system of
units (rationalized MKS) are much simpler than

ponent design.
This collection of topics on magnetics is intended
to give the SMPS designer the confidence and the
ability to: (I) Develop a reasonably accurate electrical circuit model of any magnetic device, to enable
prediction of circuit performance, (2) Relate the
electrical circuit model to the magnetic device structure, thus providing the insight needed to achieve an

in the archaic CGS system. SI equations are much
easier to understand and remember. Unfortunately, in the U.S., core and magnet wire data is
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usually published in the old-fashioned CGS system, with dimensions often in inches, requiring
data conversion to apply to the SI system.
.Energy/time
vs. power. Circuit designers are
comfortable in the electrical realm of Volts and
Amperes. On a Volt/Ampere plot, area represents
power. Time is not directly involved.
But on a plot of magnetic flux density, B, vs.
field intensity, H, area represents energy. Time is
always required to change flux density, because
an energy change must take place. A change in
flux density, dE, within a winding equates to the
integral volt-seconds per turn across the winding
(Faraday's Law). Time is definitely involved.
This concept takes some getting used to.
An appeal to suppliers of core materials and
wire: Old-time magnetics designers in the U.S. are
acclimated to the CGS system, and may prefer magnetics data expressed in Gauss and Oersteds. But
newcomers to magnetics design, as well as experienced designers outside the U.S. prefer the interna-

Figure. 1-2 Field Around Conductor Pair

in opposite directions, i.e. a pair of wires connecting
an electrical source to a load.
The solid lines represent magnetic flux, while the
dash lines represent an edge view of the magnetic
field equipotential surfaces. Each wire has an individual field, symmetrical and radial, with field intensity diminishing in inverse proportion to the distance

tionally accepted SI system -Tesla
and AmpereTurns. Also, cores and wire dimensional data should
definitely be provided in metric units.
Core losses are usually characterized as a function of frequency using sinusoidal current-driven
waveforms. This is erroneous and misleading for high
frequency SMPS applications. High frequency core
losses are primarily caused by eddy currents, which
depend on rate of flux change, not on frequency per
se. (At a fixed switching frequency, higher VIN with

from the conductor. These two fields are of equal
magnitude but opposite in polarity because the currents that generate the fields are in opposite directions. As shown in Fig. 1-2, the two fields, by superposition, reinforce each other in the region between
the two wires, but elsewhere they tend to cancel, especially at a distance from the wires where the opposing field intensities become nearly equal.
Figure 1-3 shows the field associated with a simple air cored winding. The individual fields from each
wire combine to produce a highly concentrated and
fairly linear field within the winding. Outside the
winding, the field diverges and weakens. Although
the stored energy density is high within the winding,

short duty cycle results in higher loss.) It would be
most helpful if materials intended primarily for
SMPS applications were characterized using rectangular voltage-driven waveforms, with examples
shown of core loss and minor hysteresis loops under
these conditions.
Magnetic Field Relationships
Understanding the rules that govern the magnetic
field is extremely valuable in many aspects of

considerable energy is stored in the weaker field outside the winding because the volume extends to in-

switching power supply design, especially in minimizing parasitics in circuit wiring, as well as in magnetic device design.
Figure 1-2 shows the field surrounding two parallel conductors, each carrying the same current but

finity.
A magnetic field cannot be blocked by "insulating" it from its surroundings -magnetic "insulation"
does not exist. However, the magnetic field can be
short-circuited -by placing the coil of Fig 1-3 inside
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.Flux
lines are always nonnal to the magnetic
field equipotential surfaces.At
any location, flux density is always proportional to field intensity: B = .uH
Conservation of energy: At any moment of
time, the magnetic field and the current flow distribute themselves so as to minimize the energy taken
from the source. If alternative current paths exist, current will initially flow in the path(s) resulting in
minimum stored energy, but in the long term, the current flow redistributes so as to minimize YR loss.
Reference (R2) has more on this subject.
Transformation
of Axes
SMPS circuit designers are obviously interested
in the electrical characteristics of the magnetic device
as seen at the device terminals.

Figure. 1-3 Air-Core Solenoid

a box of high penneability magnetic material, which
provides an easy path for the return flux, shielding
the coil from the environment external to the box
Important
Magnetic
Field Principles
.The
total magnetic field integrated around any
closed path equals the total ampere-turns enclosed by that path (Ampere's Law)
.Magnetic
field equipotentials are surfaces, not
lines. (Alternatively, field intensity can be represented as a vector nonnal to the surface.)
.Magnetic
field
equipotential
surfaces are
bounded and terminated by the current which

Figure. 1-4

Transformation of Axes

Figure 1-4 shows how the horizontal and vertical
axes scale factors can be altered so that the B-H characteristic (defining a core material) is translated into
a 1\1vs. :F (mmf) characteristic (defining a specific
core with magnetic area Ae and path length Re).
Transforming the axes once again using Faraday's
Law and Ampere's Law, the same curve now represents the equivalent electrical characteristics of that
core when wound with N turns, fEdt vs. I.
Note that the slope of the B-H characteristic is
permeability, the slope of the 1\1vs. :F characteristic is

generates the field. They are not closed surfaces,
as with electric field equipotentials.
.Flux
is in the fonn of lines, not surfaces. (Flux
can also be represented as a vector.)
.Flux
lines are always closed loops -they never
begin or end. In any arbitrary volume, the number
of flux lines entering must equal the number
leaving, regardless of the contents of that volume.
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permeance, while the slope of the fEdt vs. I charac-

Ampere's Law

teristic is inductance.

SI:

Systems of Units
The internationally accepted SI system of units

F

= ~Hd£

=NI

A-T

,.. H£

HzNI/f

(Systeme International d'Unites) is a rationalized
system, in which permeability, ~ = ~o~ (~ is the

A-T/m(l)

absolute permeability of free space or nonmagnetic
material = 47t°10-7;~ is the relative permeability of a
F = f Hdl! = .47rNI "' HI!

magnetic material). In the unrationalized CGS system, ~ = 1, therefore ~ is omitted from CGS equations so that ~ = ~. But the rationalization constant
~ doesn't just disappear in the CGS system -instead, portions of this constant show up in all the
CGS equations, complicating them and making them
more difficult to intuitively grasp. In the SI system,
all of the "garbage" is gathered into ~, thereby simplifying the SI equations.
The equations below are given in both systems SI and CGS. It is suggested that beginners in magnetics design stick to the SI equations and ignore the
CGS system until completely comfortable with the
principles involved. Then, it may be helpful to use the
CGS system when working with magnetics data ex-

H

"" .47rNI

1a can be used in most situations.
Faraday's Law
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Amperes Law states that the total magnetic force,
.r, along a closed path is proportional to the ampereturns in a winding or windings linked to that path,
i.e., that the path passes through. In the SI system, the
units of magnetic force are expressed in ampereturns. When the field intensity H varies along the
path, H must be integrated along the path length.
Fortunately. the simplified form shown in Eq. 1 and

pressed in CGS units, rather than convert the units.
Table

Gilberts

m
m
Weber
A-T
A-T/Wb

2
cm
cm

Maxwell
Gilbert
Gb/Mx

Faraday's Law equates the flux rate of change
through a winding to the volts/turn applied to the
winding. Thus, the flux change is proportional to the
integral volt-seconds per turn (directly equal in the SI
system). Faraday's Law operates bilaterally -that is,
if 2.5 volts/turn is applied to winding A, the flux
through A will change by 2.5 Webers/second. If a
second winding, B, is linked to all of the flux produced by winding A, then 2.5 Volts/turn will be in-

10-4
10-2
10-8
10/41[

IO9/47t
47t°lO-9

{Henry)
Erg
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Ampere's Law and Faraday's Law jointly govern the important relationship between the magnetic
elements and the equivalent electrical circuit as seen

duced in B.
Faraday's Law makes it clear that flux cannot
change instantaneously. Any flux change requires
time and usually a change in energy. Time is required
to move along the <1>
or B axis, which is more obvious

across the windings.
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netic system, as shown by the shaded area between
A-B and the vertical axis. From B to C, magnetically
stored energy is returned to the electrical circuit. The
difference between the energy put in and taken out is
hysteresis loss, the area between the two curves. At

considering the electrical equivalent scale dimensions
are Volt-seconds.
Note that all flux lines follow a closed loop path.
flux lines have no beginning or end.
Energy

C, the magnetically stored energy is zero.
From C to D, energy is put into the system. From
D back to A energy is returned to the electrical circuit. The area between the curves is loss. At A, the
remaining stored energy is zero.
A positive energy sign indicates energy put in; a

SI:

I.Edt

Joules

(3)

negative sign indicates energy returning to the external circuit. From A to B, voltage and current are both
positive, so the energy sign is positive. Although the
integrated Volt-seconds are negative at A, upward
movement indicates positive voltage. From B to C,
current is positive but voltage is negative (downward
movement). Therefore the energy sign is negative.
From C to D, current and voltage are both negative,
hence positive energy. From D to A, negative current

CGS:
w = fVoloHdB = fIoEdt010-'

Ergs

(3a)

Energy put into and removed from the magnetic
system can be determined by integrating the area
between the characteristic and the vertical axis (B, t/J,
fEdt) on the energy plane. Energy must be integrated
over time, which is a factor on the vertical axis, not

with positive voltage indicates returning energy.

the horizontal.
It is much easier to understand this process by
using the electrical equivalent axes, Volt-seconds and
Amperes. Referring to Fig. 1-5, from point A to B,
energy from the external circuit is put into the mag-

Permeability
SI:
.u = .UO.Ur

= B / H

Tesla/A-T/m

CGS:
.u = .Ur = B / H

Gauss/Oersted

Penneability is a measure of a magnetic material
-the amount of flux which a magnetic field can push
through a unit volume of the material. Penneability is
roughly analogous to conductivity in the electrical
realm.

Figure 1-5 Energy Plane
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(b)

(a)
Figure

1-6-

Energy

Plane,

Sinusoidal

Voltage

(c)
Drive

Examples

cluding parasitic inductances, such as shown in Fig.

Permeance, Reluctance

1-1.
SI:

This will be discussed in a later section
p =1/

!1{. = <1>/.'!= BAIHf!

Inductance
Webers/A-T

SI:

P=I/!I{.=~~.A/1!

Henrys (4)

CGS:

L=N2P=~~N2.A/£
P=l/!l(.=

CGS:

<I>/:F= BAIH£

Maxwells/Gilbert

L = 47tIJ.rN2.A/£.10-9

P=l/!/{.=~.A!f!

Henrys (4a)

When the material characteristic, permeability, is
applied to a magnetic element of specific area and

Inductance has the same value in the SI and cas
systems. In the SI system, inductance is simply the

length, the result is permeance. In the SI system,
permeance is equal to the inductance of a single turn.
Reluctance, the reciprocal of permeance, is

permeance times the number of turns squared.
At Home on the Energy
Plane
It is, of course, possible to plot any type of electrical device on the energy plane JEdt vs. I. Figure 1-6

analogous to resistance in an electrical circuit. (Don't
push this analogy too far -reluctance
is an energy
storage element, whereas resistance is a dissipative
element.) Reluctance and permeance can be defined
for the entire magnetic device as seen from the electrical terminals, but it is most useful to define the reluctance of specific elements/regions within the device. This enables the construction of a reluctance
model -a magnetic circuit diagram -which
sheds

shows several different devices -inductors, capacitors, resistors -driven by a sinusoidal voltage waveform. Before looking at Figure 1-7 which shows the
waveforms involved, try to identify the devices represented in Fig. 1-6.
The answers:

considerable light on the performance of the device
and how to improve it. From the reluctance model,
using a duality process, a magnetic device can be
translated into its equivalent electrical circuit, in-

Fig.1-6 (a) is an air core inductor, ideal and
lossless. Current lags the applied voltage, but as
shown in Fig. 1-7, the inductor current is in phase
with JEdt plotted on the vertical axis of the energy
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plane. As the wavefonn traverses from B to C, voltage and current are both positive -energy is put into
the inductor. from C to D, current is positive but voltage is negative -the same energy previously stored is
given back to the circuit.
Fig.1-4 (b) is an ideal, lossless capacitor. Current
leads the applied voltage and is therefore 180° out of
phase with fEdt. From A to B, voltage and current are
both positive -energy is put into the capacitor. From
B to C, the same energy previously stored is returned
to the circuit.
Fig.l-6 (c) is a resistor. Current is in phase with
applied voltage, therefore current leads fEdt by 90°.
Since voltage and current are in phase, their signs are
always the same. The energy sign is always positive -

E
IR

fEdt

A

energy is always put into the resistor, never returned
to the circuit. The entire area within the ellipse represents loss.
Of course, Faraday's Law does not apply to a resistor or capacitor. Therefore the vertical fEdt scale
for these devices cannot be translated into flux.
Fig.1-6 (d) is an inductor with idealized metal
alloy core with low frequency hysteresis, driven into

B

c

IL

Ic

saturation. A tape-wound Permalloy core driven at
low frequency (no eddy currents) approaches this
characteristic. The area within the characteristic is
hysteresis loss. The only energy returned to the circuit is the area of the thin wedges above and below
the characteristic. Only when the core saturates, taking on the characteristic of an air core, is any energy
stored and returned.
The dashed characteristic shows a minor hysteresis loop occurring with reduced drive, which does not
take the core into saturation.
Figure 1-7 Sinusoidal Voltage Drive
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D

A

A,B,G,H

(a)
Figure

1-8-

Rectangular

Voltage Drive

Examples

eddy currents) does not change shape radically when

Rectangular
Voltage Drive Waveform
Sinusoidal waveshapes are not relevant in most
SMPS applications. Figure 1-8 shows the same de-

frequency or voltage or the waveshape are changed.
But with a resistor, unlike the inductor, the energy
plane plot expands in all directions as a function of
voltage, the plot changes vertically inversely with
frequency, and changes shape as a function of the

vices driven by a symmetrical rectangular voltage
waveform (not including the capacitor, which would
require an infinite current at the instantaneous voltage
transitions). Figure 1-9 shows the corresponding

driving waveshape, as seen in the difference between
Fig. 1-8 (b) and 1-6 (c).
And no matter how many Volt-seconds are applied to the resistor, it will never saturate like the in-

waveforms.
Fig.1-8 (a) is the same lossless air-core inductor
as in 1-6 (a). Although the characteristic looks the

ductor in Fig.1-8 (c).
Noting the striking similarity between the resistor
characteristic of Fig. 1-8 (b) and the dash line unsaturated square-loop inductor characteristic of Fig.
1-8 (c), raises an interesting question: If inductance is
defined as the slope on the plot of JEdt vs. I, then the
resistor in (b ) is an inductor -it has infinite inductance along B to C and F to G, just like the unsatu-

same as with sinusoidal drive, Fig. 1-9 waveforms
reveal that the characteristic dwells at its extremes
during times of zero applied voltage.
Fig.1-8 (b) The same resistor as in 1-6 (c) plots
as a rectangle rather than an ellipse. The rectangular
voltage and current waveforms exist at three distinct
levels. From B to C, the voltage and current are both
at a constant positive level, while JEdt slowly rises.

rated inductor in 1-8 (c).
But if a resistor is defined as a device that does
not store energy, only dissipates energy, then the in-

Thus, the current is constant while JEdt changes.
From C to D, current suddenly collapses to zero,
where it dwells until time E, because JEdt does not
change while the voltage is zero. At time F, the cur-

ductor of Fig. 1-8 (c) is a resistor! !
Notes on the SMPS Environment
Transformer Definition: A true transformer is a

rent suddenly changes to its constant negative level,
where it remains while JEdt slowly drops toward G.
Fig.1-8 (c) The same idealized metal-cored inductor as Fig.1-6 (d) exhibits the same shape on the

magnetic device with multiple windings whose purpose is not to store energy, but to transfer energy in-

different.
In fact, with any practical inductor with magnetic

stantaneously from input to output(s). In addition,
the windings are often electrically insulated to provide high voltage dc isolation between input and output. The turns ratio can be adjusted to obtain opti-

core, the low-frequency hysteresis loop (excluding

mum relationship between input and output voltages.

energy plane although the driving waveshape is quite
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from the input in its mutual inductance during one
portion of the switching period, then delivers energy
to the output during a subsequent interval.
Since the magnetic core material itself is incapable of storing significant energy, energy storage is
accomplished in a non-magnetic gap(s) in series with
the core.

F

C,D

Although mutual inductance is an essential element in a flyback transformer, leakage inductances
remain undesired parasitic elements.
Core Material Limitations: In dc applications,
inductors are thought of as current operated devices.
Even the smallest dc voltage will ultimately saturate
the magnetic core, unless offset by the IR drop in the

G

E,F

winding.
In high frequency SMPS applications, the major
core material limitations are saturation and core
losses, both of which depend upon flux swing. In
these applications, transformer and inductor windings
are usually driven with rectangular voltage waveforms derived from low impedance sources. Since the
voltage, pulse width, and number of turns are quite
accurately known, it is easy to apply Faraday's Law
to determine the flux swing and appropriately limit it.
In a ferrite core transformer, magnetizing current is

Il

difficult to determine accurately. It depends entirely
on the core material characteristic which varies
widely with temperature and with the flatness of the

Fig.

1-9

Rectangular

Voltage

mating surfaces of the core halves. Fortunately, the
magnetizing current in a transformer is small enough
to be of less concern than the flux swing.
In an inductor or flyback transformer, the magnetizing current is vitally important, because it represents the energy storage required by the application.
In this case, the magnetizing current can be calculated

Drive

A practical transformer does store some energy in
mutual (magnetizing) inductance and leakage inductances, which degrade circuit performance in several

quite accurately using Ampere's Law, because it depends on the very predicable characteristics of the
gap in series with the core, and the uncertain core
contribution to energy storage is negligible.

important respects. These inductances are normally
considered undesirable parasitics, whose minimization is one of the important goals of transformer de-

Points to Remember:
.Magnetic
field equipotentials are surfaces,
bounded by the current generating the field.All
flux lines form complete loops that never begin or end, normal to field equipotentials.
.Flux
change cannot occur instantaneously -time
is required -an energy change occurs.

sign.
Inductor Definition:
An inductor is a device
whose purpose is to store and release energy. A filter
inductor uses this capability to smooth the current
through it. A flyback transformer is actually an inductor with multiple windings. It stores energy taken
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.Energy
added and removed is quantified by integrating the area between the characteristic and
.On

the vertical axis.
the energy plane, upward movement in Quadrants I and IV or downward movement in Qll and
QIll add energy to the device. Moving downward
in QI and QIV , or upward in Qll and QIll returns

energy to the circuit.
.The
purpose of an inductor is to store energy. In a
transformer, energy storage represents an undesired parasitic element.
References
"R-nurnbered" references are reprinted in the
Reference Section at the back of this Manual.
(1)
T.G. Wilson, Sr., "Fundamentals
Materials," APEC Tutorial Seminar, 1987

of Magnetic

(R2)
"Eddy Current Losses in Transformer Windings
and Circuit Wiring," Unitrode Seminar Manual SEM400,
1985
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2

Familiarity with the mechanisms underlying
magnetic core behavior is essential to (a) optimize the
magnetic device design, and (b) properly model its

Magnetic
Core Materials
This paper builds upon Reference (Rl ), titled
"Magnetic Core Properties", taken from an earlier
Unitrode seminar and reprinted in the Reference section at the back of this handbook. It discusses mag-

behavior in the circuit application.
The Purpose of the Magnetic
Core
The fundamental purpose of any magnetic core is
to provide an easy path for flux in order to facilitate
flux linkage, or coupling, between two or more magnetic elements. It serves as a "magnetic bus bar" to
connect a magnetic source to a magnetic "load".
In a true transformer application, the magnetic
source is the primary winding -ampere-turns and
volts/turn. The magnetic "load" is the secondary
winding (or windings). The flux through the core
links the windings to each other. It also enables elec-

netic basics and the process of magnetization in ferromagnetic materials. This topic should be read before proceeding further.
Metal Alloy Tape-Wound Cores
Reference (Rl) focuses primarily upon the lowfrequency characteristics of metal alloy tape-wound
cores. Using alloys such as Permalloy, these cores
approach the ideal magnetic material characteristic square-loop with extremely high permeability
(60,000), high saturation flux density (0.9 Tesla =

trical isolation between windings, and enables adaptation to different voltage levels by adjusting the
turns ratio. Energy storage in a transformer core is an

9000 Gauss) and insignificant energy storage. Unfortunately, resistivity of these metal alloys is quite
low. To minimize losses due to induced eddy currents, these cores are built up with very thin tape-

undesired parasitic element. With a high permeability
core material, energy storage is minimal.
In an inductor, the core provides the flux linkage

wound laminations.
Tape-wound cores are used primarily at 50, 60,

path between the circuit winding and a non-magnetic
gap, physically in series with the core. Virtually all of

and 400 Hz line frequencies. Disappointingly, they
are generally unsuitable for transformer applications
in SwitchMode Power Supplies. At today's SMPS
frequencies (IOOkHz and up), eddy current losses are
too great even with extremely thin l2.51J.m (.0005")

the energy is stored in the gap. High permeability ferrites, or magnetic metal alloys such as Permalloy, are
incapable of storing significant energy. (The integrated area between the nearly vertical high permeability B-H characteristic and the vertical axis, repre-

tape thickness. However, in SMPS filter inductor applications, gapped tape-wound cores are sometimes
used when the percent ripple current and associated
flux swing is small enough to keep losses at an ac-

senting energy, is minuscule. )
A flyback transformer is actually an inductor with
primary and secondary windings and a gap which
stores the required energy. Like a simple inductor, the
core provides the flux linkage path between the primary and the gap. The core also provides the linkage
between the gap and the secondary winding(s) to subsequently deliver the energy to the secondary circuit.
Like a transformer, the separate windings also enable
electrical isolation between windings, and turns ratio

ceptable level.
Tape-wound cores using the newer, lower loss
amorphous metal alloys are used in SMPS applications up to lOO-200kHz, especially as magnetic amplifiers.
Powdered Metal Cores
Composite powdered-metal cores, such as powdered iron, Kool MIJ.@,and Perrnalloy powder cores
do store considerable energy, and are therefore used
in inductor and flyback transformer applications.
However, energy is not stored in the very high permeability magnetic metal portions of the composite,

adaptation to different circuit voltages.
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but in the non-magnetic regions between the magnetic particles -in the binder that holds the cores to-

include the power ferrite materials used in switching
power supplies. NiZn ferrites have lower permeability and much higher resistivity, hence lower losses.
They are used from 1 MHz to several hundred MHz.
The permeability of power ferrite materials is in
the range of 1500 to 3000 (relative). As shown in the

gether. Essentially, these composite cores store their
energy in a non-magnetic gap that is distributed
throughout the entire core. These cores are manufactured and categorized by their effective permeability
(the permeability of a hypothetical homogeneous core
material with the same characteristic as the actual

low frequency characteristic of Fig. 2-1, a ferrite core
will store a small amount of energy, as shown by the

composite). Different effective permeabilities in the
range of '=15 to ,=200 (relative) are achieved by vary-

areas between the hysteresis loop and the vertical
axis. This undesired magnetizing energy must be subsequently dealt with in a snubber or clamp. Sometimes it can be put to good use in Zero Voltage Transition circuitry. The permeability is high enough to
keep the magnetizing current at a generally acceptable level in transformer applications.

ing particle size and the amount of magnetically inert
material in the composite mix.
Composite powdered metal cores are not normally used in true transformer applications because
their relatively low permeability results in high magnetizing current and energy storage -undesired in a
transformer.
At SMPS frequencies, powdered metal cores are
quite lossy. Powdered iron is worst, Kool M~ is better, Permalloy is best. But in filter inductor or continuous mode flyback applications (where the inductive energy is stored in the non-magnetic regions
within the composite core), if the percent M and flux
swing are small enough, the losses may be low
enough to permit the use of these composite materials.
Rounding of the B-H characteristic (which will
be discussed later) causes incremental inductance to
decrease substantially as the DC operating point is
raised. Typically, the inductance may be halved at an
operating flux density of 0.4Tesla (4000 Gauss), only
half way to saturation.
The much greater saturation flux density BSATof
the powdered metal cores compared to ferrite (0.8T
vs. 0.3T) would permit a much smaller inductor as a

Figure. 2-1 Ferrite Core Characteristic

gapped ferrite for the same application, but at 100
kHz and above, this promise is seldom fulfilled be-

For inductor and tlyback transfonner applications, a gap is added in series with the core. This
skews the characteristic, and provides the required

cause of the restrictions imposed by losses and
rounding.

energy storage capability without the rounding observed in the powdered metal cores.

Ferrite Cores
Ferrites are the most popular core materials used
in SMPS applications.
Ferrites are ceramic materials made by sintering a
mixture of iron oxide with oxides or carbonates of
either manganese and zinc or nickel and zinc. MnZn
ferrites are used in applications up to lor 2 MHz and

The reasons for ferrite's popularity in SMPS applications are: lower cost and lower loss than the
materials previously discussed. Ferrites are available
in a wide variety of core shapes including low-profile
and "planar" cores, to facilitate various needs. Two-
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ceramic, the core is less robust than other materials,

are the first to saturate. Those portions of the magnetic particles that saturate first become nonmagnetic, making these paths less "easy". Incremental flux increase shifts to adjacent paths where

and may be unacceptable in a high shock military

the magnetic material has not yet saturated and where

environment.
Saturation flux density in ferrite is much less than
with the tape-wound or powdered metal cores: ==O.3T
(3000Gauss) vs. ==O.8T.This might seem to be a dis-

the gap is somewhat wider. This process continues,
effectively widening the incremental distributed gap

advantage, but saturation is not a real limitation at

served in the rounding of the B-H characteristic.

piece core sets allow the windings to be fabricated
separately and subsequently assembled with the core.
The main disadvantage of ferrite is that being a

as the flux increases. The incremental permeability
(and inductance) is progressively reduced, as ob-

IOOkHz or above. In a transformer application, the
maximum flux swing is restricted by losses to much
less than BSAT. In inductor applications with a small
percentage ripple resulting in low core losses, BSAT
might become a limiting factor, but the lossier tapewound or powdered metal cores are usually still at a
disadvantage.
Rounding of the B- H Characteristic
Ideal magnetic materials have a square loop
characteristic with very high permeability and insignificant stored energy until finally driven into saturation. This is called a "sharp saturation" characteristic.
A rounded, or "soft saturation" characteristic exhibits
a gradual reduction of incremental permeability until
finally the core is completely saturated. Reference
(Rl) mentions that magnetic "hard spots" and inside

Figure. 2-2 --Easy Flux Path Between Particles

In powdered metal cores, this non-linear inductance characteristic is unavoidable, except by re-

comers will cause rounding of the B-H characteristic.
Rounding effects in metal-alloy cores are gener-

stricting the maximum flux density to a small fraction
of BSAT. In some filter inductor applications, the

ally quite trivial. However, in composite powdered
metal cores, non-magnetic "gaps" exist between the

rounding effect, akin to a "swinging choke", might

discrete magnetic particles. Similar non-magnetic
inclusions occur among the sintered particles in fer-

actually be desirable.
In a ferrite core, the rounding effect is, if anything, beneficial. In a transformer application, normal
operation with flux density limited by core losses, the
rounding is not encountered, and even if it is, the re-

rite cores. These distributed non-magnetic regions
cause significant rounding of the B-H characteristic.
They also result in storing energy within the core.
The particulate structure has two main effects:
First, the distributed reluctance of these tiny
"gaps" causes the flux and the flux change to be distributed across the entire core, rather than as a discrete flux change boundary moving from inside to

sult is a small increase in magnetizing current. In a
situation where the flux "walks" toward saturation
due to a volt-second imbalance on the transformer
primary, the soft saturation characteristic provides a
gradual magnetizing current increase to facilitate

outside as depicted in (Rl) for ungapped idealized

control of this problem.
When a discrete gap is added to the ferrite core
for energy storage in a filter inductor application, the
rounding of the ferrite characteristic disappears -

metal alloy cores.
Second, at low flux densities, flux tends to concentrate in the "easiest" paths (lowest reluctance)
where the magnetic particles are in close proximity.
As the flux density increases, these easy path areas

swamped by the linear high reluctance of the gap.
The inductance characteristic becomes quite linear
2-3

until saturation is reached. If a non-linear inductance
characteristic is desired, it can be accomplished with
a tapered or stepped gap.
Core

Limitations

in SMPS

BSAT.But with higher frequency and/or larger percent
ripple current, core losses will dominate, and ferrite
cores will outperform the others.
In situations where powdered metal cores may be
advantageous, bear in mind that the inductance may
diminish an unacceptable amount at higher current
levels due to the rounding effect discussed earlier.
Flyback transformers are really inductors with
multiple windings. There are some unique problems
associated with the windings, but the core does not
care how many windings exist -the core is aware
only of the total ampere-turns and the volts/turn.
When operated in the continuous current mode, with
small M and at low enough frequency, the same considerations apply as for the simple inductor. In the

Applications

In high frequency SwitchMode power supplies,
magnetic core characteristics usually impose different
limitations in transformer, filter inductor, and flyback
transformer applications.
A true transformer is commonly used in buckderived circuits such as the forward converter, full
bridge, half bridge, etc. Ideally, a transformer stores
no energy, but transfers energy immediately from
input to output. In a practical transformer, undesired
stored energy does occur in parasitic leakage inductances (outside the core), and magnetizing inductance
(within the core). Magnetizing inductance is minimized by using a gapless, high permeability core

discontinuous mode, the current swing (and flux
swing) become very large, the core loss limitation
applies, and gapped ferrite cores provide the best per-

material.
At low frequencies, core saturation is usually the
most important limitation. But at SMPS frequencies,
usually IOOkHz or greater, core loss becomes the

formance.
Transformer and inductor design is covered in
detail in other sections of this manual.

cause ofhigh losses and because of low permeability.
Tape-wound metal alloy cores have considerably
higher core losses than ferrite cores. Tape-wound
cores have higher BSATthan ferrite, but this is irrelevant because core loss severely restricts the flux

Core Saturation
At SMPS switching frequencies, core saturation
is almost never a limitation in transformer applications, although it often is in filter inductors or continuous mode flyback transformers.
Flux Walking: Transformers operated in pushpull circuits do have a potential problem with core

swing. Tape-wound cores are considered for SMPS
transformer applications only if their greater rugged-

saturation.
A positive pulse applied to a winding causes a

ness is needed.
A filter inductor must store energy during one
portion of each switching period and return this energy to the circuit during another portion of the period, thus smoothing the current flow. The required
energy must be stored in a non-magnetic gap -distributed in the case of a powdered metal core, and a
discrete gap in series with a ferrite core or tape-

positive flux change proportional to the pulse voltseconds. In order to maintain a stable operating point
on the B-H characteristic, the core must be "reset" by
subsequently applying the exact same number of

most important limitation in transformer applications.
Powdered metal cores are effectively ruled out be-

negative volt-seconds.
In a single-ended application, such as a forward
converter, the core "resets itself' by an inductive
voltage reversal which self-terrninates when the magnetizing current returns to zero. In a push-pull application, the core is reset by the circuit, which applies
sequential positive and negative pulses to the wind-

wound metal alloy core.
If the switching frequency and the percentage of
current ripple (which determines the flux swing) are
both low enough, core losses will be low, and the inductor core may be limited by saturation. In this

ings. With the slightest asymmetry -inequality
of
either voltage or time -the positive and negative voltseconds do not completely cancel. As a result, the
flux never quite returns to its starting point, and over
a period of many cycles at the switching frequency,

situation, powdered metal cores or gapped tapewound cores may not only be feasible, they may outperform gapped ferrite cores because of their higher
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the flux density "walks" into saturation. This problem
is not a core limitation -any core would eventually
reach saturation. This is a circuit problem, to which
there are several circuit solutions which are beyond
the scope of this paper.
Core Loss
Core loss is the most important core limitation in
most SMPS applications. For acceptable losses, flux
density swing AB must be restricted to much less than
BSAT.This prevents the core fr<?mbeing utilized to its
e;.

full capability.
At low frequencies, core loss is almost entirely
hysteresis loss. For today's power ferrites, eddy current loss overtakes hysteresis loss at 200-300kHz. In

In
In
O
-J

w
11:
O
O

metal alloy cores, eddy current loss dominates above
a few hundred Hertz.
Core manufacturers usually provide curves such
as Fig. 2-3 showing core loss as a function of flux
swing and frequency, combining hysteresis and eddy
current losses. Core loss is usually expressed in
mW/cm3, sometimes in kW/m3 (actually equal: 1
mW/cm3 = 1 kW/m3), sometimes in Watts/pound
(horrors!!)
In these Core Loss vs. Flux Density curves, the
horizontal axis labeled "Flux Density" usually represents peak flux density, with symmetrical sinusoidal
excitation. In SMPS applications, peak-to-peak flux
swing, /!;.B,is calculated from Faraday's Law, where
fEdt = applied Volt-seconds, N = turns, and Ae = core

Figure. 2-3

Core Loss --"P " Material

Figure.

Minor

cross-section area:

M=~JEdt
NAe
The total flux swing, L\B, is twice the peak flux
swing referred to in the core loss curves as "Flux
Density". Therefore, use L\B/2 to enter the core loss
curves.
Hysteresis Loss
The hysteresis loops shown in the core material
data sheets represent the core overdriven by a sinusoidal waveform from + to -saturation. In an SMPS
application, the core is usually driven by a much
smaller rectangular waveform with L\B limited by
core losses to a minor hysteresis loop as shown in
Fig. 2-4.
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Hysteresis

Loop

The hysteresis loop area represents energy loss.
Power loss depends on how many times per second
the hysteresis loop is traversed. Thus, hysteresis loss
varies directly with frequency.
Hysteresis loss varies with flux density swing
(M) to some power, depending on how much the
minor hysteresis loop expands horizontally (LVl) as
well as vertically (M). For most ferrites, hysteresis
loss varies with L\B", with n = 2.5- 3.0.
The hysteresis loop changes shape somewhat
with waveshape, current or voltage drive, and temperature. This variability, together with the steep
slope of the high inductance characteristic makes it
impossible to predict the magnetizing current with
any degree of accuracy (and eddy currents make the

Figure. 2-5

Waveform Comparison

What causes eddy currents: Virtually all of the
flux induced by the primary winding is contained
within the core. The core itself is a single turn secondary linked to all of the windings. A voltage is induced around the core periphery equal to the
volts/turn applied to the windings. The core material
has a finite resistivity, which translates into a resistance value around the core periphery. The voltage
induced around the core forces a current -the eddy
current -to flow through this resistance. The result is
rR loss. The eddy current is reflected into the primary according to the ratio of the primary turns to the
single turn "core secondary". In the primary, it is
considered part of the magnetizing current, although
it is pure loss, and in fact absorbs some of the stored
energy in the core.

problem worse).
Fortunately, the only important concern about the
hysteresis loop in SMPS applications is the core loss
it represents. The shape does not matter -the core
loss curves provide the necessary information. In
transformer applications, all we really need to know
is that the magnetizing current is acceptably low
(unless Im is depended upon for some circuit function,
which is risky). In filter inductor and flyback transformer applications, the hysteresis loop of the core
material is totally swamped by the lossless and predictable high reluctance of the series gap, making Im
easily predictable.
Eddy Current
Loss
At the high frequencies usually involved in
SMPS applications, it is incorrect to think of eddy
current losses in the core as being frequency dependent. Core eddy current loss is a function of the volts
per turn applied to the windings, and the duty cycle. It
can be modeled by placing a resistor across one of the
windings.
For example, a square wave of 5 Volts/turn, as
shown in Fig. 2-5, applied to the primary, will result
in the same eddy current loss regardless offrequency.
On the other hand, if the waveform is changed to 10
Volts peak at 50% duty cycle (same average value),
the peak loss quadruples (proportional to V p1 while
the average loss doubles (the duty cycle is halved),
whether the frequency is constant or not. The resistor
model demonstrates this behavior.

Fig.2-6
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Eddy Current

in a Ferrite

Core

~

The effective eddy current resistance can be calculated from the core resistivity and dimensions, and
projected as an equivalent resistor across the primary
winding according to the turns ratio squared. Hence

resistance around the periphery of the lamination (the
eddy current path) is ~500 times the resistance of the
path around the entire core if it were solid. (R=p£/ A ;
path length £ around the lamination is ~ Y2the path
length around the entire core periphery; area A is ~

the validity of the resistor model mentioned earlier.
Placing the equivalent eddy current resistance across
the primary, it is obvious that if the applied voltage

1/1000 of the effective area around the periphery of
the solid core).
Thus the effective eddy current resistance is
roughly equivalent to a solid core with resistivity
500,000 times greater. This is beginning to approach
a solid ferrite core.

changes, the eddy current instantaneously changes
proportionally. When the voltage pulse ends and the
voltage drops to zero, the eddy current becomes zero.
The magnetizing current then reverts to the low frequency hysteresis loop value.
Resistivity of power ferrite materials intended
for SMPS applications ranges from 200 to 2000 Qcm. The resulting eddy currents and associated losses
are barely noticeable compared to hysteresis effects
at lOO kHz, but become dominant in the range of 250600 kHz, depending on the specific material.
Resistivity of tape-wound metal alloy cores is
only 50 to 150 micro-Q-cm. If the core was solid
metal, it would be a shorted turn. High current would
circulate on the core surface, and the magnetic field

Skin Effect
The example of the solid metal alloy core discussed earlier raises the concern that the magnetic
field may not be able to penetrate the core sufficiently, confining the flux to the core surface. A calculation of the penetration depth resolves this issue.
Penetration depth (skin depth) is defined as the
distance from the surface to where the current density
is l/e times the surface current density:

could not penetrate the core.
The solution to this problem is to break the core
up into electrically insulated laminations. Figure 2-7
shows the detail of one such lamination. If a metal
alloy core 1.2 cm thick is divided into 1000 laminations, each .0012 cm thick, then each lamination
contains only 1/1000 of the total flux. Therefore the
voltage induced around the periphery of each lamination is 1/1000 of the volts/turn in the windings. The

-0.22/ .J7
DpEN -/

cm

At 100kHz in Permalloy, DpEN= .0007 cm. Thus,
even with .0005" (.00125cm, or 12.51.1Jn)
tape thickness, there is some concentration of current at the
tape surfaces, slightly worsening the eddy current

EDDY
CURRENT
~
-

,

losses.
In power ferrite (Magnetics type K), with p = 20
.Q.-mand ~ = 1500:

FLUX

~

cm

::;"

(ferrite)

At 100kHz, in feuite Type K, DpEN = 18cm.
Penetration depth in feuite is thus much greater than
core thickness, and skin effect can be ignored.

Figure. 2-7 Lamination Detail
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Modeling the Magnetic Core

purpose. Only when a really accurate representation
is required, use a mathematical expression, curve fitted to the data sheet representation.
Core characteristics that are most important in
SMPS applications are (I) losses; (2) saturation.
Sometimes, in a transformer, a crude representation
of magnetizing current is necessary. Replicating the
curvature of the characteristic is not important except
in filter inductor applications using powdered metal
cores operated close to saturation, which results in

The subject of modeling the complete magnetic
device is discussed in Reference R3. The computer
model might include:
.An
ideal transformer with appropriate turns ratios
for the windings
.leakage
fied

inductances properly located and quanti-

.parasitic
capacitances
.A
model of the magnetic core, reflected into the

increased ripple current at full load. Other than that
situation, it will usually suffice to have two straight
lines, one representing normal inductance, intersecting at BSAT with a second straight line representing
saturated inductance. If it is certain that the core will
not be driven into saturation in the evaluation being
performed, the saturated inductance line may be
omitted.
An adequate model for different core materials in
each of the following applications might include:
.Filter
inductor with gapped ferrite core: Until
the core saturates, the gap is the only important
element determining the inductance value -the
effect of the ferrite core is negligible. For example: With a 0.3 cm gap and a 10 cm path length in
the ferrite (1.1.= 3000), the core reduces induc-

primary winding or a dedicated winding.
In this Section, where the core is under discussion, it is appropriate to consider some aspects of
modeling the core.
Based on the preceding discussion of the mechanisms underlying magnetic core behavior, there are
several distinct elements that might be included in the
core model:
.Inductance,
magnetizing current, linear region,
rounding, saturation -ungapped and gapped.
.Hysteresis
loop centered on the inductance characteristic
.Eddy
current loss -proportional to dB/dt
Physical or Empirical ???
Should the core model be based on physical
mechanisms or on empirical data? Core eddy current
can easily be modeled based on the physical process,
simply by placing a resistor across the primary, or
across a normalized one-turn winding dedicated to
hold the core model.
But for the other core characteristics, discussed
earlier in this paper, the underlying physical proc-

tance by 1%. Since current limiting prevents the
inductor from being driven into saturation, a simple, linear inductor model, representing the gap,
is generally adequate. In computer circuit modeling, the standard L model can be used, with current specified as initial condition.
.Filter
inductor with gapped, laminated metalalloy core:
The same considerations as the
gapped ferrite core will apply. A shunt resistor to
model core eddy-current losses may be desirable
with this lossier material.
.Filter
inductor with powdered metal core -

esses are much too complex to serve as the basis for
the core model. An empirical model is the only reasonable choice. However, familiarity with the physical processes is helpful in developing an empirical
model.
There are many types of evaluations used to understand, improve, or validate various aspects of
SMPS operation. Rather than use the same complex

MPP, Powdered iron, Kool M~@: If flux density
is limited by core loss to below the region of curvature, the simple linear inductance model may
suffice. If operated at higher flux densities where

"one size fits all" model for all purposes, it is far
better to use simpler models tailored to the needs of
each specific situation. The evaluations will be faster,
and the results are easier to understand. Include only
the characteristics that are necessary, and for these,
use the simplest approximation that will serve the

inductance non-linearity becomes an important
consideration, a customized computer model
should be used, curve-fitted to the actual inductance characteristic.
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.Saturable
reactor (magamp) core: Mag-amps
require high permeability square-Ioop core materials -metal alloy laminated cores or square-Ioop
ferrites. It is essential to include the hysteresis

Points to Remember
.Hysteresis
loss is directly proportional to frequency, and to the nth power of the flux density
swing. n is in the range of 2.5 to 3.0 for most

characteristic in a magamp core model. In metal
alloy cores, hysteresis loss is negligible compared
to eddy current loss at SMPS frequencies. Nevertheless, if the square loop hysteresis characteristic is not included in the model, the flux will be
unable to maintain its position on the vertical axis
after reset is accomplished and before the next
power pulse, and will drift toward zero.
A magamp core model requires hysteresis,
eddy current, and saturation.
.Transformer
with ungapped metal alloy core:
A straight line representing the very high unsaturated inductance is probably acceptable. An intersecting straight line representing the saturated inductance could be included if necessary for the
intended evaluation. Eddy current loss resistance
is very significant. Hysteresis can be omitted.
.Transformer
with ungapped ferrite core: As
above, straight line approximations can be used
to simulate inductance and saturation. Losses are
primarily hysteretic at 100-200 kHz. Eddy current

power ferrites.
.Eddy
current in the core is proportional to dcl>/dt
(equal to volts/turn) not frequency per se. Eddy
current loss (rR) is proportional to volts/turn
squared. When the voltage transitions to zero at
the end of each pulse, the eddy current becomes
.At

quency, they are voltage driven.
.Core
limitations -saturation and losses -put restrictions on flux and flux swing, which translate
into volt-second limitations on the applied voltage waveforms.
References
"R-numbered"

references are reprinted in the

Reference Section at the back of this Manual.
(RI)
"Magnetic Core Properties," originally titled "An
Electrical Circuit Model for Magnetic Cores." Unitrode
SeminarManual SEMIOOO,1995

losses become significant at higher frequencies.
Figure 2-8 shows how the elements representing
the core can be applied to a transformer model. Eddy
current resistance is modeled by resistor RE. All of
the other core characteristics are included in the symbol labeled "CORE" -inductance, rounding, saturation, and hysteresis effects, but only to the degree and

(R3)
"Deriving the Equivalent Electrical Circuit from
the Magnetic Device Physical Properties", Unitrode Seminar Manual SEMIOOO, 1995 and SEMI 100, 1996

accuracy relevant to the intended circuit evaluation.

Fig. 2-8

zero.
DC and low frequency, magnetic devices are
current-controlled. At the SMPS switching fre-

Transformer Model
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Understanding the rules governing magnetic field
behavior is fundamentally important in designing and
optimizing magnetic devices used in high frequency
switching power supply applications. Paralleled
windings can easily fail in their intended purpose,
eddy current losses and leakage inductances can easily be excessive. These are some of the problems that
are addressed in this Section.
Even if you never participate in transformer or
inductor design, these magnetic principles apply in
optimizing circuit layout and wiring practices, and

Figure 3-1 Skin Effect Model

minimizing EM!..
Reference paper (R2): "Eddy Current Losses in

happens when a high frequency ac current is put
through?
Figure 3-1 happens to be a high-frequency model
of a single wire. A represents the surface of the wire,

Transformer Windings and Circuit Wiring," included
in this Manual, is a useful supplement.
Conservation of Energy
Like water running downhill, electrical current
always takes the easiest path available. The path taken
at dc and low frequencies can be quite different from

B is the center. Lx represents the inductance per unit
length external to the wire (what would be the measured inductance of the wire). Li is inductance distributed within the wire, from the surface to the center .
(Copper is non-magnetic, just like air, and stores
magnetic energy in the same way.) Ri is the distributed longitudinal resistance from the surface to the
center. Collectively, Ri is the dc resistance of the

the path taken by the high frequency current components.
The basic rule governing the current path: Current flows in the path(s) that resu/t in the /owest expenditure of energy. At low frequency, this is accomplished by minimizing PR losses. At high frequency, current flows in the path(s) that minimize
inductive energy -energy transfer to and from the

wire. All of the above values are per unit length of
wire.
At dc or low frequency ac, energy transfer to inductance Li, over time, is trivial compared to energy
dissipated in the resistance. The current distributes
itself uniformly through the wire from the surface to
the center, to minimize the rR.t loss. But at high frequency, over the short time spans involved, rR .t loss

magnetic field generated by the current flow. Energy
conservation causes high frequency current to flow
near the surface of a thick conductor, and only certain
surfaces, even though this may results in much higher
I2R losses. If there are several available paths, HF

is less than the energy transfer to and from Li. Current
flow then concentrates near the surface, even though
the net resistance is much greater, in order to minimize energy transfer to Li. If we look at this strictly
from a circuit point of view, at high frequency, the
impedance of Li near the surface blocks the current

current will take the path(s) that minimize inductance.
This may have undesirable side effects as shown in
one of the examples below.
Examples are given later which demonstrate how
to manipulate the field and current path to advantage.
Skin Effect
The circuit of Figure 3-1 shows an inductor in series with an L-R transmission line. What happens
when a dc current is put through this circuit? What

from flowing in the center of the wire.
Penetration depth (or skin depth), Dpen, is defined as the distance from the conductor surface to
where the current density (and the field, which termi-
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nates on the current flow) is lie times the surface CUfrent density:

intensity,

meters

In copper
and~r=

at 100°C,

resistivity,

(W/cmJ

p = 2.3-10-8

.J7

cm

= Y2BH=

Y2,uH1

Q-m,

Therefore, total energy (volume times energy)
and inductance, are 5 times less in Fig. 3-2 above than
with the more concentrated field in (R2) Fig. 6.
An important principle is demonstrated here: If

I:

D PEN -7.6
7

H, by 5 times. Energy density, proportional

to H2, is 25 times weaker.

(copper)

the field (and the current that produces it) is given the
opportunity to spread out, it will do so in order to
minimize energy transfer. The stored energy (and inductance) between the conductors varies inversely

At 100 kHz in copper, DpEN= .024 cm.
Proximity Effect
When two conductors, thicker than DpEN,are in

with the length of the field.
Visualize the magnetic field equipotential surfaces stretched across the space between the two conductors, terminating on the current flow at each surface. Visualize the flux lines, all passing horizontally
between the two conductors, normal to the equipotential surfaces. The flux return paths encircle the
conductors in wide loops spread out over a distance -

proximity and carry opposing currents, the high frequency current components spread across the surfaces
facing each other in order to minimize magnetic field
energy transfer (minimizing inductance) This high
frequency conduction pattern is shown in reference
(R2) Figs 5,6, and 7. (R2) Fig. 5 is reproduced below
as Fig. 3-2.)

the field here is very weak.
Examples
In the examples of winding
below:
.Each
.Each.
.Fine

T
w

structures given

+ represents 1 Ampere into the page
represents 1 Ampere out of the page
lines connecting + and. represent edge view

of the field equipotential surfaces.
.Conductor
size is much greater than penetration
(skin) depth.
Simple Transformer Windings:
If the two flat conductors of Fig. 3-2 are placed
within a transformer core, the only change in the field
pattern is that the fringing field at the conductor ends
is reduced. The conductors are now called "windings", and the inductance representing the energy
stored between the conductors is called "leakage in-

Fig. 3-2 Proximity Effect

In all three configurations, current does not flow
on any other surfaces because that would increase the
volume of the magnetic field and require greater energy transfer. Inductance is thus minimized, but ac
resistance is made higher, especially in (R2) Figs 6

ductance". In Figure 3-3, one of the flat strips is replaced by 4 wires. This could be a 4-turn winding
carrying 3A, opposed by a single turn secondary carrying l2A. Or, the four primary wires could be in
parallel, giving a l-turn primary carrying l2A. In either case, the field pattern spreads itself across the
entire window, and the same minimized energy is

and 7. Note how in Fig. 3-2, the preferred configuration, the current distributes itself fairly uniformly
across the two opposing surfaces. This results in significantly less stored energy than R2 Fig. 6, even
though the length and volume of the field in Fig. 3-2
is 5 times greater. This is because spreading the current over 5 times longer distance reduces the field
3-2

depth, the field cannot penetrate the conductor, and
current flow is confined to near the conductor surface.
A strange thing happens --since the field cannot
penetrate the conductor, the entire 8 Ampere field
tenninates at this inner surface of the inner layer. This
requires a total of 8 Ampere-turns at this surface --

Figure 3-3

2A per wire --since the field can be tenninated only
by current flow. Inside the outer layer, there is a 4A
field, from the 4 A-t flowing in the outer layer. This
field must tenninate on the outside of the inner layer,
because it cannot penetrate. This requires 4 A-t in the
opposite direction of the current in the wire! !
Thus the inner layer has 8 A-t on its inner surface,
and 4 A-t in the opposite direction on its outer surface. Each inner wire has 2A on its inner surface and
lA in opposite direction on its outer surface. The net
current remains lA in all series wires in both layers.
But since loss is proportional to r, the loss in the inner layer is 12+ 22 = 5 times larger than the loss in the

Single Layer Windings

stored between the windings. The conductors are
thicker than DPEN,so the high frequency currents flow
near the surfaces in closest proximity, thus terminating the field.

outer layer, where only the net lA flows on its inner
surface!!
Not only is the rR loss larger because the current
is confined to the surface, it also increases exponentially as the number of layers increases. This is because the field intensity increases progressively toward the inside of the winding. Since the field cannot
penetrate the conductors, surface currents must also
increase progressively in the inner layers. For example, if there were 6 wire layers, all wires in series carrying lA, then each wire in the inner layer will have
6A flowing on its inner surface (facing the secondary
winding) and 5A in the opposite direction on its outer
surface. The loss in the inner layer is 62 + 52 = 61
times larger than in the outer layer which has only the
net IA flowing on its inner surface!!
If the wire diameter is reduced, approaching the
penetration depth, the + and -currents on the inner

F igure3:4Two l~er- windings :::Series

and outer surfaces of each wire start to merge, partially canceling. The field partially penetrates through
the conductor. When the wire diameter is much less
than the penetration depth, the field penetrates completely, the opposing currents at the surfaces completely merge and cancel, and the IA current flow is
distributed throughout each wire.

Multiple Layer Windings:
In Figure 3-4, an 8-turn primary carrying lA is
opposed by a 2-turn secondary carrying 4A. The 8
turns of wire, sized for the required nns current, cannot fit into the window breadth, so it is configured in
two layers. As expected, there is an 8 Arnpere-turn
field stretched across the entire window. But since the
conductor thickness is much greater than the skin
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Calculation of the rR loss when the conductor
size (layer thickness) is similar to the penetration

2. Carstenl2] has applied Dowell's sine wave solution to a variety of non-sinusoidal waveforms encountered in SMPS applications, providing curves

depth is very complex. A method of calculating the ac
resistance was published by Dowell(l), and is discussed extensively in Reference (R2). Figure 3-5
(from R2, Fig. 15), based on Dowell's work, shows
the ratio of RAc/RDCvs. layer thickness/DPENand the
number of layers in each winding section. Read (R2)

that include hannonic effects.
3. Computerize Dowell's work, in order to apply it to any non-sinusoidal waveshape. O'Meara[3]
can be helpful.
4. A computer program "PROXY" (proximity
effect analysis) is available from KO Systerns[4].

for a detailed discussion.

ParaUeled Layers:
The transformer of Fig. 3-6 is the same as Fig. 34 with the winding layers reconfigured in parallel,
resulting in a 4-turn, 2 Amp primary, and a l-turn, SA
secondary. The intention is to have lA in each pri-

100
50

1171

I ~ 20

mary wire and 4A in each secondary strip, with the
same field pattern as in Fig. 3-4, but it doesn't happen
that way.

~ 10

~

25

.5

1

2

Q = LayerThickness/Dpen

Figure. 3-5 Eddy Current Losses --RAdRDc

The curves of Fig. 3-5 graphically show the high
ac resistance that results when the layer thickness
equals or exceeds the penetration depth, especially
with multiple layers. With the large ac currents in a
transformer, RAc/Roc of 1.5 is generally considered
optimum. A lower RAc/Roc ratio requires finer wire,
and the wire insulation and voids between wires reduce the amount of copper, resulting in higher dc
losses. In a filter inductor with small ac ripple current
component, a much larger RAcIRoc can be tolerated.

Figure 3-6

Paralleled Two-Layer Windings

Whenever windings are paralleled, alternative
current paths are provided. In Fig. 3-6, resistance in
each of the paralleled windings causes the current to

Although the curves of Fig. 3-5 are quite useful,
keep in mind that an accurate solution requires harmonic (Fourier) analysis of the current waveform.
Loss must then be calculated independently for each
harmonic, since DpENdiffers for each harmonic frequency, and these losses added to obtain the total loss.
Alternative methods of calculating eddy current

divide nearly equally at dc and low frequencies. But
at high frequency, stored energy becomes more important than rR "t. All of the high frequency current
components will flow on the inside surfaces of the
inner layers directly facing each other. The high frequency current in the outer layers is zero. Any current
in the outer layers contributes to an additional field,
between inner and outer layers, requiring additional
energy. With series-connected layers the current has

losses include:
I. Calculate based on the fundamental only, ignore the harmonics and add 50% to the calculated
loss.
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no alternative -it

must flow in all layers, resulting in

additional energy stored between layers as shown in
Fig. 3-4. When there is an alternative, as with paralleled layers, the high frequency current will flow so
as to minimize the stored energy.
The leakage inductance between the windings in
Fig 3-6 is slightly smaller than it would have been if
the current divided equally -a small benefit. But only
a tiny fraction of the available copper is utilized,
making fR loss prohibitively large.
Another example: A low voltage, high current
secondary might use a single turn of copper strap, but
the thickness required to carry the rms current is 5
times the skin depth. It might seem logical to parallel
5 thin strips, each one skin depth in thickness. Result:
All the HP current will flow in the one strip closest to
the primary. If ac current were to flow in the other
strips further from the primary, PR loss would be
less, but more stored energy is required because the

Figure. 3-7

field is bigger (increased separation).
Rule: If you provide alternative current paths, be
sure you know what the rules are.

Wide Window Breadth

The penalty for stretching out the winding is increased capacitance between windings.

Window Shape-Maximize Breadth
The shape of the winding window has a great im-

Interleaving:
If the stretched out winding of Fig. 3-7 were
folded in half, it could then fit into the original window, as shown in Figure 3-8. This "interleaved"

pact on the eddy current problem. Modern cores intended for high frequency SMPS applications have a
window shape with a winding breadth (width) several
times greater than its height. For the same number of
turns, the number of layers required is thereby minimized. As shown in Figure 3-7, the window has twice
the breadth as the core in Fig. 3-4, so that only one
layer is required. This results in a very significant reduction in eddy current losses, as can be seen from

winding has the same low eddy current loss, low field
intensity, and low inductance as the winding of Fig.
3-7.

Fig 3-5.
Another major benefit of the wider window is that
the stored energy (leakage inductance) is minimized.
With the 8 turns at lA of Fig 3-4 fit into a single
layer, (and the opposing 2-turn strap also in a single
layer), the total magnetic force, 1.,remains 8 Ampereturns. However, the field intensity H, stretched over
twice the distance, is half as much. Flux density B is
also halved (B = J1H), therefore energy density Y2BH
is one-fourth as much. However, the volume of the
field is increased, perhaps doubling, therefore total
energy-and leakage inductance-is halved.

Figure. 3-8 Interleaved Windings
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Winding Sections:
Although there are two primary winding layers

centrate in one winding section, then in that one section H would double, and energy density would quad-

and two secondary layers in Fig. 3-8, the interleaved
windings actually divide into two winding sections,
indicated by the dashed line between the secondary
layers. The boundary between winding sections is
defined as the point where the total magnetic field
goes through zero. Within each winding section of
Fig. 3-8, there is a 4 Ampere-turn field introduced by
the primary layer and canceled by the opposing secondary layer. At the dashed line between the two secondary layers, the total field is zero. Thus, in Fig. 3-8,
there is one primary layer and one secondary layer in

ruple. Volume is halved, but net energy would double. Therefore current and field will balance nicely in
both portions, for minimum energy and (coincidentally) minimum PR losses.
To achieve acceptable eddy current losses, it is
often necessary to subdivide a wire whose diameter is
greater than the penetration depth into many paralleled fine wires. Simply bundling these paralleled fine
wires together won't do. Twisting the bundle won't
help much. Paralleled conductors within one winding
section must all rotate through all levels of the winding, so that each conductor has the same induced
voltage integrated along its length. A special technique to ensure the proper division of current among
the paralleled wires is used in the manufacture of Litz
Wire, discussed in reference (R2).
Bear in mind that when a wire is subdivided into
many fine wires to make the layer thickness smaller
than DpEN,the number of layers is correspondingly

each of two winding sections. Further detail, including the concept of half layers seen in Fig. 3-6, is given
in (R2).
First level interleaving (2 winding sections) is
very beneficial in terms of eddy current loss and leakage inductance. EMI is minimized because the fields
in each winding section are oppose each other externally. The penalty for interleaving is increased primary to secondary capacitance.
With further levels of interleaving, gains become

increased. For example, a single layer of solid wire
replaced by a lOx 10 array of 100 parallel fine wires
becomes 10 layers when entering Fig. 3-5.

marginal and the interwinding capacitance penalty
gets worse.
A 3 winding section structure (P-S-P-S) is often

Passive losses
High ac losses can occur in windings that are car-

executed incorrectly. For proper balance, the fields
should be equal in each of the 3 winding sections.
This requires the two interior winding portions have

rying little or no current, if they are located in the region of high ac magnetic field intensity between primary and secondary. Situations of this nature include:

twice the Ampere-turns of the two outside winding
portions: (P-SS-PP-S).

Faraday shields, lightly loaded or unloaded secondaries, and the half of a center-tapped winding that is

When does Paralleling Succeed:
Paralleling succeeds when the equal division of
high frequency current among the parallel paths re-

not conducting at the moment.
If the "passive winding" conductor thickness is
not substantially less than DpEN,the magnetic field

sults in the least stored energy. Paralleling fails when
unequal division of current results in the least stored
energy. High frequency current will always take the
path that results in the least stored energy .
In the previous discussion of Fig. 3-8, the primary
and secondary layers were in series. But the two primary layers and/or the two secondary layers could be
paralleled, and the high frequency current would divide equally between the paralleled windings. The
field must divide equally between the two winding
portions in order to minimize the stored energy = IJ2

cannot fully penetrate. Equal and opposite currents
must then flow on opposite surfaces of the conductors
in each layer of the passive winding to terminate or
partially terminate the field on one side of each conductor and re-create it on the other side. Although the
net current is zero, the surface currents can be quite
high, causing significant additional winding loss.
Passive winding losses can be reduced or elimi-

Bmvolume.

nated by:
.Relocating

the winding out of the region of high

ac field intensity .

If the current and the field were to con-
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.Reducing

field intensity by interleaving and by

using a core with wide window breadth.Making
conductor thickness substantially less
than DpEN.
Faraday shields prevent electrostatic coupling
between primary and secondary (more later). Of necessity they are situated where the field intensity is
highest. Since they carry very little current, conductor
thickness can and should be very much less than
DpEN.
With multiple secondaries, windings should be
sequenced so the highest power secondary is closest
to the primary. This keeps the lower-powered secondaries out of the highest field region, and has the
added benefit of minimizing the adverse effect of
leakage inductance on cross-regulation. This winding
hierarchy is more difficult to achieve if the primary is
interleaved outside of the secondaries. One way of

Figure 3-9 Interleaved Winding Hierarchy

shapes encountered in switching power supplies. For
each half of a Center-Tap winding, which conducts
only on alternate switching periods, substitute D/2 in

accomplishing this, shown in Fig. 3-9, is to interleave
the highest power secondary, SI, outside the lower
power secondary(s), S2. The SI sections (and/or the

place ofD.

primary sections) can be either in series or parallel,
whichever best suits the number of turns required.
Center-tap windings should be avoided. In centertap windings, one side is inactive (passive) while the
other side is conducting. Not only does this result in

I

2

=

IDC

2

+

I

AC

2

D=t!T

poor utilization of the available window area (compared with the single winding of the bridge configuration), the inactive side usually sits in the high field
between the active side and the opposing windings,
thereby incurring passive losses.
It is usually not difficult to avoid center-tap
windings on the primary side, by choosing a forward
converter, bridge, or half-bridge topology. But with
low voltage secondaries, the importance of minimizing rectifier drops usually dictates the use of a centertapped secondary winding.
Calculating rills Current
The relationships between peak current, Ip, total
rms current, I, and its dc and ac components, Ioc and
IAc, are given below for several of the current waveFig 3-10a Discontinuous Mode Waveform
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and/or temperature rise. A traditional rule-of-thumb
for larger 60Hz transformers is to operate copper
windings at a current density of 450 A!cm2 (2900
A!in2). However, smaller high frequency transformers
can operate at much higher current densities because
there is much more heat dissipating surface area in
proportion to the heat generating volume.
How much of the window area is actually useful
copper area? In a small transformer with a bobbin and
with high voltage isolation requirements, perhaps

I ~IDc
IAc

Figure.3-10b

=Ip

only 25% or 30% of the window area is copper.
Isolation safety requirements dictated by specs
such as IEC 65 and V DE 0860 impose 3 layers of
insulation between windings with minimum creepage
distances of 6 to 8mm from primary to secondaries
around the ends of the insulation layers at both ends
of the winding. Nearly I cm of window breadth is lost
to this requirement, severely impacting window utilization, especially with small cores in low power
transformers. The increased separation also results in
higher leakage inductance between primary and sec-

-dill

= M/(12Y/2

Continuous Mode --

Filter Inductor

ondary.
Recent revisions to these specifications permit the
use of triple-insulated wire (more about this later),
which can reduce the penalty imposed by isolation
requirements. This is an area where expert advice can
be very worthwhile.
A bobbin, if used, significantly reduces the available window area, again impacting smaller, low
power applications much more heavily.
Voids between round wires waste 21% of the
winding cross-section area. Wire insulation further
reduces the useful area, especially with the smaller
diameter wires used to minimize high frequency

I~T~

Ioc = (Ip -M/2)D

losses, because insulation is a larger percentage of
small wire diameter.
In Litz wire, with multiple levels of twisting very

IAc = (Ip -M/2)[D(1-D)r/2
I = (Ip

Figure.3-10c

-M/2)D1/2

fine insulated wires, the amount of copper may be
less than 30% of the total cross-section. There is no
benefit in pushing to an RAc/Roc of 1.5, if Roc is in-

Continuous Mode --Transformer

creased two or three times because of the reduced
copper area of the many fine wires involved.
Topology considerations: Bridge and half-bridge
buck-derived topologies have the best primary winding utilization because the entire winding conducts
most of the time. Forward converter winding utiliza-

Window Utilization
How large a window is necessary to contain the
ampere-turns of all the windings? .Ultimately, this is
determined by maximum allowable power dissipation
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tion is less efficient, because the windings usually
conduct less than 50% of the time. Higher peak primary current is required for the same power output.

Rubadue Wire Co., Inc. (CA)
Furukawa Electric (GA)
New England E1ec.Wire (NH)
Kerrigan Lewis Wire Prod. (1L)

Center-tapped windings utilize window area inefficiently because half of the winding is inactive while
the other half conducts.

714-693-5512
770-487-1234
603-838-6625
773-772-7208

Optimized Winding Placement
A fundamental principle of magnetic device design is not to allow the total magnetic force, t, build
up to a substantial level. In a transformer, the ntagnetic source is the ampere-turns of the primary winding. The magnetic "load" is the nearly equal and opposite ampere-turns of the secondary(s). If the primary winding is put on one leg of a simple C-core,
and the secondaries across the other leg, then the full
magnetic force appears across the two core halves,

To balance the losses between primary and secondary(s), primary and secondary copper areas should
be approximately equal for forward converters and for
Center-tapped primaries with center-tapped secondaries. For bridge or half-bridge primary with centertapped secondaries, the primary copper should be approximately 40%, with the secondaries totaling 60%.
Triple-Insulated Wire
Agency safety requirements for input-output isolation have imposed a severe burden on high fre-

radiating considerable stray flux to the outside world,
resulting in high EMI and high leakage inductance.
But if the secondary winding conforms to the pri-

quency transformer design. The purpose of high frequency operation is to reduce size, weight and cost,
but creepage and clearance requirements essentially
waste almost 1 cm of the winding breadth This can

mary, i.e., is wound directly over the printary on the
same core leg, then the ampere-turns introduced by
the primary are offset by the secondary ampere-turns,
turn for turn, and the total magnetic force never builds
to a substantial value. There is almost zero ntagnetic
potential across the core halves which act simply as a
short-circuit return path for the flux. There is very
little stray flux, and leakage inductance is small. On a
toroidal core, all windings should be uniformly distributed around the entire core.

make the transformer considerably larger than it
would otherwise be, especially with small transformers in low power applications.
Recently, the ability to extrude three layers of insulation over a single wire or over an entire Litz wire
bundle holds out the possibility of reducing the substantial penalty incurred by creepage and clearance
requirements, thus enabling significant size reduction.
Individual conductors in a triple-insulated Litz cable
are single insulated, minimizing the penalty of the

With an inductor or flyback transformer, the
magnetic source is the primary winding, the "load" is
the gap where the energy is stored. With a gapped
ferrite core, put the winding directly over the gap.

thicker triple layers.
Although triple-insulated wire is much more
costly than conventional magnet wire or Litz wire,
reduced transformer size would make it cost-

Better, since the winding is distributed along the center-leg, distribute the gap along the center-leg with
two or three correspondingly smaller gaps. If the gap
is distributed, as in a powdered metal toriod, then the
winding should be uniformly distributed around the
core.
Ideally, the magnetic source and load should be
as intimate and conformal as possible, being distributed in exactly the same way.
A ferrite toroid with a discrete gap does not con-

effective.
Teflon FEP is presently approved as an insulation
material, and other materials are under review. As of
1997, agency specifications are undergoing revision,
and the situation is quite volatile. The author has received conflicting opinions regarding the usability of
triple-insulated wire. The transformer designer should
consult an engineer conversant with the situation for
guidance early in the design phase.
Some of the vendors who indicate they can supply triple-insulation wire include:

form to a winding distributed around the toroid. This
is a complete disaster in terms of stray flux.
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In a multi-layer winding, end-to-end capacitance

Inter- Winding Capacitance
Inter-winding capacitance causes feedthrough of
common mode noise from the switched primary
winding to the secondary. Unfortunately, techniques

is reduced dramatically by sectionalizing the winding
along the available length-a technique often used in
RF chokes, probably impractical in SMPS magnetics.
The "bank winding" technique for reducing endto-end capacitance is shown in Figure 3-11.

that reduce leakage inductance and eddy current
losses-interleaving, broad window, close p to S
spacing-cause increased interwinding capacitance.
The proper use of Faraday shields will reduce the
adverse coupling of the interwinding capacitance. A
Faraday shield is an electrostatic shield consisting of
thin foil or metalized insulating film wrapped completely around the interwinding space between primary and secondary. Where the shield overlaps, it
must be insulated from itself to avoid being a shorted
turn. The shield should be much thinner than the
penetration depth DpENto avoid passive eddy current
losses.
The shield should be tied directly to the quiet side of
the transfonnerprimary, with minimum lead inductance.It
should not be grounded,or much common-modeEMI will
be propagatedto the input!5) Primary to shield capacitive
charging current will add to losses in the primary-side
switch unlessZVT techniquesare used.

Figure. 3-11 Bank Winding

With bank winding, the capacitance
physically adjacent turns has little effect
there are few electrically intervening turns,
voltage across the capacitance, compared

between
because
thus low
with the

conventional "back and forth" winding technique.

End-to-end capacitance
End-to-end capacitance, sometimes called "distributed capacitance", appears in shunt with a winding. In a transfonner, this capacitance results in series

Points to Remember
.Paralleling
windings or wires within windings
succeeds only if the expected division of high
frequency current results in the smallest energy
transfer.Skin
Effect: A single wire has an infinite number
of parallel paths within itself. High frequency current flows in the paths near the surface and not
the paths in the center because this minimizes en-

and parallel resonances with mutual inductance and
leakage inductances. In a filter inductor, the end-toend capacitance, above resonance, passes the high
frequency components of the switched wavefonn
through to the output.
End-to-end capacitance has a negligible effect in
low voltage, low impedance windings, but in high
voltage windings, it is a serious problem. High voltage windings have many turns which are usually
wound back and forth in multiple layers. Thus the end

ergy expenditure.
.Proximity
effect: In a pair of conductors or
windings thicker than DpEN,with opposing currents, high frequency current flows only on those
surfaces closest to each other, and will spread
across those surfaces, in order to minimize ex-

of the second layer is directly over the beginning of
the fIrst layer. The effect of the significant capacitance between these layers is magnified because of
the large ac voltage across the many intervening

.If

pended energymultiple layers are connected in parallel, HP
current will flow only on the inner surface of the
inner layer. If the layers are connected in series,
the same current must flow in all layers, but if

turns.
A single layer winding will have very little endto-end capacitance, although there is a possible sneak
path from end to core to end, unless the core is tied to

layer thickness is greater than DpEN, opposing
high frequency currents of great magnitude will

an ac quiet point.

flow on the inner and outer surfaces of each layer,
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causing losses to rise exponentially

with the

References:
(R2) "Eddy Current Losses in Transformer Windings and
Circuit Wiring," Unitrode Seminar Manual SEM600, 1988
(reprinted in the Reference Section at the back of this

number of layers.
Know the rules, and make them work for you,
rather than against you.
Using curves derived from Dowell, subdivide
conductors into smaller diameter paralleled wires

Manual)
(1) P. L. Dowel1, "Effects of Eddy Currents in Transformer
Windings," PROC. IEE Vol. 113, No.8, August 1966

(Litz) to achieve RAc/Roc of 1.5. But a point may
be reached where increased voids and insulation
cause RDc to rise to the point where further sub-

(2) B. Carsten, "High Frequency
Switchmode
Magnetics,"
HFPC

division is unproductive.
Leakage inductance energy must be absorbed by
snubbers or clamps, usually resulting in load dependent losses. Leakage inductance is also the
main cause of impaired cross-regulation between

Conductor losses in
Proceedings,
1986

(3) K. O.Meara, "Proximity Losses in AC Magnetic Devices,"
PCIM
Magazine,
December
1996
(4) PROXY --Proximity
effect analysis, KO Systems,
Chatsworth, CA, 818-341-3864

multiple outputs.
Minimize leakage inductance and eddy current
loss by using a window shape that maximizes
winding breadth, and/or by interleaving the
windings. There is a penalty in increased inter-

(5) B. Carsten, "Switchmode
niques," APEC'97 Tutorial

winding capacitance.
Leakage inductance is increased by physical separation mandated by agency high voltage isolation
requirements. Consider using triple-insulated
wire, especially in low-power applications where
isolation penalty is more severe.
Distribute transformer windings so as to intimately conform to each other, to minimize leakage inductance and external stray fields. Place inductor windings to conform to the gap as closely
as possible, whether a distributed gap or a discrete gap, to prevent build-up of magnetic force
which propagates stray field.
Minimize the effect of leakage inductance by using the appropriate winding hierarchy-the highest
power secondary should be closest coupled to the
primary. Keep the lower power windings out high
field intensity region between primary and highpower secondaries.
Avoid center-tapped primary windings. It would
be nice if center-tapped secondaries could be
avoided, as well.
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the volt-seconds per turn applied to the windings
and is independent of load current.

Power Transformer
Design
This Section covers the design of power transformers used in buck-derived topologies: forward
converter, bridge, half-bridge, and full-wave centertap. Flyback transformers (actually coupled inductors) are covered in a later Section. For more specialized applications, the principles discussed herein

Undesirable Effects of Energy Storage
Leakage inductance delays the transfer of current
between switches and rectifiers during switching
transitions. These delays, proportional to load current, are the main cause of regulation and cross regulation problems. Reference (R4) included in this
manual explains this in detail.
Mutual inductance and leakage inductance energy
causes voltage spikes during switching transitions
resulting in EMI and damage or destruction of
switches and rectifiers. Protective snubbers and
clamps are required. The stored energy then ends up
as loss in the snubbers or clamps. If the loss is excessive, non-dissipative snubber circuits (more complex)
must be used in order to reclaim most of this energy.
Leakage and mutual inductance energy is sometimes put to good use in zero voltage transition (ZVT)
circuits. This requires caution-leakage inductance
energy disappears at light load, and mutual induc-

will generally apply.
Functions of a Transformer
The purpose of a power transformer in SwitchMode Power Supplies is to transfer power efficiently
and instantaneously from an external electrical source
to an external load. In doing so, the transformer also
provides important additional capabilities:
.The
primary to secondary turns ratio can be established to efficiently accommodate widely different input/output voltage levels.
.Multiple
secondaries with different numbers of
turns can be used to achieve multiple outputs at
different voltage levels.
.Separate
primary and secondary windings facilitate high voltage input/output isolation, especially
important for safety in off-line applications.

tance energy is often unpredictable, depending on
factors like how well the core halves are mated together.

Energy Storage in a Transformer
Ideally, a transformer stores no energy-all energy
is transferred instantaneously from input to output. In
practice, all transformers do store some undesired
energy:
.Leakage

Losses

and Temperature

Rise

Transformer loss is sometimes limited directly by
the need to achieve a required overall power supply
efficiency. More often, transformer losses are limited
by a maximum "hot spot" temperature rise at the core

inductance represents energy stored in

surface inside the center of the windings. Temperature rise (OC) equals thermal resistance (OC/Watt)
times power loss (Watts).

the non-magnetic regions between windings,
caused by imperfect flux coupling. In the
equivalent electrical circuit, leakage inductance is
in series with the windings, and the stored energy
is proportional to load current squared.
.Mutual
inductance (magnetizing inductance) represents energy stored in the finite permeability of
the magnetic core and in small gaps where the
core halves come together. In the equivalent circuit, mutual inductance appears in parallel with
the windings. The energy stored is a function of

AT

=

RT

X

Pl

Ultimately, the appropriate core size for the application is the smallest core that will handle the required power with losses that are acceptable in terms
of transformer temperature rise or power supply efficiency.
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Temperature Rise Limit
In consumer or industrial applications, a trans-

with high velocity forced air cooling), and while R1
shouldn't be ignored, it usually is not critically im-

former temperature rise of 40-50°C may be acceptable, resulting in a maximum internal temperature of
100°C. However, it may be wiser to use the next size
larger core to obtain reduced temperature rise and
reduced losses for better power supply efficiency.

portant compared with RE.
External RE is mainly a function of air convection
across the surface of the transformer-either natural
convection or forced air. RE with natural convection
cooling depends greatly upon how the transformer is
mounted and impediments to air flow in its vicinity.
A transformer mounted on a horizontal surface and
surrounded by tall components, or mounted in a rela-

Losses
Losses are difficult to predict with accuracy.
Core loss data from core manufacturers is not always
dependable, partly because measurements are made
under sinusoidal drive conditions. Low frequency
winding losses are easy to calculate, but high frequency eddy current losses are difficult to determine
accurately, because of the high frequency harmonic
content of the switched rectangular current wave-

tively small enclosure will have considerably greater
RE than if it were mounted on a vertical surface,
benefiting from the "chimney effect". With forced air
cooling, RE can be driven down to a very small value,
depending on air velocity, in which case internal R1
becomes the primary concern. With forced air cooling, thermal resistance and temperature rise often become irrelevant, because an absolute loss limit to
achieve power supply efficiency goals becomes
dominant.
For the average situation with natural convection
cooling, a crude "rule of thumb" can be used:

shape. Section 3 discusses this problem extensively.
Computer software can greatly ease the difficulty of
calculating the winding losses, including high order
harmonics(!).
Thermal Resistance
Temperature rise depends not only upon transformer losses, but also upon the thermal resistance,
RT (OC/Watt), from the external ambient to the central
hot spot. Thermal resistance is a key parameter, unfortunately very difficult to define with a reasonable
degree of accuracy. It has two main components: in-

800°C
R

-cm2

=

/ Watt
.°C/Watt

E

"

.,2

Where As is the total surface area of the transfonner, excluding the mounting surface. Calculating
As is time-consurning, but another rule of thumb simplifies this, as well. For a given class of cores, such as
E-E cores in the ETD or EC series, the relative proportions are quite similar for all core sizes. Thus for
all cores in the ETD or EC series, the usable surface
area, As, is approximately 22 times the winding win-

ternal thermal resistance R! between the heat sources
(core and windings) and the transformer surface, and
the external thermal resistance RE from the surface to
the external ambient.
Internal thermal resistance depends greatly upon
the physical construction. It is difficult to quantify

dow area, Aw. Combining this with the equation
above enables the window area, Aw, from the core
data sheet, to be used to directly calculate the external thennal resistance:

because the heat sources are distributed throughout
the transformer. R! from surface to internal hot spot is
not relevant because very little heat is actually generated at that point. Most of the heat generated in the
core (other than in toroids) is near the transformer
surface. Heat generated within the winding is distributed from the surface to the internal core. Although
copper has very low thermal resistance, electrical insulation and voids raises the RT within the winding.
This is a design area where expertise and experience
is very helpful. Fortunately, internal thermal resistance is considerably smaller than external RE ( except

36
RE-

-2

Aw

incm

°C/Watt

For pot cores or PQ cores, window areas are proportionately smaller, and not as consistent. As/Aw
may range from 25 to 50, so that RE may range from
16/Aw to 32/Aw °C/W.
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Experience is a great help in minimizing and
crudely quantifying thermal resistance. In the final
analysis, an operational check should be conducted
with a thermocouple cemented at the hot spot near the
middle of the centerpost, with the transformer

Ferrite cores: In most ferrite materials used in
SMPS applications, hysteresis losses dominate up to
200-300kHz. At higher frequencies, eddy current
losses take over, because they tend to vary with frequency squared (for the same flux swing and wave-

mounted in a power supply prototype or mockup.

shape).
Thus, at frequencies up to 200-300kHz, worst

Worst Case Losses
Transformer losses should be examined under

case is at low VIN and full load because of high
winding losses. Once core eddy current losses be-

worst-case conditions that the power supply is expected to operate over long periods of time, not under

come significant, they rise rapidly with frequency,
especially at high VIN. (The increase in eddy current
loss with high VIN, small D, is not shown in core
manufacturer's loss curves because they assume sinusoidal waveforms.) Winding losses also rise with frequency, especially at low VIN. To maintain a reasonable RAc!Roc, Litz wire with more strands of finer
wire must be used, raising Roc because increased insulation and voids reduce the copper area. Thus, at

transient conditions.
Transformer losses can be put into three major
categories: core hysteresis losses, core eddy current
losses, and winding losses.
Core hysteresis losses are a function of flux
swing and frequency. In all buck-derived applications
under steady-state conditions, VINoD = noVo. Under
fIXed frequency operation, volt-seconds and therefore
flux swing are constant. Hysteresis loss is therefore
constant, regardless of changes in VIN or load current.
Core eddy current

frequencies where core eddy current losses dominate,
core loss worst case is at high VIN,full load. Winding
loss worst case is always at low VlN,full load. .
Laminated metal alloy and powdered metal
cores: Core eddy current losses dominate, hence
worst case is at high VIN, full load. Winding losses

loss, on the other hand, is

really fR loss in the core material. If VIN doubles,
Peak fR loss quadruples, but since D is halved, average fR loss doubles. Thus core eddy current loss is

are worst case at low VIN, full load.
Balancing Core and Winding Losses
At SMPS operating frequencies, when the core is
usually loss-limited, not saturation limited, total
losses are at a broad minimum when core losses are

proportional to VIN. Worst case is at high VIN.
Winding losses: In buck-derived regulators, peak
secondary current equals load current and peak primary current equals load current divided by the turns

approximately equal to or a little less than winding
losses. Likewise, winding losses are at a minimum

ratio:
Ispk=IL;

and well distributed by making the rrns current density approximately equal in all windings. With a
bridge or half-bridge primary, which has good winding utilization, and center-tapped secondaries which
have poor utilization, rrns current densities will be

Ippk=IL/n

Peak currents are independent ofVIN. But at constant peak currents (constant load), rms current
squared (and fR loss) is proportional to duty cycle D
and inversely proportional to VIN..(With constant
peak current, high order harmonics depend mostly on

approximately equalized when the primary conductor
cross-section area is 40% and the secondaries 60% of
the available area. In most other cases, primary and
secondary conductor areas should be 50%/50%, in-

switching transitions and do not vary significantly
with D.)
In buck-derived regulators, winding loss is al-

cluding: Forward converter (single-ended primary/secondary SE/SE), C.T .primary/C. T .secon-

ways greatest at low VIN.

dary, bridge-halfbridge primary/bridge secondary.
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The above allocations can be impossible to
achieve because the number of turns in each winding
must be an integral number. In a low voltage secon-

There is a great deal of overlap in topology usage. Flyback circuits (flyback transformers are covered in Section 5) are used primarily at power levels
in the range ofO to 150 Watts, Forward converters in
the range of 50 to 500 Watts, half-bridge from 100 to
1000 Watts, and full bridge usually over 500 Watts.

dary, 1.5 turns may be required for optimum balance
between core and winding losses. With one turn, the
flux swing and core loss may be much too large; with
two turns the winding loss becomes too great. At either extreme, it may be impossible to meet temperature rise or absolute loss limits. A larger core may be
required to resolve this problem.

Full bridge and half-bridge topologies with fu11
bridge secondaries have the best transformer efficiency because the core and the windings are fully
utilized. With center-tapped secondaries, winding
utilization and efficiency are reduced. With center-

Window Utilization
This subject is discussed extensively in Section 3.
As a reminder:

tapped primary and secondaries, winding utilization
and efficiency are further reduced. All of the pushpull topologies have the further advantage that for a

.Safety
isolation requirements impose minimum
dimensional limits for creepage and insulation
thickness which can waste a high percentage of
window area, especially in a small transfonner. A
bobbin also reduces the area available for wind-

given switching frequency, giving the same output
ripple filtering and closed loop capability, the frequency at which the transformer core and windings
operate is halved, reducing core and ac winding
losses.

ings.
Triple insulated wire satisfies the insulation
thickness requirement and eliminates the cree-

Forward converter transformers have the poorest
utilization and efficiency because neither the core nor
the windings are used during the lengthy core reset
interval.

page requirement. It is worth considering, especially for small transformers where creepage distances take up a large percentage of window area.In
the reduced window area that is available for
the windings, much of the actual winding area is

Frequency
There are several meanings to the term "frequency" in switching power supply applications, and
it is easy for confusion to arise.
In this paper, "switching frequency", fs, is defined as the frequency at which switch drive pulses

taken up by voids between round wires and by
wire insulation. In a winding consisting of many
turns of single, round, insulated wires, only 70 75% of the area available for that winding is
likely to be conductor metal --"copper". With
Litz wire, the copper area is reduced further. For
every level of twisting,

are generated. It is the frequency seen by the output
filter, the frequency of the output ripple and input
ripple current, and is an important concept in control
loop design. In a single-ended power circuit such as
the forward converter, the power switch, the trans-

an additional 0.75 factor

(approximate) applies. For example, with Litz
wire 7 strands of 7 strands (49 total wires), the
copper area would be. 75..75..75 = 42% of the

former, and the output rectifier all operate at the
switching frequency and there is no confusion. The
transformer frequency and the switching frequency
are the same.

area available for that winding. On the other
hand, a winding consisting of layers (turns) of
copper foil or strap, there are no voids, only the
insulation between turns. Winding area utilization could be as much as 80 -90% copper area.

"Clock frequency" is the frequency of clock
pulses generated in the control IC. Usually, the
switching frequency is the same as the clock frequency, but not always. Occasionally, the control IC
may divide the clock frequency to obtain a lower

Topology
The choice of circuit topology obviously has
great impact on the transformer design, but a detailed
discussion is beyond the scope of this topic.

switching frequency. It is not unusual for a push-pull
control IC to be used in a single-ended forward converter application, where only one of the two switch
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drivers is used, to guarantee 50% max. duty cycle. In
this case the switching frequency is half the clock

VJND
V1Nton=h=J;

frequency.
Confusion often arises with push-pull topologies.

nVo'

The maximum duty cycle, Dmax, associated with
minimum VIN in normal steady-state operation, is
limited by a variety of considerations:
In a forward converter, a substantial portion of
each switching period must be allowed for core reset.
If the voltage backswing during reset is clamped to
VIN, the duty cycle must be limited to less than 50%
because the time required for reset equals the switch
ON time.
In a push-pull converter (bridge, half-bridge,
PPCT) duty cycle can approach 100% at the switching frequency (always think of D at the switching
frequency, not the transformer frequency). However,
it may be necessary to limit D to less than 90% to
allow a current transformer to self-reset.
Often the control IC limits the duty cycle for several reasons including allowing time for delays in

Think of the push-pull power circuit as a 2:1 frequency divider, with the transformer and the individual switches and individual rectifiers operating at a
"transformer frequency", fr, which is one-half of the
switching frequency. Collectively, the switches and
rectifiers operate at the switching frequency, but the
transformer operates at the transformer frequency.
Some designers define "switching frequency" as the
frequency that the individual switch and the transformer operate at, but this requires redefining the
term "switching frequency" when dealing with output
ripple and in control loop design.
Duty Cycle
Duty cycle, D, is defined as the amount of time
the power switch is on in relation to the switching
period: D = toNrr s.
In a single-ended forward converter, this is
clearly understood, but in a push-pull circuit, ambiguity often arises. For example, in a half-bridge circuit operating at minimum VIN, the duty cycle is
likely to be in the vicinity of 90% (D = 0.9). The

turning off the switch.
At low VIN, if normal Dmax is right at the duty
cycle limit, the regulator has no reserve volt-second
capability and cannot respond rapidly to a sudden
load increase occuring when VIN is low. It may be
desirable to make the "normal" Dmax less than the
absolute limit, Dlim, to provide a little headroom in

transformer is delivering power to the output 90% of
the time, there is a voltage pulse applied to the filter
input 90% of the time, etc. But individual power
switches and individual rectifiers, which conduct
only during alternate switching periods, can be said to
operate at a duty cycle of 45%. That is true, but it is
better tothink of them as operating at D/2, retaining a
consistent definition of D throughout the power sup-

this situation.
A potentially serious problem needs to be considered: During initial start-up of the power supply, or
following a sudden large increase in load current
which temporarily pulls down Vout, the control loop
calls for full current, pushing the duty cycle to its absolute maximum limit, Dlim. The output filter inductor limits the current rate of rise, so that for sev-

ply design.
Maximum Duty Cycle
In normal steady-state operation of a buckderived regulator, VINoD is constant. The control

eral switching frequency periods, the duty cycle is at
the limit, Dlim. During the transient event described
above, Dlim could occur when VIN is maximum.
Thus, the volt-seconds applied to the transformer
windings could be several times larger than normal:

loop changes duty cycle D inversely proportional to
VIN to maintain a constant output voltage, Vo. (VIND
= noVo'), where n is the turns ratio Np/Ns, and Vo'
equals output voltage Vo plus diode forward voltage
drop at full load.
At a fixed switching frequency and with normal
steady-state operation, the volt-seconds applied to
the transformer windings are constant, independent

Limit
Nonnal

of line voltage or load current.
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VIND = VINmaxDlim
VIND = VINminDmax

The flux swing, also several times greater than
normal, could saturate the core. (The increased core
loss is not a problern-it is only temporary.)
This may not be a problem if the ratio
limit/normal VIND is small and/or if the normal flux

tentatively selected, the turns ratios will translate into
specific turns, but these are not likely to be the integral numbers required in practice. It then becomes a
juggling act, testing several approaches, before
reaching the best compromise with integral turns. The
lowest voltage secondary usually dominates this pro-

density swing, limited by core loss, is a small fraction
of Bsat (Bsat -Br for a forward converter). For example, if limit/normal VIND is 3: 1, and if normal ~
is O.O8T, then with Bsat greater than O.24T, there is
no problem.
If this problem exists, soft-start circuitry can

cess, because with small numbers the jumps between
integral turns are a larger percentage. Especially if
the lowest voltage output has the greatest load power,
which is often the case, the lowest voltage secondary
is rounded up or down to the nearest integral.

eliminate it during start-up, but soft-start has no effect
when the load increases rapidly. A few IC control
circuits have volt-second limiting capability, but the
vast majority do not. The soft saturation characteristic of power ferrite material may be forgiving enough
to allow the core to saturate, with the absolute current
limit providing protection, but with sharp-saturation
core materials, this is a likely disaster. If all else fails,
the normal flux swing must be reduced to the point
where the abnormal flux swing does not reach saturation.

Rounding down will increase core loss, rounding up
will increase winding loss. If the increased loss is
unacceptable, a different core must be used that will
require less adjustment to reach an integral number of
turns. The low voltage output is usually regulated by
the main control loop.
Higher voltage secondaries can be rounded up to
the next integral with less difficulty because they
have more turns. However, it is unlikely that accuracy
or load regulation will be acceptable, requiring linear
or switched post-regulation.
Since the primary is usually higher voltage, the

Restrictions on Number of Turns
Choices regarding the number of turns and turns
ratios are often severely limited by low voltage secondaries. For a 5 Volt output the alternatives might
be a l-turn or a 2-turn secondary-a 2 to 1 step in the
number of turns in every winding. For the same size
core and window, this doubles the current density in

primary turns can usually be set to achieve the desired turns ratio without difficulty.
Once the turns have been established, the initial
calculations must be redefined.
Flux Walking
Faraday's Law states that the flux through a
winding is equal to the integral volt-seconds per turn.
This requires that the voltage across any winding of

the windings and accordingly increases the loss.
Choices may be further restricted when there are
multiple low voltage secondaries. For example, a 2.5
to 1 turns ratio may be desirable between a 12 Volt
and a 5 Volt output. This is easily accomplished with
a 2-turn 5V secondary and a 5-turn 12V winding. But
if the 5V secondary has only 1 turn, the only choice
for the 12V secondary is 3 turns, which may result in

any magnetic device must average zero over a period
of time. The smallest dc voltage component in an applied ac waveform will slowly but inevitably "walk"
the flux into saturation.
In a low frequency mains transformer, the resistance of the primary winding is usually sufficient to
control this problem. As a small dc voltage component pushes the flux slowly toward saturation, the
magnetizing current becomes asymmetrical. The increasing dc component of the magnetizing current
causes an IR drop in the winding which eventually
cancels the dc voltage component of the drive wave-

excessive linear post-regulator loss. This problem
could be handled by the use of fractional turns --see
reference (R6).
There are no hard and fast rules to follow in establishing the optimum turns for each winding, but
there is some general guidance. First, define the ideal
turns ratios between windings that will achieve the
desired output voltages with the normal VIND established earlier. Later, when a specific core has been

form, hopefully well short of saturation.
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volt-second asymmetry is thereby corrected, peak
magnetizing currents are approximately equal in both

In a high frequency switchmode power supply, a
push-pull driver will theoretically apply equal and
opposite volt-seconds to the windings during alternate switching periods, thus "resetting" the core
(bringing the flux and the magnetizing current back to
its starting point). But there are usually small voltsecond asymmetries in the driving waveform due to

directions, and flux walking is minimized.
However, with the half-bridge topology this creates a new problem. When current mode control corrects the volt-second inequality by shortening and
lengthening alternate pulse widths, an ampere-second
(charge) inequality is created in alternate switching
periods. This is of no consequence in full bridge or
push-pull center-tap circuits, but in the half-bridge,
the charge inequality causes the capacitor divider
voltage to walk toward the positive or negative rail.
As the capacitor divider voltage moves away from the
mid-point, the volt-second unbalance is made worse,
resulting in further pulse width correction by the current mode control. A runaway situation exists, and
the voltage will walk (or run) to one of the rails. This
problem is corrected by adding a pair of diodes and a
low-power winding to the transformer, as detailed in

inequalities in MOSFET RDsonor switching speeds.
The resulting small dc component will cause the flux
to "walk". The high frequency transformer, with
relatively few primary turns, has extremely low dc
resistance, and the IR drop from the dc magnetizing
current component is usually not sufficient to cancel
the volt-second asymmetry until the core reaches
saturation.
Flux walking is not a problem with the forward
converter. When the switch turns off, the transformer
magnetizing current causes the voltage to backswing,
usually into a clamp. The reverse voltage causes the
magnetizing current to decrease back to zero, from
whence it started. The reverse volt-seconds will exactly equal the volt-seconds when the switch was ON.
Thus the forward converter automatically resets itself

the Unitrode Applications Handbook.
Core Selection: Material
Select a core material appropriate for the desired
transformer frequency.
With power ferrites, higher frequency materials
have higher resistivity, hence lower eddy current

(assuming sufficient reset time is allowed, by limiting
the maximum duty cycle).
The flux walking problem is a serious concern
with any push-pull topology (bridge, half-bridge or

losses. However, the permeability is generally lower,
resulting in greater magnetizing current, which must

push-pull CT), when using voltage mode controL
One solution is to put a small gap in series with
the core. This will raise the magnetizing current so

be dealt with in snubbers and clamps.
With metal alloy cores, the higher frequency
materials have higher resistivity and require very thin
laminations. Although saturation flux density is usually very much greater than with ferrite materials, this
is usually irrelevant because flux swing is severely

that the IR drop in the circuit resistances will be able
to offset the dc asymmetry in the drive waveform.
But the increased magnetizing current represents increased energy in the mutual inductance which usu-

limited by eddy current losses.
Ferrite is the best choice in transformer applica-

ally ends up in a snubber or clamp, increasing circuit
losses.
A more elegant solution to the asymmetry problem is an automatic benefit of using current mode
control (peak or average CMC). As the dc flux starts
to walk in one direction due to volt-second drive
asymmetry, the peak magnetizing current becomes

tions except for mechanical ruggedness.
Core Selection: Shape
The window configuration is extremely important. The window should be as wide as possible to
maximize winding breadth and minimize the number
of layers. This results in minimized Rac and leakage
inductance. Also, with a wide window, the fixed
creepage allowance dimension has less impact. With
a wider window, less winding height is required, and

progressively asymmetrical in alternate switching
periods. However, current mode control senses current and turns off the switches at the same peak current level in each switching period, so that ON times
are alternately lengthened and shortened. The initial

the window area can be better utilized.
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Pot cores and PQ cores have small window area
in relation to core size, and the window shape is al-

There are many variables involved in estimating
the appropriate core size. Core power handling capability does not scale linearly with area product or
with core volume. A larger transformer must operate
at a lower power density because heat dissipating sur-

most square. The creepage allowance wastes a large
fraction of the window area, and the winding breadth
is far from optimum. These cores are not as well
suited for high frequency SMPS applications. One
advantage of pot cores and PQ cores is that they provide better magnetic shielding than E-E cores, reducing EMI propagation.
EC, ETD, LP cores are all E-E core shapes. They
have large window area in relation to core size, and
the window has the desirable wide configuration.
Toroidal cores, properly wound, must have all

face area increases less than heat-producing volume.
The thermal environment is difficult to evaluate accurately, whether by forced air or natural convection.
Some core manufacturers no longer provide area
product information on their data sheets, often substituting their own methodology to make an initial
core size choice for various applications.
The following formula provides a crude indication of the area product required:

windings distributed uniformly around the entire
core. Thus the winding breadth is essentially the circumference of the core, resulting in the lowest possible leakage inductance and minimizing the number of

AP = AwAE =

winding layers. There is no creepage allowance because there is no end to the windings. (But there is a

4;;

Po
KMfr

cm'

where:

problem bringing the leads out.) Stray magnetic flux
and EMI propagation are also very low.
The big problem with toroidal cores is the winding difficulty, especially with the shapes and gauge of
conductors used in SMPS transformers. How can a 1turn secondary be spread around the entire toroid?

Po

= Power Output

L1B

= Flux density swing, Tesla

fT

= Transformer

K

= .014 (Forward
= .017 (Bridge,

Automatic winding is virtually impossible. For this
reason, toroidal shapes are seldom used in SMPS
transformers.
Planar cores with their low profile are becoming
more popular as SMPS frequencies progressively increase. Planar cores introduce a new set of unique

operating

frequency

converter,PPCT)
half bridge)

This formula is based on current density of
420A/cm2 in the windings, and assumes a window
utilization of 40% copper. At low frequencies, the
flux swing is limited by saturation, but above 50kHz
(ferrite), ~ is usually limited by core losses. Use the
~ value that results in a core loss of 100mW/cm3 (2

problems which are beyond the scope of this discussion. Be assured that Faraday's and Ampere's Laws

times the "flux

density"

given in the core loss

curves).
These initial estimates of core size are not very
accurate, but they do reduce the number of trial solutions that might otherwise be required. In the final
analysis, the validity of the design should be checked
with a prototype transformer operated in the circuit

still apply, but in a planar core, flux density and field
intensity change considerably throughout the important regions, making calculation much more difficult.
Core Selection: Size
A novice in the art of transformer design usually
needs some guidance in making an initial estimate of
the core size appropriate for the application requirements. One widely used method, with many varia-

and the environment of the application, with the hot
spot temperature rise measured by means of a thermocouple cemented to the center of the centerpost.

tions, is based on the core Area Product, obtained by
multiplying the core magnetic cross-section area by
the window area available for the winding.
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VINmaxDlim:

Transformer Design Cookbook
The steps for designing a power transformer for
SwitchMode Power Supplies is outlined below. A

Step 3.

process. There are many approaches to transformer
design. The approach presented here appears the most
logical and straightforward to the author.
It may be worthwhile to use software such as
"Magnetic Designer" from lntusoft(2) for the initial
design, using the approach defined herein for verifi-

n/a

Possible choices: 8:1 ; 7:1 ; 15:2
Core Selection
Step 5:

tensive core database.

manufacturer's
formula

select

size, using

core

guidance

material,
from

the

data sheet or using the area product

given previously

in this paper. Will

a bobbin

be used?:
Core Material: Ferrite, Magnetics Type P

core type and size.
If the results are not acceptable, start over from
the very beginning, if that seems appropriate. Great
difficulty in achieving an acceptable forward con-

Core type, Family: ETD
Core Size: 34mm --ETD34

Step 6: For the specific

verter transformer design may be a subtle message
that a half-bridge topology is perhaps a better choice.

Effective

Define the power supply parameters

pertaining to the transformer design:

core selected, note:

core Area, Volume,

A.:

0.97 cm2

V.:

7.64 cm3

f!.:

7.9 cm

Path Length. (cm)

Window Area, Breadth, Height, Mean Length per
Turn ( , indicates net with bobbin, creepage).

100.190V
5 V, 50 A

Aw / Aw': 1.89/ 1.23 cm2

none
ForwardConverter
200 kHz
200 kHz

bw / bw': 2.36/ 1.5 cm
hw / hw':0.775 /0.6 cm
MLT:

2.5W
40°C
NaturalConvection

absolute duty

Tentatively

shape and tentative

Initial Preparation
The first few steps in this process define application parameters that should not change, regardless of
subsequent iterations in the selection of a specific

Define

5.0 + 0.4 = 5.4 Volts

VO2':

n = Np/Ns1= VINDNo1': 42/5.4 = 7.8

the process. It has the advantage of including an ex-

Step 2.

VO1':

Step 4.
Calculate desired turns ratios: P-SI;
SI-S2, etc. Remember that choices with low voltage
secondaries will probably be limited.

cation and tune-up. The author has not evaluated
"Magnetic Designer" sufficiently to make an unqualified endorsement, but it should certainly make a good
starting point and take a great deal of drudgery out of

VINRange:
Output1:
Output2:
CircuitTopology:
SwitchingFreq,fs:
Transformer
Freq,iT:
MaxLoss(absolute):
Max°C Rise:
CoolingMethod:

Calculate output voltages plus diode

and secondary IR drops at full load:

typical example is carried through to illustrate the

Step I.

89.3V

cycle

0.47

Normal Dmax:

0.42

Normal VIN.D :

VINmin.Omax

cm

Define RT and Loss Limit
Step 7:
Obtain thennal resistance from data
sheet or calculate from window area (not bobbin

limit

area) from fonnula for EC and Em

Dlim, tentative nonnal Dmax at low VIN (to provide
headroom for dynamic response), and nonnal VIND:
Absolute Limit, Dlim:

5.8/6.1

= 42 V
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series:

Calculate loss limit based on max. temperature
rise:
Plim = °Crise/RT:

= 40/19

= 2.1

Step 11: Finalize the choice of primary turns. A
larger turns ratio results in lower peak current, larger
D (less reserve), and more copper loss. From the pos-

Watts

sibilities defined in Step 4, trial solutions show the
best choice to be Np = 15 turns (7.5:1 turns ratio).

The 2.1W limit applies, since it is less than the
absolute limit from Step 1. Tentatively apportion half
to core loss, half to winding loss.
Pclim: 1 Watt

Recalculate normal VIND and flux swing under
worst case VINmaxDlim conditions:
VIND

Pwlim: 1.1 Watt
Step 8: Loss Limited Flux Swing
Calculate max. core loss per cmJ
Pclim/V e = 1/7.64 = 131 mw/cmJ ( = kW /mJ)

~lim=

= nVo'

= 7.5-5.4

0. 14T.89.3/40.5

= 40.5

V

= O.31T

--OK

Step 12: Define the winding structure.
An interleaved structure will be used, as shown in
Figure 4-1, to minimize leakage inductance and
winding losses.

Using this core loss value, enter the core loss
curve for the P material selected. At the transformer
frequency, find "flux density" (actually peak flux
density). Double it to obtain the loss-limited peakpeak flux density swing, AB:
At 131 mw/cm3 and 200kHz:
M = 2-800 Gauss = 16000 = 0.16 Tesla
Nonnal .1q)= .18-Ae
Step 9: Using Faraday's Law, calculate the number of secondary turns:

=1.74

Turns

Rounding down to 1 turn will greatly increase the
volts/turn, flux swing and core losses. Rounding up to
2 turns reduces core losses but increases winding

Figure

loss. Since the result above is much closer to 2 turns,
this will be adopted.

The interleaved structure results in two winding
sections. Primary windings of 15 turns in each section
are connected in parallel. Primary current divides
equally in the two paralleled windings because this
results in the lowest energy transfer. Secondary
windings of I turn copper foil in each section are
connected in series, resulting in a 2-turn secondary.
With only one turn in each section, the secondary

Step 10: Recalculate flux swing and core loss at
2 turns:
4B(2 turns) = O.16T

1.74turns
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= O.l4Tesla

2 turns
From the core loss curves, loss at 0.14T/2 (700
Gauss) is 11Omw/cmJ x 7 .64cm J

windings can be much thicker than DPEN to minimize
dc resistance without increasing the ac resistance.

Core loss = 0.84 W
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Dpen = 7.6/--1f= 7.6/--1200,000 = .017 cm

wires deep. Q is approximately 1/10 the value for
solid wire, or 0.3, resulting in Rac/Rdc of 1.2. Thus,
Rac = Rdc.I.2, or .060.

Step 13: Calculate dc and nns ac currents in each

Multiplying by 1.65A squared, the ac loss is
0.16W in each section, for a total primary ac loss of

Step 12: Calculate

DPEN at 200 kHz:

0.32W. Adding the 0.18W dc loss,

winding at VINmin and Dmax. (Ref. Section 3):
Isdc = 50AoDmax

Total primary power loss = 0.5 Watts.

= 5000.405 = 20.25A

Isac = Isdc((1-D)/D)1/2

= 24.5A

Step 15: Define the secondary winding.
The secondary consists of two turns (two layers)
of copper strip or foil, 1.3cm wide (full available
winding breadth), and 0.13cm thick. There is one
secondary layer in each of the two sections of the in-

IPdc = Isdc/n = 20.25/7 .5 = 2.7 A

IPac = Isac/n = 24.5/7 .5 = 3.27 A

terleaved winding structure. This permits the thickness of the copper strip to be much greater than DPEN
to minimize dc losses, without increasing ac losses.
This is because ac current flows only on the outer
side of each turn. As the conductor is made thicker,
RacIRdc becomes larger, but Rdc decreases and Rac

Primary current in each of the two paralleled sections is one-half the total primary current: 1.35Adc
and 1.65Aac.
Step 14: Define the primary winding:
One layer of 15 turns spread across the available
winding breadth of 1.3cm allows a rnaximurn insulated wire diameter of O.87mm. AWG 21 -O.72mm

remains the same.
With a solid copper secondary, the layer thickness is the same as the conductor thickness, 0.1 cm.
Q = Layer thickness/DPEN = 0.13/.017 = 7.6

copper will be used.
From Ref R2, pg 9, the effective layer thickness

RacIRdc = 7.5

equals O.83odia(dia/spacing)1/2.
This will be acceptable because the dc resistance
Q = (layer thickness )/DPEN
Q = 0.83..072(.072/.087)1/2/.017 = 3.19

is very low.
Rdc = p.MLT.Ns/(bw'h)
Rdc = 2.3.10-6.6.1.2/(1.3.0.13) = 166~

From Dowell's curves, Rac/Rdc for I layer is 3.1.
This will result in unacceptable ac losses.
A Litz wire consisting of 100 strands #42 wire

Pdc = 166~.20.252 = .068 W
Pac = Rdc.Rac/Rdc.lac2 = 166JlQ.7.5.24.52

has a diameter of 0.81mm and a resistance of

Pac = 0.75 W

0.545mQ/cm.
The dc resistance of the single layer is:

Total secondary loss:
.068W + 0.75W = 0.82 W

Rdc = 'o./cm.MLT.Ns

= .00055.6.1.15

Total copper loss:
O.82W+ O.5W= 1.32W

= .05,0.

Total core plus copper loss:
O.84W + 1.32W = 2.16 Watts

Multiplying by (1.35Adc)2, dc power loss is
.091W in each section, for a total primary dc loss of
0.18W.
The diameter of each #42 wire is .064mm, but
there are effectively ten layers of fine wire in the single layer of Litz wire. This is because the 100 strands
are roughly equivalent to a 10 x 10 array, thus ten

Thus, the total power loss is under the absolute
limit of 2.5Watts, but slightly over the 2.1 Watt limit
based on the desired max. temperature rise of 40°C.
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Section

5

Filter inductors, boost inductors and flyback
transfonners are all members of the "power inductor"
family. They all function by taking energy from the
electrical circuit, storing it in a magnetic field, and
subsequently returning this energy (minus losses) to
the circuit. A flyback transfonner is actually a multiwinding coupled inductor, unlike the true transfonners discussed in Section 4, wherein energy storage is
undesirable.
Application

Considerations

Design considerations for this family of inductors
vary widely depending on the type of circuit application and such factors as operating frequency and ripple current.
Inductor applications in switching power supplies
can be defined as follows (see Fig. 5-1):
.Single

winding inductors:
Output filter inductor (buck-derived)
Boost inductor
Flyback (buck-boost) inductor
Input filter inductor
.Multiple
winding inductors:
Coupled output filter inductor (R5)
Flyback transformer

Inductor design also depends greatly on the inductor current operating mode (Figure 5-2):
.Discontinuous
inductor current mode. when the
instantaneous ampere-turns (totaled in all windings) dwell at zero for a portion of each switching

Design limitations: The most important limiting
factors in inductor design are (a) temperature rise and
efficiency considerations arising from core losses and
ac and dc winding losses, and (b) core saturation.
Output filter inductors (buck-derived) --single
and multiple windings are seldom operated in the
discontinuous current mode because of the added
burden this places on the output filter capacitor, and
because it results in poor cross-regulation in multiple
output supplies. Typically operated in the continuous
mode with peak-peak ripple current much smaller
than full load current, ac winding loss is usually not
significant compared to dc loss.

period.
.Continuous
inductor current mode. in which the
total ampere-turns do not dwell at zero (although
the current may pass through zero).
In the continuous current mode, the ripple current
is often small enough that ac winding loss and ac core
loss may not be significant, but in the discontinuous
mode, ac losses may dominate.
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design is then usually limited by dc winding losses
and core saturation.
However, many boost and flyback applications
are designed to operate in the discontinuous mode,
because the required inductance value is less and the
inductor physical size may be smaller. But in the discontinuous mode, the inductor current must dwell at
zero (by definition) during a portion of each switching period. Therefore, the peak of the triangular current waveform, and thus the peak-to-peak ripple must
be at least twice the average current, as shown in Fig.
5-2(a). This very large ripple current results in a potentially serious ac winding loss problem. Also, the
resulting large flux swing incurs high core loss. Core
loss then becomes the limiting factor in core utilization, rather than saturation, and may dictate a larger
core size than otherwise expected.
Thus, the circuit designer's choice of operating
mode makes a substantial difference in the inductor
design approach.
When flyback transformers are operated in the
continuous inductor current mode, the total ampereturns of all the windings never dwell at zero (by definition). However, the current in each winding of any
flyback transformer is always highly discontinuous,
regardless of inductor current mode. This is because
current (ampere-turns) transfers back and forth between primary and secondary(s) at the switching frequency. As shown in Fig. 5-3, the current in each
winding alternates from zero to a high peak value,
even though the total ampere-turns are continuous
with small ripple. This results in large ac winding
loss, regardless of the operating mode.
However, the core sees the total ampere-turn
ripple. Thus, core loss behaves in the same manner as
with the single winding flyback inductor discussed
previously- small core loss when designed and operated in the continuous mode, large core loss in the
discontinuous mode.

For example, assume full load Idc of 10A, and
typical peak-peak triangular ripple current 20% of Idc,
or 2A (worst at high Vin). In this example, the worstcase rms ripple current is 0.58A (triangular waveform rms equals I pp / .Jj2 ), and rms ripple current
squared is only .333, compared with the dc current
squared of 100. Thus, for the ac f R loss to equal the
dc loss, the RajRdc ratio would have to be as large as
300 (Section 3, Fig. 3-5). This is easily avoided.
Therefore, ac winding loss is usually not significant.
Also, the small flux swing associated with small
ripple current results in small core loss, with high
frequency ferrite core material operating below
250kHz. Core utilization is then limited by saturation
(at peak short-circuit current). However, the small
flux swing may permit the use of lossier core materials with higher BSAT,such as powdered iron, Koolmu@, or laminated metal. This may enable reduced
cost or size, but core loss then becomes more significant. Also, distributed-gap materials exhibit rounding
of the B-H characteristics (Sec. 2, pg. 2-3), resulting
in decreasing inductance value as current increases.
Boost and input filter inductors and single
winding flyback inductors are often designed to
operate in the continuous mode. As with the buckderived filter inductors described previously, inductor
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Losses

and

Temperature

dered metal cores, the winding(s) should be likewise
distributed. Thus, a toroidal core shape should have
the windings distributed uniformly around the entire
core.
With a discrete gap, used with laminated metal
alloy cores or ferrite cores, the winding should be
directly over the gap. For example, if a pair of "C"
core halves has a gap in one leg and the winding is
placed on the opposite (ungapped) leg, as shown in
Fig. 5-4a, the entire magnetic force introduced by the
winding appears across the two core halves. This results in considerable stray flux propagated external to
the device, in addition to the flux through the gap.
The energy stored in the external stray field can easily equal the energy stored in the gap, resulting in an
inductance value much greater than expected. The
external stored energy is difficult to calculate, making
the total inductance value unpredictable. Also, the
additional flux in the stray field will cause the inductor to saturate prematurely.
However, when the same winding is placed on
the gapped core leg, as in Fig. 5-4b, the entire magnetic force introduced by the winding is dropped
across the gap directly beneath. The magnetic force
across the two core halves is then nearly zero, and
there is little external flux. The core then serves its
intended purpose of providing an easy (low reluctance) return path for the flux, requiring very little
magnetic force to do so, and propagating very little
external field.

Rise

The discussion in Section 4 regarding temperature rise limits, losses and thermal resistance in transformers (pp 4-1,2) is generally applicable to inductors, as well.
Balancing Core and Winding Losses
When inductors are designed for the discontinuous mode, with significant core loss, total loss is at a
broad minimum when core and winding losses are
approximately equal. But when inductors are designed for the continuo~s mode, core loss is often
negligible, so that the t~talloss limit can be allocated
entirely to the windings.
General

Considerations

--Core

Ideal magnetic materials cannot store energy.
Practical magnetic materials store very little energy,
most of which ends up as loss. In order to store and
return energy to the circuit efficiently and with minimal physical size, a small non-magnetic gap is required in series with a high permeability magnetic
core material. In ferrite or laminated metal alloy
cores, the required gap is physically discrete, but in
powdered metal cores, the gap is distributed among
the metal particles.
Paradoxically, virtually all of the magnetic energy is stored the so-called "non-magnetic" gap(s).
The sole purpose of the high permeability core material is to provide an easy, low reluctance flux path to
link the energy stored in the gap to the winding, thus
efficiently coupling the energy storage location (the
gap) to the external circuit.
In performing this critically important function,
the magnetic core material introduces problems: (a)
core losses caused by the flux swings accompanying
the storage land release of energy, and (b) core saturation, where the core material becomes nonmagnetic and therefore high reluctance above a certain flux density level. The energy storage capability
of a practical gapped core is thus limited either by
temperature rise associated with core loss, or by core
saturation.
Stray Flux. Another problem that must be faced
is stray flux, associated with energy stored in a
fringing field outside the gap. Stray flux couples
noise and EMI to the external circuit and to the outside world. This stray energy also increases the inductance b(!yond its intended value by an amount that
is difficult to predict.
To minimize stray flux, it is very important that
the winding distribution conforms to the gap. When
the gap is distributed throughout the core, as in pow-~
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Melted windings: Another serious problem can
result from the fringing field adjacent to the gap. Any
winding turns positioned close to the gap will likely
exist within the high flux density of the fringing field.
In applications with large flux swings, huge eddy current losses can occur in those few turns close to the
gap. Windings have been known to melt in this vicinity. This problem is most severe with flyback transformers and boost inductors designed for the discontinuous mode, because the flux swings at full load are
very large. With filter inductors, or any inductors designed for continuous mode operation, flux swing is
much less and the problem is much less severe.
Solutions for devices designed to operate with
large flux swing: (1) Don't put winding turns in the
immediate vicinity of the gap. Although the winding
should be on the center-pole directly over the gap, a
non-magnetic, non-conductive spacer could be used
to substitute for the turns in the area where the fringing field is strong. (2) Distribute the gap by dividing
it into two or three (or more) smaller gaps spaced uniformly along the center-pole leg under the winding.
Since the fringing field extends out from the core by
a distance proportional to the gap, several small gaps
will dramatically reduce the extent of the fringing
field. This also results in more accurate inductance
calculation. (3) Eliminate the fringing field entirely
by using a ferrite core with a powdered metal rod
substituted for the ferrite center-Ieg. This distributes
the gap uniformly among the metal particles, directly
beneath the entire length of the winding, eliminating
the fringing field. While this last method has been
used successfully, it is usually not practical because
of high cost, and greater ac core losses with metal
powder cores.
Gapping all legs: It is tempting to avoid the cost
of grinding the gap in the centerleg by merely spacing
the two core halves apart, thus placing half the gap in
the centerleg and the other half in the combined outer
legs. But the outer leg gaps clearly violate the principle that the winding should be placed directly over
the gap. A little more than half of the total magnetic
force will exist across the centerleg gap, but the remaining force appears across the outer leg gap(s) and
thus across the two core halves. This propagates considerable stray flux outside the inductor, radiating
EMI, and the inductance value becomes larger and
difficult to predict. The result is intermediate between
Figures 5-4a and 5-4b.

Gap area correction: Even when the winding is
properly placed directly over a discrete gap, there will
be a small but intense fringing field adjacent to the
gap, extending outward beyond the boundaries of the
core cross-section as shown in Fig 5-4b. Because of
this fringing field, the effective gap area is larger than
the core center-pole area. To avoid what could be a
significant error, the inductance calculation must be
based upon the effective gap area rather than the actual center-pole area. An empirical approximation is
obtained by adding the length of the gap to the dimensions of the core center-pole cross-section.(l)
For a core with a rectangular center-pole with
cross-section dimensions a and b, the effective gap
area, Ag is approximately:
Acp=axb;

Ag~(a+J!g)x(b+J!g)

(la)

For a round center-pole with diameter Dcp.

(lb)

Thus, when £g equals O.lDcp, the area correction
factor is 1.21. The gap must be made larger by this
same factor to achieve the desired inductance (see Eq.
3a).
The preceding correction factor is helpful when
the correction is less than 20%. A more accurate correction requires finite element analysis evaluation, or
trial-and-error evaluation.
After the number of turns and the gap length have
been calculated according to steps 7 and 8 of the
cookbook design procedure presented later in this
section, verification is obtained by building a prototype inductor.
If the measured inductance value is too large, do
not reduce the number of turns, or excessive core loss
and/or saturation may result. Instead, increase the gap
to reduce the inductance.
If the measured inductance is too small, the number of turns may be increased, but the core will then
be under-utilized and winding losses may be excessive. It is best to raise the inductance by decreasing
the gap length.
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As discussed in Section 4, pot cores and PQ cores
have small window area in relation to core size, and
the window shape is not well suited for flyback transfonners or discontinuous mode inductors.
EC, ETD, LP cores are all E-E core shapes, with
large, wide windows which make them excellent
choices with ferrite materials. These core shapes lend
themselves to spiraled windings of wide copper strip,
especially with inductors operated in the continuous
mode, where ac winding losses are small.
Toroidal powdered metal cores, with windings
distributed unifonnly around the entire core, can be
used in any inductor or flyback transfonner applicatio~. Stray magnetic flux and EMI propagation is very
low.
But a gapped ferrite toroidal core is a very bad
choice. Windings distributed around the toroid will
not confonn to discrete gaps, resulting in large stray
fields, radiated EMI, and inductance values that cannot be calculated.

There is one other benefit of spacing the core
halves apart. Because the gap is divided, the smaller
centerleg gap length reduces the fringing field and
thus reduces the eddy current problem in the winding
close to the gap.
A trick which greatly reduces the external stray
flux in this situation is to place an external shorted
turn around the entire outer periphery of the inductor.
The shorted turn is made of wide copper strip placed
co-axial with the inductor winding, encircling the
entire outer surface of the inductor, outside the
windings and outside the outer core legs, and closely
conforming to the external shape. Any stray flux that
escapes to the outside world will link to this external
shorted turn, inducing in it a current which creates a
magnetic field in opposition to the stray flux.
Core

Selection:

Material

Select a core material appropriate for the desired
frequency and inductor current mode.
Ferrite is usually the best choice for inductors designed to operate in the discontinuous mode at frequencies above SOkHz, when core loss associated
with large flux swing limits core utilization.
However, in the continuous mode, with small
ripple current and small flux swing, ferrite cores will
often be limited by saturation. In this case, lossier
core materials with greater saturation flux density,
such as powdered iron, Kool-mu@, Permalloy powder,
or even gapped laminated metal cores may enable
reduced cost or size. But the rounded B-H characteristic of powdered metal cores can result in the perhaps unintended characteristic of a "swinging choke,"
whose inductance decreases at higher current levels.
Core

Selection:

Optimum

core

utilization

The smallest size and lowest cost inductor is
achieved by fully utilizing the core. In a specific application, optimum core utilization is associated with
a specific optimum gap length (resulting in a specific
effective penneability fie for cores with distributed
gaps). The same core in a different application or at a
different frequency may have a different optimum
gap length.
The optimum gap length results in the core operating at maximum flux density (limited either by saturation or by core loss), and also at maximum current
density in the windings (limited by winding loss).
This is the best possible utilization of the core, resulting in the smallest size. The inductor design approach should therefore seek to achieve this optimum
gap length (or optimum fie for a core with distributed gap).
Figure 5-5 shows the characteristic of a core with
optimum gap, limited by core saturation and by max.
current density in the windings. The area between the
characteristic and the vertical axis indicates the energy storage capability. Any other slope (different
gap size) results in less energy storage capability

Shape

The core shape and window configuration is not
critically important for inductors designed to operate
in the continuous mode, because ac winding loss is
usually very small.
But for inductors designed for discontinuous
mode operation, and especially for flyback transformers, the window configuration is extremely important. The window should be as wide as possible to
maximize winding breadth and minimize the number
of layers. This minimizes ac winding resistance. For a
flyback transformer, the wide window also minimizes
leakage inductance, and the required creepage distance when line isolation is required has less impact.
With a wider window, less winding height is required, and the window area utilization is usually
better.

Core

Selection:

Size

The discussion of core size for transfonners in
Section 4-8 is mostly relevant to inductors as well.
The following Area Product fonnulae are intended to
help provide a rough initial estimate of core size for
inductor applications.
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tor, KpRI is the ratio of the total copper area to the
window area, Aw. For a flyback transfonner, KpRI is
the ratio of the primary winding copper cross-section
area to the total window area.
The saturation-limited fonnula assumes winding
losses are much more significant than core losses. Kl
is based on the windings operating at a current density of 420A/cm2, a commonly used "rule of thumb"
for natural convection cooling.
In the core loss limited fonnula, core and winding
losses are assumed to be approximately equal. Ther~fore, the winding losses are halved by reducing the
current density to 297A/cm2 (470 x 0.707). Thus, K2
equals 0.707.Kl.
In either fonnula, it is assumed that appropriate
techniques are used to limit the increase in winding
losses due to high frequency skin effect to less than
1/3 of the total winding losses.
Forced air cooling permits higher losses (but with
reduced efficiency). K values become larger, resulting in a smaller core area product.
The 4/3 power shown in both area product formulae accounts for the fact that as core size increases,
the volume of the core and windings (where losses
are generated) increases more then the surface area
(where losses are dissipated). Thus, larger cores must
be operated at lower power densities.
For the core loss limited case, L\BMAXmay be approximated by assuming a core loss of lOO mw/cm3 -

Fig 5-5 Optimum Core Utilization

When core loss is not severe, so that flux swing is
limited by core saturation:
41

(2a)

(2b)
where:
L
=
Iscpk =
BMAX =
M
=
L\Bmax=
IFL
=
K1, K2

inductance, Henrys
max pk short-circuit current, A
saturation limited flux density, T
current swing, Amps (primary)
max flux density swing, Tesla
fillS current, full load (primary)
= JMAXKpRI x 10 -4

a typical maximum for natural convection cooling.
For the core material used, enter the core loss curves
at 100 mw/cm3 (Fig. 2-3). Go across to the appropriate switching (ripple) frequency curve, then down to
the "Flux Density" scale (actually peak flux density).
Double this number to obtain peak-peak flux density,
L\BMAX.If units are in Gauss, divide by 10,000 to
convert L\BMAXto Tesla, then enter this value into the
core loss limited Area Product fonnula.
In filter inductor applications, nonnally operated
in the continuous inductor current mode, the ripple
current is usually only 10-20% of the full load dc current. Ferrite cores will usually be limited by saturation flux density, not by core loss, at switching frequencies below 250 kHz. Boost and flyback inductors, and flyback transfonners operated in the continuous current mode, where total ripple ampere-turns
are a small fraction of full-load ampere-tums, may
also be saturation limited. In these situations, it may
be possible to reduce size, weight, and/or cost by using core materials that are lossier but have higher
saturation flux density, such as Kool-Mu@, or metal
alloy laminated cores.

where:
JMAX = max. current density, Alcm2
KpRI = primary copper area/window area
10-4 = converts dimensions from meters
tocm
Application
Inductor,singlewinding
FilterInductor,multiplewinding
Flybacktransformer
-non-isolated
Flybacktransformer
-with isolation

KpRI
0.7
.65
0.3
0.2

KI
.03
.027
.013
.0085

K2
.021
.019
.009
.006

For a single winding inductor, the tenn "primary"
above refers to the entire winding.
KpRI represents the utilization of the window
containing the winding. For a single winding induc-
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However, when these applications are designed
for discontinuous mode operation at full load, ripple
ampere-turns are so large that the inductors will almost certainly be core loss limited.
If uncertain whether the application is core loss
limited or saturation limited, evaluate both formulae
and use the one which results in the largest area

Inductance Factor, AL, expressed in milliHenrys/1OOOturnS2, or nanoHenrys/turn2, is often stated
by the manufacturer for pre-gapped ferrite cores or
for distributed-gap powdered metal cores. It provides
a convenient method for calculating inductance for an
existing gapped core with a given number of turns,
but it is awkward for determining the optimum gap
length or the optimum effective permeability for best
core utilization.

product.
These initial estimates of core size are not very
accurate, but they do reduce the number of trial solutions that might otherwise be required. The detailed
design process provides greater accuracy. In the final
analysis, the validity of the design should be checked
with a prototype operated in the circuit and in the
environment of the application, with the hot spot
temperature rise measured by means of a thermocoupie cemented alongside the middle of the centerpost.
Inductance

L = N2 AL

Design Strategy
The general design procedure that will be followed is:
I. From the circuit design, define the circuit parameters including inductance value L, full load
dc inductor current IFL, worst case ripple L!lpp,
max peak instantaneous short-circuit current limit
Iscpk. absolute loss limit and max temperature
rise. Worst case ripp/e is at max V1N for buckderived, at min V1Nfor boost. Fu// /oad inductor
current equa/s /oad current for buck on/y. Refer
to Section 2.

calculation

-100,000) in series with a small non-magnetic gap (P,
= 1). In practice, the reluctance of the magnetic material is so small compared to the gap reluctance, that it
can usually be neglected. The corrected gap dimensions alone determine the inductance:
X 10-2 Henrys

(3a)

2.

(Sl units, dimensions in cm)
Ag = corrected gap area (page 5-4)

Select the core material. Refer to Section 2.

3. Determine the maximum nux density and
max. nux swing at which the core will be operated (limited either by saturation or by core loss).
Defme a conservative saturation limit, BMAX(perhaps 3000Gauss (0.3Tesla) for power ferrite). If
the core is saturation limited, B MAX will be
reached at Iscpk.With a discrete gapped core, the
gap has the most significant innuence on the B-H
characteristic, linearizing it until well into saturation. Therefore, if the core is saturation limited,
maximum nux swing LiEMAXwill be in the same
proportion to L!lppas BMAXisto Iscpk:

Effective permeability, 'Ue: Whether the gap is
discrete or distributed, it is a small total length of
non-magnetic material in series with a much greater
length of high permeability magnetic material. The
actual core can be considered equivalent to a solid
homogeneous core with the same overall core dimensions, made entirely of an imaginary material with
permeability Jie, which typically ranges from 10 (for
a large gap) to 300 (for a small gap). This concept is
most useful for distributed gap powdered metal cores,
where the total gap cannot be physically measured.
L = .UO.UeN2AY;e X 10-2 Henrys

(3c)

In the inductor design process, the desired inductance is presumed to be a known circuit value.
The optimum gap length, Rg,or effective permeability , jJe to achieve that inductance is calculated by inverting the preceding formulae.

Several methods are in common use for calculating inductance:
Discrete gap length, f.g : The magnetic path
length of any core with a discrete gap consists of very
high permeability magnetic core material (P, = 3000 -

L = .uON2 A;;{.

nanoHenrys

MMAX

(3b)

= BMAX- Mpp
Iscpk

(SI units, dimensions in cm)
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(4)

Divide the calculated L1BMAXvalue by two to convert peak-peak flux density to peak, and enter the
core loss curve (Fig. 2-3) on the "flux density"
axis (really peak flux density). At the ripple frequency curve, find the resulting core loss. If the
core loss is much less than 100 mw/cm3, this confirms that the core is probably saturation limited,
and the calculated L1BMAXvalue is probably valid.
But if the indicated core loss is much greater than
loo mw/cm3, the core will probably be loss limited. L1BMAXmust then be reduced to achieve an
acceptable core loss (Step 5). If the core is loss
limited, peak flux density at IsGpkwill then be less
than BMAX.
The approach taken above equates flux density
values with currents, based on the presumption of
a linear core characteristic. This presumption is
quite valid for a gapped ferrite or laminated metal
core. On the other hand, powdered metal cores
are quite non-linear over a substantial portion of
their range. But in high frequency switching
power supply applications, these cores will usually be limited by core loss to well below saturation flux density, where linearity is much better.
Nevertheless, the determination of core loss and
max. permissible flux swing are best accomplished by methods defined by the manufacturers
of these cores. (Also, be aware that the permeability quoted by the manufacturer may not apply
at the conditions of the application. )
4.

E = N-

= NAe-

dt

dB

Faraday's

Law

dt

E=L~
M
Combining

the above
N

=

LM

(L in I!H,
MAX

Ae in em):

x 10-2

(5)

MMAXAe
N must then be rounded to an integer value. If N
is rounded down to a smaller integer, the core
may saturate, or, if the core is loss limited, core
loss will be greater than planned. However,
winding loss will be reduced. If N is rounded up
to a larger integer value, core loss will be reduced, but winding loss increased. When N is a
small number of turns, there is a very large increase in winding loss when rounding up vs.
rounding down. It may be advantageous to round
down to the smaller integral N value if the reduced winding loss outweighs the increased core
loss.
When an inductor has multiple windings, the
lowest voltage winding with the fewest turns usually dominates the rounding decision. Deoptimization caused by rounding sometimes
forces the need for a larger core. It may be desirable to alter the turns ratio, or use a smaller inductance value (resulting in greater ripple current) to avoid increased losses or the need for a
larger core.
Equation 5 can be applied to any winding provided N, L, and L1l are all referred to that wind-

Tentatively select the core shape and size.
Inexperienced designers should use the area
product formulae (Eq. 2a, 2b), or manufacturer's
guidance. Record the important core dimensions.

ing.
After the integer value of N has been established,
recalculate LIB, inverting Eq.5, and determine the
resulting core loss.

5. Determine loss limit. First, define the thermal
resistance from the data sheet or calculate RT according to page 4-2. Divide the temperature rise
limit by the thermal resistance to calculate the
temperature rise loss limit. Compare the temperature rise loss limit with the absolute loss
limit, and use whichever is smaller.
If the core is limited by loss rather than by saturation, initially apportion half of the loss limit to
the core and half to the windings. Then apply the
core loss limit to the core loss curves to fmd the
L1BMAXvalue that will produce that core loss.
6.

dip

7. Calculate the gap length required to achieve the
required inductance, using the N value established in Step 6 (inverting the inductance formula: Eq. 3a, 3b).
For a discrete gap, the effective magnetic path
length is the gap, £g. The center-pole area, Ae
must be corrected for the fringing field (Eq. la or
I b) to obtain the effective gap area Ag.
A
f 9 = .uON2 --.!. X 104
(6a)

L

Calculate the number of turns, N, that will provide the desired inductance value when operated
at the max flux density swing as defined in Step 3
or Step 5.
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transfonnerturns ratio):
VINRange:13.33- 25.33V
Output1: 5 V
FullLoadCurrent,IFL:50A
CircuitTopology:ForwardConverter
Switching
Freq,Is: 200kHz
MaxDutyCycle:.405(at MinVIN)
MinDutyCycle:.213(at MaxVIN)
MaxRippleCurrent,L1lpp:
50Ax 20%= 10A
MaxpeakCurrent,IsCpk:
65A
Inductance,
L: 2.2~H
MaxLoss(absolute):2.5W
MaxoCRise:40°C
CoolingMethod:NaturalConvection
2:

L£ e

=

.u

x10-4

(7)

e
.u

N2
0

A

Core Material: Ferrite,MagneticsType p

e

(L in ~H, dimensions in cm)
3.

8. Calculate the conductor size and winding resistance. (Refer to the following cookbook sections for details. )
Winding resistance is calculated using the conductor cross-section area and length.
Resistivity of copper:
Pcu = 1.724[1+.0042(T-20)]X10-6
Pcu = 2.30x 10-6

Select the core material, using guidance from the
manufacturer's data sheet.

Q-cm

Q-cm at lOO°C

Determine max. flux density and max. flux swing
at which the core will be operated. A saturationlimited BMAXofO.3T (3000 Gauss) will be used. If
the core is saturation limited, it will be at the
BMAXlimit when the peak current is at the shortcircuit limit. The max. peak-peak flux density
swing corresponding to the max. current ripple
will then be:
ABMAX

Q

9. Calculate winding loss, total loss, and temperature rise. If loss or temperature rise is too
high or too low, iterate to a larger or smaller core
size.
The cookbook design examples which follow will
more fully illustrate this design process.

Buck

4.

Example:

Output

Filter

Inductor

In Section 4, a forward converter transformer was
designed for 5V, 50A output. This filter inductor
will be designed as the output filter for this same

=.046

0.3-

Tesla

65

Tentatively select core shape and size, using
guidance from the manufacturer's data sheet or
using the area product formula given previously.
Core type, Family: E-E core -ETD Series
Using the saturation limited Area Product formula, with BMAX= 0.3T and Kl =.03, an Area

power supply.
I.

10
=

Dividing the peak-peak flux density swing by 2,
the peak flux swing is .023T (230 Gauss). Entering the core loss curve for type P material (page
2-5) at 230 Gauss, and at the 200kHz ripple frequency, the core loss is approximately 4mw/cmJ.
This is so much less than the loo mw/cmJ rule of
thumb that core loss will be almost negligible,
and core operation will be saturation limited at
Iscpk.The maximum flux density swing, ABMAX,is
therefore .046T as previously calculated.

(8)

(Dimensions in cm)

Cookbook

M
~

Iscpk

dc winding resistance:
Rx = Pcu l;/Ax

= BMAX

Product of 0.74 cm4 is required. An ETD34 core
size will be used, with AP = 1.21 cm4 (with bob-

Define the power supply parameters pertaining to
the inductor design. (Vin for the inductor equals
Vin for the transformer divided by the 7.5:1

bin).
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Core Size: 34mm --ETD34

8. Calculate the conductor size, winding resistance,
losses, and temperature rise.

For the specific core selected, note:

From Step 4, window breadth, bw = 2.10cm, and
height, hw = 0.60cm. The winding will consist of

Effective core Area, Volume, Path Length, center-pole diameter (cm):
Ae: 0.97 cm2
V.: 7.64 cm3
£.: 7.9 cm
Dcp: 1.08 cm
Window Area, Breadth, Height, Mean Length per
Turn (with bobbin):
Aw: 1.23 cm2
bw: 2.10cm
hw: 0.60 cm
MLT: 6.10cm

5 turns (5 layers) of copper strip, 2.0cm wide,
spiral wound, with .05mm (2 mil) low voltage insulation between layers.
At 50A full load current, 450 Alcm2 requires a
conductor area of 0.111 cm2, Dividing this conductor area by the 2.0cm width requires a thickness of .0555cm. Five layers, including .005cm
insulation between layers, results in a total
winding height of 0.3cm, half the available window height.
To reduce losses, increasing copper thickness to
0.1cm results in a total winding height of .525cm,
and a conductor area of 0.2cm2. Five turns with a
mean length/turn = 6.1cm results in a total wind-

5. Define RT and Loss Limit. Apportion losses to the
core and winding. Thermal resistance from the
data sheet is 19°C/Watt. Loss limit based on max.
temperature rise:

ing length of 30.5cm. Winding resistance:

Plim = °Crise/RT: = 40/19 = 2.1 Watts
Rdc = p-

Compared to the absolute loss limit of 2.5W
(Step I ), the temperature rise limit of 2.1 W applies. Core loss is 4 mW/cm3 (Step 3):
Pc = mW/cmJ xV.=4

x 7.64 = 30mW

x10-2

4, with Q=6 and 5 layers, RAc/RDc is approximately loo, so that RAc = .035Q.
The rms value of the triangular ripple current
waveform equals L1Ipp/..J12 Since max L1Ippis
10A, Irms = 10/..J12= 2.9A.

(5)

MMAXAe

2.2.10

x10-

2

Therefore the ac loss is:
PLac= rR = 2.92..035 = 0.29 Watts

= 4.93 ~

Total winding loss dc plus ac is:

5 Turns

.046.0.97

7.

30.9
.-=.000355.0.
0.2

With reference to Section 3-4, the ac loss is calculated. Skin depth DpEN= .O17cm at 200kHz.
With a conductor thickness of 0.1cm, Q =
0.1/.017 = 5.9. Entering Dowell's curves, page 3-

(L in I!H, dimensions in cm)
N =

~

DC loss: 502..000355 = 0.89 Watts

6. Calculate the number of turns that will provide
the desired inductance value:
LMMAX

= 2.3 X 10

A

Therefore, winding loss can be as much as
2 Watts. However, since the core is larger than
the Area Product calculation suggests, it should
be possible to reduce the winding loss.

N=

1

Pw = 0.89 + 0.29 = 1.18 Watts

Calculate the gap length that will achieve the required inductance value:
I-g =.UoN

~
2

( 1+-L

1-

)

9.

2

A

XlO4
L

(6b)

Dcp

(L in ~H, dimensions in cm)
2

1

J!g = 0.192

)

+- £g
1.08

XlO4

Since the core loss is only 30mW, the total loss,
1.21W, is considerably less than the 2.1W limit
originally calculated. The windings operate with
only 250 Alcm2 at full load, accounting for the
reduced loss. This is because the ETD34 core has
an Area Product 65% greater than the calculated
requirement. A smaller core could possibly have
been used. However, the ETD34 core provides
improved power supply efficiency.

cm
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Coupled Filter Inductors
Buck-derived converters with multiple outputs
often use a single filter inductor with multiple coupled windings, rather than individual inductors for
each output. The design process for a coupled inductor, discussed in Ref. R5 is essentially the same as
for a single-winding inductor.
The process is simplified by assuming that all
windings are normalized and combined with the lowest voltage winding. Finally, divide the copper crosssection area into the actual multiple windings. Each
winding will then occupy an area (AwN) proportional
to its power output.
Boost

Inductor

In a simple boost application, the inductor design
is essentially the same as for the buck converter discussed previously.
In switching power supplies, boost topologies are
widely used in Power Factor Correction applications
and in low voltage battery power sources. Otherwise,
the boost configuration is rarely used.
In a PFC application, boost inductor design is
complicated by the fact that the input voltage is not
dc, but the continuously varying full-wave rectified
line voltage waveform. Thus, as VIN changes with the
line voltage wavefonn, the high frequency waveforms
must also change. High frequency ripple current, flux
swing, core loss and winding loss all change radically
throughout the rectified line period.
The situation is further complicated by the fact
that in different PFC applications, the boost topology
may be designed to operate in one of a wide variety
of modes:
.Continuous

mode, fIXed frequency

.Continuous

mode, variable frequency

.At

the mode boundary, variable frequency

.Discontinuous

mode,fIXed frequency

.Discontinuous

mode, variable frequency

.Continuous
mode, transitioning to discontinuous during the low current portion of the
line cycle, and at light loads.

Worst case for core saturation is at maximum
peak current, occurring at low line voltage at the peak
of the rectified line voltage waveform. This is usually
easy to calculate, regardless of the operating mode.
Note that the simple boost topology has no inherent current limiting capability, other than the series
resistance of the line, rectifiers, and bulk filter capacitor. Thus, the boost inductor will saturate momentarily during start-up, while the bulk capacitor
charges. The resulting inrush current is basically the
same as with a simple capacitor-input filter, and is
usually acceptable in low power applications. In high
power applications, additional means of inrush current limiting is usually provided -a thermistor or an
input buck current limiter. While saturation may be
permissible during startup, the circuit must be designed so that the inductor does not saturate during
worst-case normal operating conditions.
Calculating the losses averaged over the rectified
line period is a difficult task. Averaged losses can be
approximated by assuming VIN is constant, equal to
the rms value of the actual rectified line voltage
waveform.
Because input current is greatest at low input
voltage, low frequency winding losses are greatest at
low VIN.
For discontinuous mode operation, L1lp-pis greatest at low VIN. Therefore, core loss and ac winding
loss are worst case at low line.
However, when the boost topology is operated in
the continuous mode, max L1lp-pand worst case core
loss and ac winding loss occur when V1Nequals onehalf of V0. But since L1lp-pis usually very much
smaller than low frequency current, core loss and ac
winding loss are usually negligible in continuous
mode operation.
Because the boost inductor design follows the
same pattern as the output filter inductor design previously covered, a cookbook example of boost inductor design is not given. It is left to the designer to
determine the worst-case current values governing the
design.
Flyback

Transformer

Design

Figures 5-6 and 5-7 show the inductor current
waveforms for continuous mode and discontinuous
mode operation. All currents are normalized to their
ampere-turn equivalent by multiplying primary and
secondary currents by their respective winding turns.
The ampere-turns driving the core are thus proportional to the normalized currents shown.

As in the buck-derived applications, the limiting
factors for the boost inductor design are (a) losses,
averaged over the rectified line period, and/or (b)
core saturation at maximum peak current.
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The design of the flyback transformer and calculation of losses requires definition of duty cycle, D,
from which the transformer turns ratio, n, is calculated according to the relationship:
YIN D
n~ O '
n=--

.D=
Yo'

For trapezoidal waveforms, Equation II can be
simplified by ignoring the slope of the waveform top.
If Alpp = 0.5 Ipa, the error is only 1%. If Alpp = Ipa, the

(9)

I-D'

YIN +nYo'

error is 4%.
where Va' equals output voltage plus rectifier,
switch and IR drops referred to the secondary. The
above relationship applies to discontinuous mode operation, and for discontinuous mode operation only at
the mode boundary

lrms = FI:'
For triangular waveforms,

lac = ~lrms2 -ldc2

Continuous

pk-pk Ripple current, Ipk -Imin
average value of trapezoidal peak:
lpa = (Ipk + Imi.)/2.

The following equations can be used to calculate
the dc, rms, and ac values of trapezoidal wavefonns
(continuous mode operation -Fig. 5-6). They also
apply to triangular wavefonns (discontinuous mode Fig. 5-8), by setting Iminto zero:
pk + Imin)

2

=D.lpa

Mode

Operation

With continuous mode operation, core loss is
usually not significant because the ac ripple component of the total inductor ampere-turns is small compared with the full load dc component. But currents
in the individual windings switch on and off, transferring ampere-turns back and forth from primary to
secondary(s), as shown in Fig. 5-6. This results in
very large ac current components in the windings that
will likely result in significant high frequency winding losses.
The secondary current dc component is equal to
output current, regardless of V1N.At low V1Nthe primary dc and peak currents and the total inductor ampere-turns are greatest. Thus, the worst-case condition for core saturation and winding losses occurs at
low V1N.
On the other hand, the ac ripple component of the
total inductor ampere-turns, and thus core loss, is
greatest at high V1N.But since core loss is usually
negligible with continuous mode operation, this has
little significance.

continuous mode boundary.
Ripple current max peak
Ripple current ruin peak

(I

(12)

Switching transition times are governed by
transformer leakage inductance as well as by transistor and rectifier switching speeds. Thus it is important to minimize leakage inductance by using cores
with long, narrow windows, and by interleaving the
windings. Although switching transitions result in
switch and rectifier losses, they have little effect on
transformer loss.

Dp
Duty Cycle, primary (switch) waveform
Ds
Duty Cycle, secondary (diode ) waveform
Ds = (l-Dp)
In the continuous mode and at the dis-

Idc =D~

(llb)

For all waveforms:

age.
Waveform Definitions: Before flyback transformer design can be completed, the dc, ac and total
rms current components of each waveform must be
calculated. Current values must be calculated at each
of the differing worst-case conditions relevant to core
saturation, core loss and winding loss.

&pp
lpa

Eq. II becomes:

~
lrms=v31pk

Theoretically, a transformer-coupled flyback circuit can function with any turns ratio, regardless of
V1Nor Va. However, it functions best, avoiding high
peak currents and voltages, when n is such that D is
approximately 0.5. (for discontinuous mode operation, at the mode boundary.) Circuit considerations
and device ratings may dictate a turns ratio that results in a duty cycle other than 0.5. The turns ratio
determines the trade-off between primary and secondary peak voltages and peak currents. For example,
reducing n reduces the duty cycle, reduces peak
switch voltage and peak rectifier current, but increases peak switch current and peak rectifier volt-

Ipk
Imin

(lla)

(10)
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Cookbook
I.

Example

Define

(Continuous

the power

ing to the flyback

Mode):

supply parameters

transfornler

pertain-

design.

VIN: 28 ;t 4 V
Output 1: 5 V
Full Load Current, IFL: 10 A
Circuit Topology: Flyback, Continuous Mode
Switching Freq, fs: 100 kHz
Desired Duty Cycle: 0.5 at 28V input
Max Ripple Current, L1lpp:5 A @ 32V (secondary)
Peak Shorl-circuit Current: 25A

(secondary)

Secondary Inductance, L: 6.8 IJH (0=0.5, L1lpp= 5A)
Max Loss (absolute): 2.0 W
Max Temperature Rise: 40°C
Cooling Method: Natural Convection
Preliminary
Calculations:
The turns ratio
can be defined at nominal V1N = 28V and the desired duty cycle of 0.5:
n=~~=~
Vo'

I-D

5+0.6

Before calculating winding
and ac current components,
must be defined.

~=5
1-0.5

Figure 5-6 Flyback Waveforms, Continuous
Dividing the peak-peak flux density swing by 2,
the peak flux swing is .03T (300 Gauss). Entering
the core loss curve for type P material (page 2-5)
at 300 Gauss, and at 100kHz ripple frequency,
the core loss is approximately 2.6 mw/cmJ. This
is so much less than the 100 mw/cmJ rule of
thumb that core loss is negligible. Thus, BMAXis
saturation limited at Iscpk of 25A, and ABMAX, is
limited to only .06T, corresponding to L1lp-pof

losses, worst-case dc
occurring at low V1N,

First, the duty cycle, Dp is de-

filled at low V1N:
Dp24

=

nVo'

V1N +nVO'

5(5+0.6)
-.=0.538

24 + 5(5 + 0.6)
DS24 = 1- Dp24 = 0.462
4.

Because the duty cycle and the turns ratio could
possibly be changed to optimize the windings, current
calculations are deferred until later.
2:

Select the core material, using guidance from the
manufacturer's data sheet.

Core type, Family: E-E core -ETD Series
Using the saturation limited Area Product formula, with BMAX= 0.3T and Kl =.0085, an Area

Core Material: Ferrite,MagneticsType p
3.

Product of 1.08 cm4 is required. An ETD34 core
size will be used, with AP = 1.21 cm4 (with bob-

Determine max. flux density and max. flux swing
for core operation. A saturation-limited BMAXof
0.3T (3000 Gauss) will be used. If the core is
saturation limited, B will reach B MAXwhen peak
current reaches the short-circuit limit. Assuming
reasonable linearity of the gapped core B-H characteristic, L!BMAXwith max. current ripple (at
32V) will be:
Mpp
MMAX

=BMAX-=0.3-=.06
I SCpk

bin).
Core Size: 34mm 00ETD34
For the specific core selected, note:
Effective core Area, Volume, Path Length, Center-pole diameter (cm):
As: 0.97 cm2
Ve: 7.64 cm3
£e: 7.9 cm
Dcp: 1.08 cm

5
Tesla

5Amp.
Tentatively select the core shape and size, using
guidance from the manufacturer's data sheet or
using the area product formula.

(4)

25
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Window Area, Breadth, Height, Mean Length per
Turn (with bobbin):
Aw: 1.23 cm2
bw:2.10cm
hw: 0.60 cm
MLT: 6.10cm

Secondary

Side-

VIN= 24V, Ds=

0.462

(Eq.10, 11a, 12)
Output dc Current, Is", : 10 A
I
Avg peak Current, Ispa: J!;£

=

Ds

5. Defme RT and Loss Limit. Apportion losses to the
core and winding. Thermal resistance from the
core data sheet is 19°C/Watt. Loss limit based on
max. temperature rise:

10

= 21.65A

.462

rmsCurrent,Isnns
: ,[ii;:[;'

= 14.7A

ac Current, Isac: ~ Irms2 -IdC2

= 10.77 A

Plim = °Crise/RT: = 40/19 = 2.1 Watts
The secondary consists of 6 turns (6 layers) of
copper strip, 1.5cm wide and .015 cm thick, spiral wound. Conductor area is .015xl.5 = .0225
cm2. Current density is 14.7N.0225 = 650 a/cm2.

Since this exceeds the 2.0W absolute loss limit
from Step I, The 2.0W limit applies.
Core loss is:

Six layers, including .005cm (2 mil) low voltage
insulation between layers, results in a total
winding height of 0. 12cm.

Pc = mW/cm3 x V. = 2.6 x 7.64 = 20mW
Therefore, core loss is negligible. The entire 2.0
Watt loss limit can be allocated to the winding.
6.

Six turns with mean length/turn = 6.1cm results

Calculate the number of secondary turns that will
provide the desired inductance value:
N=

LMMAX
XlO-2
AB MAX Ae

in a total winding length of 36.6cm. Winding resistance:

(5)
Calculating

(L in ~H, dimensions in cm)
6.8.5

N.~ =

-2

xlO

=5. 84 ~

.06.0.97
Np =Ns xn=6x5=30
7.

.024cm. With a conductor thickness of .015cm, Q
=.015/.024 = 0.625. Entering Dowell's curves,
page 3-4, with Q = 0.625 and 6 layers, RAc/RDCis

6 Turns

approximately 1.6.

Turns

Roc = Rdc X 1.6 = .0037.0. X 1.6 =.0059.0

Calculate the gap length to achieve the induc.
tance value with minimum N.
£9 =

A
.u

O

N2--.£.

(

Primary Side -V1N = 24V, Dp = 0.538

£

1 +-L

L

XlO4

D

(Eq.10, 11a, 12)
(6b)

Note that the primary and secondary average
peak ampere-/urns are always equal, and together
constitute the dc ampere-turns driving the inductor core. Thus the primary avg. peak current, Ippa
= Isp/n.

CP
(L in ~H, dimensions

I! =41fX10-7.52~
9

(

in cm)

1+!J-

6.8

1.08

ac resistance: DpEN at 100kHz =

xlO4

avg. peak Current,/ppa: Ispafn = 21.6% = 4.33A
£g =.080

cm

dc Current, /Prk:
: D. I Ppa = 0.538 x 4.33 = 2.33A

8. Calculate the conductor sizes and winding resistances:

rms Current, /Prms
: ~

From Step 4, window breadth, bw = 2.l0cm, and
height, hw = 0.60cm. A creepage allowance of 0.3

ac Current, /Pac
: ~ Irms2 -Idc2

cm is necessary at each end of the windings.
Winding width is 2.l0cm minus (2xO.3) = 1.5cm.

peak SC Current,Iscpk:251n= 5 A
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= 3.18A
= 2.16A

The primary winding consists of 30 turns of Litz
wire with OD of 0.127cm, in three layers, 10
turns in each layer. Litz wire OD enables 10 turns
to fit across the 1.5cm winding breadth. The
height of the 3-layer primary is 3xO.127 =
0.381cm.
The Litz wire consists of 150 strands of #40A WG
wire (OD=.0081cm). From the wire tables,
#40A WG wire has a resistance of .046 .Q/cm divided by 150 strands, resulting in a resistance of
.00031 .Q/cm at 100°C.

Primary dc loss (Rdc= .0567.0.):
PPdc = I Pdc2Rdc = 22.0567 = 0.225 Watts
Primary ac loss (Rac= .090.0.):
PPac = Ipac2 Rac = 2.162x.090

= 0.42 W

The wire length equals 30 turns times ML T of
6.1cm= 183cm.

Total primary winding loss --dc plus ac is:

Primary winding resistance:

Total winding loss:

Ppw= 0.225 + 0.42 = 0.645 Watts

Rdc =.00031 Q / cm x 183cm =.0567 Q

Pw = 1.05 + 0.645 = 1.695 Watts

To calculate the ac resistance, the 150 strand
#40A WG Litz wire is approximately equivalent
to a square array 12 wide by 12 deep (square root
of 150 wires). There are therefore a total of 36
layers of#40AWG wire (3layers times 12).

Since the core loss is only 20m W, the total loss,
1.7IW, is within than the 2.0W absolute loss
limit.
The total winding height, including .02cm isolation: 0.12 + 0.381 + .02 = 0.521cm, within the avail-

Center-to-center spacing of the #40A WG wires
equals the winding width of 1.5cm divided by
120 (10 Litz wires times 12 wide #40A WG wires
within the Litz), a spacing, s, of .0125cm.

able winding height ofO.60cm.
Mutual inductance of 6.8J.1.Hseen on the secondary winding translates into 170J.1.Hreferred to the
primary (Lp=n2Ls).
Leakage inductance between primary and secondary calculated according to the procedure presented
in Reference R3 is approximately 5J.1.H,referred to
the primary side. Interwinding capacitance is approximately 50pF .
If the windings were configured as an interleaved
structure (similar to Figure 4-1), leakage inductance
will be more than halved, but interwinding capacitance will double. The interleaved structure divides
the winding into two sections, with only half as many
layers in each section. This will reduce Ra/Rdc to
nearly 1.0 in both primary and secondary, reducing ac
losses by 0.35W, and reducing the total power loss
from 1.71W to 1.36W. The secondary copper thickness could be increased, further reducing the losses.

From Reference R2, pg 9, the effective layer
thickness equals:

=.0054cm
Therefore, referring to Figure 3-5,
Q =.0054cm / DpEN =.0054/.024

=.225

and with 36 layers, RAcIRDC= 1.6, and
Rac = Rdc X 1.6 =.0567 X 1.6 =.0900
9.

The available winding height could permit a
thicker secondary conductor. This would reduce
dc loss, but the resulting increase in ac loss because of the larger Q value would exceed the dc
loss reduction.

Calculate winding loss, total loss, and temperature rise:
Secondary dc loss:

Discontinuous
Psdc=Idc2Rdc=102..0037=0.37

Watts

Secondary ac loss:
PSac = ISac2 .Rac = 10. 7r..0059

Mode

Operation

Discontinuous mode waveforms are illustrated in
Figure 5-7. By definition, the total ampere-tums
dwell at zero during a portion of each switching period. Thus, i~ the discontinuous mode there are three
distinct time periods, tT, tR, and to, during each
switching period. As the load is increased, peak currents, tT, and tR increase, but to decreases. When to

= 0.68W

Total secondary winding loss --dc plus ac is:
Psw= 0.37 + 0.68 = 1.05 Watts
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becomes zero, the mode boundary is reached. Further
increase in load results in crossing into continuous
mode operation. This is undesirable because the controlloop characteristic suddenly changes, causing the
control loop to become unstable.
In the discontinuous mode, all of the energy
stored in the inductor (Y2Llpk2)is delivered to the output during each cycle. This energy times switching
frequency equals output power. Therefore, if frequency, L, and Vo are held constant, Y2Llpk2does not
vary with VIN,but is proportional to load current only,
and Ipk is proportional to the square root of load current. However, VIN,n, D and L collectively do determine the maximum stored energy and therefore the
maximum power output at the mode boundary.
The circuit should be designed so that the peak
short-circuit current limit is reached just before the
mode boundary is reached, with turns ratio, duty cycle and inductance value designed to provide the necessary full load power output at a peak current less
than the current limit.
The circuit design can never be completely separated from the design of the magnetic components.
This is especially true at high frequencies where the
small number of secondary turns can require difficult
choices. The ideal design for a discontinuous mode
flyback transformer might call for a secondary with
1YOturns. The choice of a 1 turn or 2 turn secondary
may result in a size and cost increase, unless the
turns ratio and duty cycle are changed, for example.

Cookbook
I.

Example

(Discontinuous

Mode):

Define the power supply parameters pertaining
the flyback

transformer

to

design.

VIN: 28 j; 4 V
Output 1: 5 V
Full Load Current, IFL: 10 A
Short Circuit Current: 12 A
Circuit Topology: Flyback, Discontinuous
Switching Freq, Is: 100 kHz
Desired Duty Cycle: 0.5 at 24V, mode boundary
Estimated ISCpk:45 A (secondary)
Est. Sec. Inductance: 0.6211H (D=0.5, ~1p-p=45A)
Max Loss (absolute): 2.0 W
Max Temperature Rise: 40°C
Cooling Method: Natural Convection
Preliminary
Calculations:
The turns ratio is
defined based on min V1N (24V) and Vo ' (5.6V)
and the desired

duty

cycle

of 0.5 at the mode

boundary:
n = ~
~
Vo' 1-D

= ~
5+0.6

~
1-0.5

= 4.28 ~

4

Turns ratio, n, is rounded down to 4: 1 rather than up
to 5:1 because: (a) 4:1 is closer, (b) peak output current is less, reducing the burden on the output filter
capacitor, and ( c) primary switch peak voltage is less.
The duty cycle at the mode boundary is no longer 0.5,
and must be recalculated:

Dp24

v

=
V1N

o

5.6x4

'.n

+VO'.n

=

0.483

24+5.6x4

DS24 = 1- Dp24 = 0.517

A-t

The peak secondary current at the mode boundary
is:

The peak short-circuit current limit on the primary side should therefore be set slightly below
11.6A (=46.4/n).
The inductance value required for the secondary
current to ramp from 46.4A to zero at the mode
boundary is:

A-t

0,
IT

tR

10

FiRUre 5-7 Discontinuous Waveforms
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As: 0.56 cm2
Ve: 3.48 cm3
fe: 6.19 cm
Dcp: 0..85 cm
Window Area, Breadth, Height, Mean Length per
Turn ( , indicates reduced dimensions with bob-

L = 5.6~

= 0.624 .uH
46.4
Before calculating winding losses, it is necessary
to define worst-case dc and ac current components, occurring at low V1N.Because the turns ratio and the duty cycle could possibly be changed
to optimize the windings, current calculations
will be deferred until later .
2:

Select the core material, using guidance from the
manufacturer's data sheet.

3.

Determine max. flux density and max. flux swing
at which the core will be operated. A saturationlimited BMAXofO.3T (3000 Gauss) will be used.
In the discontinuous mode, the current is zero
during a portion of each switching period, by
definition. Therefore & always equals Ipeakand
since they are proportional, LiB must equal Bpeak.

bin):
Aw I Aw': 1.02/0.45 cm2
bwlbw': 2.07 11.72cm
hw I hw': 0.50 10.38 cm
MLT: 4.63 cm
5.

Core Material: Ferrite,MagneticsType p

Define RT and Loss Limit, and apportion losses to
the core and winding. Thermal resistance from
the core data sheet is 28°C/Watt. Loss limit based
on max. temperature rise:
Plim = °Crise/RT: = 40/28 = 1.42 Watts
Since this is less than the 2.0W absolute loss
limit from Step 1, The 1.42W limit applies.
Preliminary core loss calculation:
Pc = mWlcmJ x Ve = 100 X 3.48 = 350 mW

LiBMAXandBMAXOCCur
at low V1Nwhen the current
is peak short-circuit limited. To determine if
LiBMAXis core loss limited, enter the core loss
curve for type P material at the nominal
100mw/cm3loss limit, and at 100kHz ripple frequency, the corresponding max. peak flux density
is 1100 Gauss. Multiply by 2 to obtain peak-peak
flux density swing LiBMAXof2200 Gauss, or 0.22
Tesla. Since in the discontinuous mode, BMAX
equals LiBMAX, then B MAXis also limited to 0.22T ,
well short of saturation. Thus, in this application,
the core is loss-limited at LiBMAX=0.22T, corresponding to &p-p = Iscpk= 46A.

6.

Calculate the number of secondary turns that will
provide the desired inductance value:
N

=

LM

MAX

X 10-2

(5)

ABMAXAe
(L in ~H, dimensions
N s =

0.63.46

X 10

-2

in cm)
= 2.35 ~

2 Turns

.22.0.56
Np =Ns

xn=4x2=8

Turns

Because Ns was rounded down from 2.35 to 2
turns, flux density swing is proportionately
greater than originally assumed:

4. Tentatively select the core shape and size, using
guidance from the manufacturer's data sheet or
using the area product formula.

MMAX = 0.22-

2.35

= 0.258
Tesla
2
Divide by 2 to obtain peak flux density swing and
enter the core loss curve at 0.13T (1300 Gauss) to
obtain a corrected core loss of 160mW/cmJ Multiply by Ve = 3.48 cm for a corrected core loss of

Core type, Family: E-E core -ETD Series
Using the loss limited Area Product formula, with
LiBMAX=0.22T and K2 =.006, an Area Product of
0.31 cm4 is required. An ETD24 core size will be
used, with AP = 0.37 cm4 (with bobbin).

560 mW.
If Ns had been rounded up to 3 turns, instead of
down to 2 turns, core loss would be considerably
less, but winding loss would increase by an even
greater amount, and the windings might not fit
into the available window area..
7. Calculate the gap length to achieve the inductance value:

Core Size: 24mm -ETD24
For the specific core selected, note:
Effective core Area, Volume, Path Length, Center-pole diameter (cm):
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Two turns --two layers, including .005cm (2
mil) low yoltage insulation between layers, results in a total winding height of .081cm.

(6b)

(L in ~H, dimensions in cm)

Two turns with mean length/turn = 4.6 cm results
in a total winding length of 9.2 cm.

~
0.95

f!g

8.

=.050

xlO4

Secondary dc resistance:

)2

Rdc = p-

cm

1

= 2.3 X 10

A

Calculate the conductor sizes and winding resistances:

-6 9.2
.-=.00049.0.
.043

Calculating ac resistance: DpEN at 100kHz =
.024cm. With a conductor thickness of .033cm, Q
=.038/.024 = 1.6. Entering Dowell's curves, page
3-4, with Q = 1.6 and 2 layers, RAcIRDCis ap-

From Step 4, window breadth, bw = 1.72 cm, and
height, hw = 0.38cm. A creepage allowance of 0.3

proximately 2.5.

cm is necessary at each end of the windings.
Winding width is 1.72 cm minus (2xO.3) =

Secondary ac resistance (non-interleaved):

1.12cm.

Roc = Rdc X 2.0 =.00049.0. X 2.5 =.00122.0.

Secondary side: V1N= 24V, Ds = 0.517

If the windings are interleaved, forming two
winding sections as shown in Fig. 5-8, there is
one secondary turn in each section. Entering
Dowell's curves with Q = 1.6 and one layer,

(Eq.11b,12)
Outputdc Current, 'Sdc: 12 A (Short Circuit)
Peak S.C. Current, Ispk: 46.4 A

RAc/RDcis 1.5.

~
rms Current, Isrms:~3.

I pk

Secondary ac resistance (interleaved):
Roc = Rdc X 1.5 = .00049.0. X 1.5 =.0007.0.
Primary side: V1N= 24V, Dp = 0.483

I
2
2
ac Current, ISac: '.JIrms -Idc
= 15 A
Secondary
19.2A/450

(Eq.11b,12)
Note that primary and secondary peak ampereturns are always equal. Thus the primary peak current, Ippk= Isp';n.

conductor area for 450 A/cm2 requires
= .043 cm2 (AWG 11). This is imple-

mented with

copper

cm thickness,

2 turns, spiral wound.

I

strip

1.12cm wide

and .038

peak S.C.Current,/Ppk

BOBBIN

3 LAYERS

Figure

5-8-

Interleaved

Flyback

Windings
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Total loss, including core loss of 0.56 W:

Eight layers, including .005cm (2 mil) low voltage insulation between layers results in a total
winding height of8x.014 = 0.112cm.

PT =Pw +Pc =0.42+0.56=0.98

The total loss is well within the 1.42 Watt limit.
The temperature rise will be:

Eight turns with mean length/turn = 4.6 cm results in a total winding length of36.8 cm.

°Crise = RT XPT = 28 x 0.98 = 27 °C

Primary dc resistance:
Rdc = p-

1

= 2.3 X 10

A

W

Total winding height, including two layers of
.02cm isolation: 0.04 + 0.081 + .112 = 0.233 cm, well
within the 0.38 cm available.

-6 36.8

.-=.0085.0.
.01

Calculating ac resistance: DpEN at 100kHz =

Leakage inductance between primary and secondary calculated according to the procedure presented
in Reference R3 is approximately .08JlH, referred to
the primary. Interwinding capacitance is approxi-

.024cm. With a conductor thickness of .009cm, Q
=.009/.024 = .375. Entering Dowell's curves,
page 3-4, with Q = .375 and 8 layers, RAc/RDc is
approximately 1.2.

mately 50pF.
If the windings were not interleaved (as shown in
Figure 5-8), leakage inductance would be more than
doubled, but interwinding capacitance would be
halved. Interleaving also helps to reduce ac winding
losses. This becomes much more significant at higher
power levels with larger conductor sizes.
It is very important to minimize leakage inductance in ftyback circuits. Leakage inductance not only
slows down switching transitions and dumps its energy into a clamp, but it can steal a very significant
amount of energy from the mutual inductance and
prevent it from being delivered to the output.

Primary ac resistance (non-interleaved):
Rac = Rdc X 1.2 = .0085.0. X 1.2 =.Oill
With the interleaved structure, there are only 4
layers in each winding section. Entering Dowell's
curves, page 3-4, with Q = .375 and 4 layers,
RAc/Roc is 1.0.
Primary ac resistance (interleaved):
Rac = Rdc = .0085.0.
10. Calculate winding loss, total loss, and temperature rise, using the interleaved structure:
Secondary dc loss (Rdc= .00049.0.):

References
"R-numbered"
references are reprinted
Reference Section at the back of this Manual.

PSdc= 122..00049 = 0.07 Watts

in

the

Secondary ac loss (Roc= .0007.0.):
(R3)
"Deriving the Equivalent Electrical Circuit
from the Magnetic Device Physical Properties," Uni.
trade Seminar Manual SEMIOOO, 1995 and
SEMI I 00, 1996

p Sac= I Sac2 .Rac = 152..0007 = 0.16 W
Total secondary winding loss --dc plus ac is:
Psw= 0.07 + 0.16 = 0.23 Watts

(R5)
"Coupled Filter Inductors in Multiple Output
Buck Regulators Provide Dramatic Performance lmprovement," Unitrode Seminar Manual SEMI 100,
1996

Primary dc loss (Rdc= .0085.0.):
Ppdc= IpdC2Rdc = 2.82x.0085 = .067 Watts
Primary ac loss (Roc= .OO85.Q):
Ppoc=Ipac2Roc =3.712x.OO85=0.12

(1) MIT Staff, "Magnetic Circuits and Transfonners," M/T Press, 1943

Watts

Total primary winding loss --dc plus ac is:
Ppw= .07 + 0.12 = 0.19 Watts
Total winding loss:
Pw = 0.23 + 0.19 = 0.42 Watts
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Summary:
A brief tutorial

on magnetic fundamentals

into a discussion

of magnetic

Dixon

leads

core properties.

A

modified version of Intusoft' s magnetic core model
is presented. Low1requency
hysteresis is added to
the model. making it suitable for magnetic amplifier
applications.

Magnetic
Fundamentals:
Units commonly used in magnetics design are
given in Table I, along with conversion factors
from the older cas system to the SI system (sysfeme infernational- rationalized MKS). SI units are
used almost universally throughout the world.
Equations used for magnetics design in the SI
system are much simpler and therefore more intuitive than their cas equivalents. Unfortunately,
much of the published magnetics data is in the cas
system, especially in the United States, requiring
conversion to use the SI equations.
Table I. CONVERSIONFACTORS,CGS to SI
SI
FLUX DENSITY
B
Tesia
FIELD INTENSITY
H
A-T/m
PERMEABILITY(space)
~o
41t.10.7
PERMEABILITY(relative) J.Iy
AREA (Core, Window)
A
m2
LENGTH(Core, Gap)
.
m
TOTAL FLUX = JBdA
~
Weber
TOTAL FIELD = JHdf
F,MMF
A-T
RELUCTANCE= F/~
R
PERMEANCE= 1/R = L/N2 P
INDUCTANCE= P-N2
L
Henry
ENERGY

W

Joule

Fig 1. -Magnetic Core B-H Characteristic
surface of Fig. 1 represents energy per unit volume.
The area enclosed by the hysteresis loop is unrecoverable energy (loss). The area between the
hysteresis loop and the vertical axis is recoverable
stored energy:
W/m3 = JHdB
In Figure 2, the shape is the same as Fig. I, but the
axis labels and values have been changed. Figure 2
shows the characteristic of a specific core made
from the material of Figure I. The flux density axis

CGS
CGS to SI
GaUSS
10-4
Oersted 1000/41t
1
41t.10.7
1
cm2
10.4
cm
10.2
Maxwell
10.8
Gilbert
10/41t
109/41t
41t.10.9
(Henry)
1
Erg
10.7

Figure 1 is the B-H characteristic of a magnetic
core material -flux
density (Tesla) vs. magnetic
field intensity (A-Tlm). The slope of a line on this
set of axes is permeability (p = B/H). Area on the

Fig
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2. -Core

FlzlX vs. Magnetic

Force

is trnnsfonned into the total flux, <I>,through the
entire cross-sectional area of the core, while field
intensity is transfonned into total magnetic force
around the entire magnetic path length of the core:

electrical characteristic of the magnetic core wound
with a specific number of turns, N, as shown in
Figure 3.
I

I!\
't'

=

B-A

;

F

=

e

=

H.f

HIe
~

e

The slope of a line on these axes is permeance
(P = ci>/F= pAJfe). Penneance is the inductance of

Area in Fig. 3 again represents energy. this time
in electrical terms: W = JEIdt. The slope of a line

one turn wound on the core.
Area in Fig. 2 represents total energy -hysteresis loss or recoverable energy.
Changing the operating point in Fig. lor Fig. 2
requires a change of energy, therefore it can not

in Fig 3 is inductance.

change instantaneously. When a winding is coupled
to the magnetic core, the electrical to magnetic
relationship
is governed by Faraday's Law and
Ampere's Law.

These laws operate bi-directionally. According to
Faraday's Law, flux change is governed by the
voltage applied to the winding (or voltage induced
in the winding is proportional to d<1>/dt).Thus,
electrical energy is transfonned into energy lost or
stored in the magnetic system (or stored magnetic
energy is transfonned into electrical energy).
Applying Faraday's and Ampere's Laws, the
axes can be trnnsfonned again into the equivalent

Low-Frequency
Core Characteristics:
Ferromagnetic core materials include: Crystalline
metal alloys, amorphous metal alloys, and ferrites
(ferrimagnetic oxides).[!]
Figure 4 shows the low frequency electrical
characteristics of an inductor with an ungapped
toroidal core of an idealized ferromagnetic metal
alloy. This homogeneous core becomes magnetized
at a specific field intensity H (corresponding to
specific current through the winding I=HI/N). At
this magnetizing current level, all of the magnetic
dipoles (domains) within the core gradually align,
causing the flux to increase toward saturation. The
domains cannot align and the flux cannot change
instantaneously because energy is required. The
changes occur at a rate governed by the voltage
applied to the winding, according to Faraday's Law.
Thus, to magnetize this core, a specific magnetizing current, IM, is required, and the time to accomplish the flux change is a function of the voltage
applied to the winding. These factors combined -

Fig 3. -Equivalent Electrical Characteristic

Fig 4. -Ideal Magnetic Core

Faraday's

dt
L

ci>= 2- rEdt
N J'

Ampere's Law:
Nl = fHdl

E-

di

A
=

11N2~
r-

,
e

Law:

~
= -~
dt
N

=

~ HI
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current, voltage, and time -constitute energy put
into the core. The amount of energy put in is the
area between the core characteristic and the vertical
axis. In this case, none of this energy is recoverable
-it
is all loss, incurred immediately while the
current and voltage is being applied.
The vertical slope of the characteristic represents
an apparent infinite inductance. However, there is
no real inductance -no recoverable stored energy
-the characteristic is actually resistive. (A resistor
driven by a square wave, plotted on the same axes,
has the same vertical slope.)
When all of the domains have been aligned, the
material is saturated, at the flux level corresponding
to complete alignment. A further increase in current
produces little change in flux, and very little voltage can exist across the winding as the operating
point moves out on the saturation characteristic. The
small slope in this region is true inductance -

The Effect or Core Thickness: Fig. 1 applies
only to a very thin toroidal core with Inner Diameter almost equal to Outer Diameter resulting in a
single valued magnetic path length (7t"D). Thus the
same field intensity exists throughout the core, and
the entire core is magnetized at the same current
level.
A practical toroidal core has an O.D. substantially greater than Its I.D., causing magnetic path
length to increase aDd field intensity to decrease
with increasing diameter. The electrical result is
shown in Figure 5. As current increases, the critical
field intensity, H, required to align the domains is
achieved first at the inner diameter. According to
Ampere:

H=

NI
T

=

NI
nD'"

Hold on to your hats!! At fIrst, the domains
realign and the flux changes in the new direction
only at the inner diameter. The entire outer portion
of the core is as yet unaffected, because the field
intensity has not reached the critical level except at
the inside diameter. The outer domains remain fully
aligned in the old direction and the outer flux
density remains saturated in the old direction. In
fact, the core saturates completely in the new
direction at its inner diameter yet the remainder of
the core remains saturated in the old direction.
Thus, complete flux reversal always takes place
starting from the core inside diameter and progressing toward the outside.
In a switching power supply, magnetic devices
are usually driven at the switching frequency by a

recoverable energy is being stored. With this ideal
core, inductance Lo is the same as if there were no
core present, as shown by the dash line through the
origin. The small amount of stored energy is represented by a thin triangular area above the saturation
characteristic from the vertical axis to the operating
point (not shown).
If the current is now interrupted, the flux will
decrease to the residual flux level (point R) on the
vertical axis. The small flux reduction requires
reverse Volt-pseconds to remove the small amount
of energy previously stored. (If the current is
interrupted rapidly, the short voltage spike will be
quite large in amplitude.) As long as the current
remains at zero (open circuit). the flux will remain
-forever -at point R.
If a negative magnetizing current is now applied
to the winding, the domains start to realign in the
opposite direction. The flux decreases at a rate
determined by the negative voltage across the
winding, causing the operating point to move down
the characteristic at the left of the vertical axis. As
the operating point moves down. the cumulative
area between the characteristic and the vertical axis
represents energy lost in this process. When the
horizontal axis is reached, the net flux is zero half the domains are oriented in the old direction,
half in the new direction.
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considerable additional skewing of the characteristic. This slope arises from the inclusion of small
non-magnetic regions in series with the magnetic
core material. For example, such regions could be
the non-magnetic binder that holds the particles
together in a metal powder core, or tiny gaps at the
imperfect mating surfaces of two core halves.
Additional magnetic force is required, proportional
to the amount of flux, to push the flux across these
small gaps. The resulting energy stored in these
gaps is theoretically recoverable. To find out how
much energy is loss and how much is recoverable
look at Figure 6. If the core is saturated, the energy
within triangle S-V -R is recoverable because it is
between the operating point S and the vertical axis,
and outside the hysteresis loop. That doesn't ensure
the energy will be recovered -it
could end up
dumped into a dissipative snubber.
Another important aspect of the skewing resulting from the non-magnetic inclusions is that the
residual flux (point R) becomes much less than the
saturation flux level. To remain saturated, the core
must now be driven by sufficient magnetizing
current. When the circuit is opened, forcing the
magnetizing current to zero, the core will reset
itself to the lower residual flux level at R.

voltage source. A voltage across the winding causes
the flux to change at a fixed rate. What actually
happens is the flux change starts at the core inner
diameter and progresses outward, at a rate equal to
the applied volts/turn, Em. The entire core is
always saturated, but the inner portion is saturated
in the new direction, while the outer portions
remain saturated in the old direction. (This is the
lowest energy state -lower
than if the core were
completely demagnetized.) There is in effect a
boundary at the specific diameter where the field
intensity is at the critical level required for domain
realignment. Flux does not change gradually and
uniformly throughout the core!
When the operating point reaches the horizontal
axis, the net flux is zero, but this is achieved with
the inner half of the core saturated in the new
direction, while the outer half is simultaneously
saturated in the old direction.
When voltage is applied to the winding, the net
flux changes by moving the reversal boundary
outward. The magnetizing current increases to
provide the required field intensity at the larger
diameter. If the O.D. of the core is twice the I.D.,
the magnetizing current must vary by 2: 1 as the net
flux traverses from minus to plus saturation. This
accounts for the finite slope or "inductance" in the
characteristic of Fig. 5. The apparent inductance is
an illusion. The energy involved is not stored -it
is all loss, incurred while the operating point moves
along the characteristic -the
energy involved is
unrecoverable.
Non-Magnetic
Inclusions:
Figure 6 goes
another step further away from the ideal, with

Reviewing some Principles:
.Ideal magnetic materials do not store energy, but
they do dissipate the energy contained within the
hysteresis loop. (Think of this loss as a result of
"friction" in rotating the magnetic dipoles.)
.Energy is stored, not dissipated. in non-magnetic
regions.
.Magnetic
materials do provide an easy path for
flux, thus they serve as "magnetic bus bars" to
link several coils to each other (in a transfonner)
or link a coil to a gap for storing .energy (an
inductor).
.High inductance does not equate to high energy
storage. Flux swing is always limited by saturation or by core losses. High inductance requires
less magnetizing current to reach the flux limit,
hence less energy is stored. Referring to Figure
6, if the gap is made larger, further skewing the
characteristic and lowering the inductance,
triangle S-V -R gets bigger. indicating more
stored energy.

Fig 6. -Non-Magnetic Inclusions
RI-4

Fig 7. -Non-HomogeneousEffects

Fig 8. -Large

Air Gap

outside of the hysteresis loop, is relatively huge.
The recoverable energy is almost all stored in the
added gap. A little energy is stored in the nonmagnetic inclusions within the core. Almost zero
energy is stored in the magnetic core material itself.
With powdered metal cores, such as Mo-Permalloy, the large gap is distributed between the metal
particles, in the non-magnetic binder which holds
the core together. The amount of binder determines
the effective total non-magnetic gap. This is usually
translated into an equivalent permeability value for
the composite core.

Non-Homogeneous Aspects: Figure 7 is the
same as Figure 6 with the sharp comers rounded
off, thereby approaching the observed shape of
actual magnetic cores. The rounding is due to nonhomogeneous aspects of the core material and core
shape.
Material anomalies that can skew and round the
characteristic include such things as variability in
ease of magnetizing the grains or particles that
make up the material, contaminants, precipitation of
metallic constituents, etc.
Core shapes which have sharp comers will
paradoxically contribute to rounded comers in the
magnetic characteristic. Field intensity and flux
density are considerably crowded around inside
comers. As a result, these areas will saturate before
the rest of the core, causing the flux to shift to a
longer path as saturation is approached. Toriodal
core shapes are relatively free of these effects.

Core Eddy Current
Losses:
Up to this point, the low frequency characteristics of magnetic cores have been considered. The
most important distinction at high frequencies is
that the core eddy currents become significant and
eventually become the dominant factor in core
losses. Eddy currents also exist in the windings of
magnetic devices, causing increased copper losses
at high frequencies, but this is a separate topic, not
discussed in this paper.
Eddy currents arise because voltage is induced
within the magnetic core, just as it is induced in the
windings overlaying the core. Since all magnetic
core materials have finite resistivity, the induced
voltage causes an eddy current to circulate within
the core. The resulting core loss is in addition to
the low frequency hysteresis loss.
Ferrite cores have relatively high resistivity. This
reduces loss, making them well suited for high frequency power applications. Further improvements in

Adding a Large Air Gap: The cores depicted
in Figures 4 -7 have little or no stored recoverable
energy. This is a desirable characteristic fo( Magamps and conventional transformers. But filter
inductors and flyback transformers require a great
deal of stored energy, and the characteristics of
Figures 4 -7 are unsuitable.
Figure 8 is the same core as in Fig. 7 with much
larger gap(s) -a few millimeters total. This causes
a much more radical skewing of the characteristic
The horizontal axis scale (magnetizing current) is
perhaps 50 times greater than in Figure 7. Thus the
stored, recoverable energy in triangle S-V-R,
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eddy cUlTent losses asfrequency dependent. Losses
really depend on rate of flux change, and therefore
according to Faraday, s Law, upon the applied

L
-

volts/turn. Frequency is relevant only in the case of
sinusoidal or symmetrical square wave voltage
waveforms.
In a switching power supply operating at a fIXed
frequency, fs, core eddy CUlTent losses vary with
pulse voltage amplitude squared. and inversely with
pulse width -exactly
the same as for a discrete
resistor connected across the winding:
2

I

--1.

Fig 9. -Core Eddy Current Model
high frequency power ferrite materials focus on
achieving higher resistivity. Amorphous metal cores
and especially crystalline metal cores have much
lower resistivity and therefore higher losses. These
cores are built-up with very thin laminations. This
drastically reduces the voltages induced within the
core because of the small cross section area of each
lamination.
The core can be considered to be a single-turn
winding which couples the eddy current loss resistance into any actual winding. Thus, as shown in
Figure 9, the high frequency eddy current loss
resistance can be modeled as a resistor RE in
parallel with a winding which represents all of the
low frequency properties of the device.
In Figure lO, the solid line shows the low frequency characteristic of a magnetic core, with dash
lines labeled /1 and /2 showing how the hysteresis
loop effectively widens at successively higher frequencies. Curves like this frequently appear on
manufacturer's data sheets.They are not very useful
for switching power supply design, because they are
based on frequency, assuming symmetrical drive
waveforms, which is not the case in switching

Loss = --Vp tp

RE T
If the pulse voltage is doubled and pulse width
halved, the same flux swing occurs, but at twice the
rate. V; is quadrupled, tp is halved -losses double.
If the flux swing and the duty cycle is maintained constant, eddy current loss varies with fs2
(but usually the flux swing is reduced at higher
frequency to avoid excessive loss).
Forward
Converter
Illustration:
Figure 11 provides an analysis of transfonner
operation in a typical forward converter. Accompanying wavefonns are in Fig. 12. The solid line in
Fig. 11 is the low-frequency characteristic of the
ferrite core. The dash lines show the actual path of
the operating point, including core eddy currents reflected into the winding. Line X- y is the mid-point
of the low frequency hysteresis curve. Hysteresis
loss will be incurred to the right of this line as the
flux increases, to the left of this line when the flux
decreases.
Just before the power pulse is applied to the
winding, the operating point is at point R, the
residual flux level. When the positive (forward)
pulse is applied, the current rises rapidly from R to
D (there is no time constraint along this axis). The
current at D includes a low-frequency magnetizing
component plus an eddy current component proportional to the applied forward voltage. The flux
increases in the positive direction at a rate equal to
the applied volts/turn.
As the flux progresses upward, some of the
energy taken from the source is stored, some is
loss. Point E is reached at the end of the positive

power supplies.
In fact, it is really not appropriate to think of
: rEtie
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Fig 10. -L.F. Hysteresis plus Eddy Current
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Fig

11. -Forward

Converter

Core

F/ux,IM

Fig 12. -Forward

pulse. The energy enclosed by X-D-E- y -X has been
dissipated in the core. about half as hysteresis loss.
half eddy current loss as shown. The energy enclosed by R-X- Y -B-R is stored (temporarily).
When the power switch turns off. removing the
forward voltage. the stored energy causes the
voltage to rapidly swing negative to reset the core.
and the operating point moves rapidly from E to A.
Assuming the reverse voltage is clamped at the
same level as the forward voltage. the eddy current
magnitude is the same in both directions. and the
flux will decrease at the same rate that it increased
during the forward interval.
As the operating point moves from A to C. the
current delivered into the clamp is small. During
this interval. a little energy is delivered to the
source. none is received from the source. Most of
the energy that had been temporarily stored at point
E is turned into hysteresis and eddy current loss as
the flux moves from A to C to R. The only energy
recovered is the area of the small triangle A-B-C.
Note that as the flux diminishes. the current into
the clamp reaches zero at point C. The clamp diode
prevents the current from going negative. so the
winding disconnects from the clamp. The voltage
tails off toward zero. while previously stored energy
continues to supply the remaining hysteresis and
eddy current losses. Because the voltage is diminishing. the flux slows down as it moves from C to
D. Therefore the eddy current also diminishes. The
total eddy current loss on the way down through the
trapewidal region A-C-R is therefore slightly less
than on the way up through D and E.

Converter

Waveforms

In a forward converter operating at a fixed
switching frequency, a specific V -ps forward pulse
is required to obtain the desired VOUT.When VIN
changes, pulse width changes inversely. The transformer flux will always change the same amount,
from D to E, but with higher VIN the flux changes
more rapidly. Since the higher VIN is also across RE,
the equivalent eddy current resistance, the eddy
current and associated loss will be proportional to
VIN. Worst case for eddy current loss is at high line.
[I]
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Eddy

Current
Windings

Losses in Transformer
and Circuit Wiring
Lloyd H. Dixon, Jr.
energy is stored in air gaps, insulation between
conductors, and within the conductors, where
relative permeability JLr is essentially 1.0 and
constant. The energy density then becomes:

Introduction
As switching power supply operating frequencies increase, eddy current losses and
parasitic inductances can greatly impair circuit
performance. These high frequency effects are
caused by the magnetic field resulting from
current flow in transformer windings and circuit
wiring.
This paper is intended to provide insight into
these phenomena so that improved high frequency. performance can be achieved. Among
other things, it explains (I) why eddy current
losses increase so dramatically with more winding layers, (2) why parallelling thin strips doesn't work, (3) how passive conductors (Faraday
shields and C.T .windings) have high losses,
and (4) why increasing conductor surface area
will actually worsen losses and parasitic inductance if the configuration is not correct.

w = \BH

where ILOis the absolute permeability of free
space ( =47r .10"7 in S.I. units). Total energy W
(Joules) is obtained by integrating the energy
density over the entire volume, v, of the field:
W = \ILO f H2dv

= I, = NI

Amps

W = \ILO H2A. e

Joules

(2)

and from (1), He = NI. Substituting for H:
W = \ILO ~fA/e

Joules

(3)

whereA is the cross-section area (m1 of the
region normal to the flux, and e is the length
of the region in meters (and the effective
length of the field).
4. Circuit inductance: Inductance is a measure of an electrical circuit's ability to store
magnetic energy. Equating the energy stored in
the field from (3) with the same energy in
circuit terms:

(1)

where F is the total magneto-motive force
(in Amperes) along a path of length e (m), H
is field intensity (Aim), and I, is the total
current through all turns enclosed by the path.
2. Conservation or energy: At any moment
of time, the current within the conductors and
the magnetic field are distributed so as to
minimize the energy taken from the source.
3. Energy content or the field: The magnetic
field is energy. The energy density at any point
in the field is:
w = f HdB

Joules

Within typical transformers and inductors, the
magnetic energy is almost always confined to
regions where the field intensity H is relatively
constant and quite predictable. This often occurs in circuit wiring, as well. In these cases:

Basic Principles
The following principles are used in the
development of this topic and are presented
here as a review of basic magnetics.
1. Ampere's Law: The total magneto-motive
force along any closed path is equal to the total
current enclosed by that path:
F = iHde

= \'tJ.(j/I2 J/m3

W = \Lf

= \ILO N2fA/e

L = ILON2A/e

(4)

Skin Effect
Figure 1 shows the magnetic field (flux lines)
in and around a conductor carrying dc or low
frequency current I. The field is radially symmetrical, as shown, only if the return current
with its associated field is at a great distance.
At low frequency, the energy in the magnetic
field is trivial compared to the energy loss in
the resistance of the wire. Hence the current

Jouleslm3

where B is the flux density (Tesla). In
switching power supplies, almost all magnetic
R2-1
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Regulating multiple outputs of a switching power supply
has always presented an additional challenge to the
designer. With a single pulse-width modulated control
system, how can the control loop be configured to keep all
outputs in regulation when each may have varying loads?
Although it is sometimes possible to average an error signal from each output -degrading
the regulation on some
outputs to improve on others -a
more common
approach, as shown in Figure 1, is to close the overall
power supply loop to the output with the highest load current and opt for some form of auxiliary -or secondary -

Linear Regulators
Linear regulators usually trade efficiency for simplicity.
There is always an added power loss equal to the input-output voltage differential across the regulator times the load
current passing through it. Since these are DC regulators,
a rectifier-filter must preceed the regulator as shown in
Figure 2. There are at least three reasons why the use of linear regulators may be an acceptable choice.

regulation for all the other outputs.
//
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~
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by means of a

1. Since our premise is that these regulators would be
used on the lower power outputs, their power losses
may be a small percentage of the overall power
supply losses.
2. The fact that a secondary regulator needs only to
compensate for the non-zero output impedances of
the various outputs means that its input need not see
a widely varying input voltage level.

VO3
etc

1. A typical multiple output power supply
architecture
with overall control from
one output.

Secondary
Regulators
The problem with multiple outputs originates from the fact
that the open-loop output impedance of each winding,
rectifier, and filter set is not zero. Thus, if one assumes that
the overall feedback loop holds the output of VO1constant,
then the energy delivered to N1 must increase with increasing load on that output. This is accomplished by increasing
the duty cycle on Np which, of course, is seen by all the
secondaries causing the unregulated outputs to rise.

3. There have been "high-efficiency" linear regulators
introduced, such as the UC3836 shown in Figure 3,
which allows the minimum input voltage to go down
to less than 0.5 volts over the output voltage. With a
low minimum (VIN -Vo), the average value can also
be low, offering significant power savings.
VIN I.

Similarly, a changing load on one of the unregulated outputs will cause a direct change in that output as a function
of its output impedance. Since the overall feedback loop is
not sensing this output, no correction can take place. While
these problems are minimized by closing the feedback
loop on the highest power output, they aren't eliminated in
any multiple output supply which sees varying loads. Using secondary regulators on each output other than the
one controlled by the feedback loop is the usual solution.
One additional benefit of these regulators, particularly as
higher frequencies reduce the transformer turns, is to compensate for the fact that practical turns ratios may not
match the ratio of output voltages.
Clearly, adding any
put adds additional
lenge is to minimize
is worth discussing
to this problem.

"i Vo

uc3s36-,

r-

K

form of regulator in series with an outcomplexity and power loss. The chalboth. Before getting into mag amps, it
some other commonly used solutions

I

I
I

1---

Figure

Ref

3. The UC3836 provides a more efficient
linear regulator by minimizing
the
minimum input-output
differential.

The advantages of a linear regulator are simplicity, good
regulation unaffected by other parts of the power supply,
and lowest output ripple and noise.
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Independent
Switchers
A second type of commonly used secondary regulator is
some kind of switching DC to DC converter -usually
a
buck regulator as shown in Figure 4. In the past, this
approach was often used when load current levels made
the power loss of a linear regulator unacceptable. The disadvantage of the complexity over a linear regulator has
been minimized with the availability of several integrated
circuit products. Figure 4, for example, shows the combination of a PIC-600 power stage and a UC3524 PWM
controller, usable for load currents to 10 amps. An equally
popular solution is Unitrode's L296 4-amp buck regulator:
The obvious advantage of a switcher is potentially higher
efficiency; howeve~ there are also several disadvantages:
1. In their simplest form, these are generally DC to DC
converters meaning that as an independent secondary regulator, an additional rectifier and LC filter
would be needed at the input.
2. To alleviate the above problem, a pulse regulation
technique could be used, but this introduces problems with frequency synchronization to the primary
switching frequency.
3. This, inturn, can lead to another problem. Since most
IC regulators use trailing-edge modulation, a primary
side current mode controller can become confused
with secondary switchers as the primary current
waveform may not be monotonic.
4. And finally, the power losses of a switcher are not zero
and making them insignificant to the total power supply efficiency may not be a trivial task.
-1- r
0--;

PIC-600

i

~

L

L
DC
INPUT

-rnT'-'-1'
~ ~ 1/

Mag Amp Operation
Figure 5 shows a simplified schematic of a mag amp regulator and the corresponding waveforms. For this example,
we will assume that Ns is a secondary winding driven from
a square wave such that it provides a :I:10 volt waveform at
V1.At time t = 0, V1switches negative. Since the mag amp,
L1, had been saturated, it had been delivering + 10V to V3
prior to t = 0 (ignoring diode drops). If we assume Vc =
-6V, as defined by the control circuitry, when V1 goes to
-10V, the mag amp now has 4 volts across it and reset current from Vc flows through 01 and the mag amp for the 10
p.sec that V1 is negative. This net 4 volts for 10 p.Sec drives
the mag amp core out of saturation and resets it by an
amount equal to 40V-p.sec.
When t = 10 p.sec and V1switches back to + 10V, the mag

DC
OUTPUT

UC3524
PWM

;---0

Figure 4. A secondary
buck-type switching
regulator is most easily implemented
with a PIC-600 power module and an
IC controller.
There are at least two applications where some type of
switcher would clearly be the best solution. One is where
other considerations require something besides a step.
down converter: For example, a higher voltage could be
generated by using a boost configuration
switching
regulator.
A second usage for a switcher is for very low output vol.
tages -5 volts or less. Here the use of a BISYN(!) low.vol.
tage, synchronous switch allows operation right off the
secondary winding, eliminating both the rectifier diodes
and the input LC filter: In this respect, a BISYN operates
similar to a mag amp and can be a very efficient low-vol.
tage secondary

Before discussing the details of mag amp design, there are
a few overview statements to be made. First, this type of
regulator is a pulse-width modulated down-switcher implemented with a magnetic switch rather than a transistor: It's
a member of the buck regulator family and requires an output LC filter to convert its PWM output to DC. Instead of DC
for an input, however; a mag amp oorks right off the rectangular waveform from the secondary winding of the
power transformer: Its action is to delay the leading edge of
this power pulse until the remainder of the pulse width is
just that required to maintain the correct output voltage
level. Like all buck regulators, it can only substract from the
incoming waveform, or; in other oords, it can only lower the
output voltage from what it oould be with the regulator
bypassed.
As a leading-edge modulator; a mag amp is particularly
beneficial in current mode regulated power supplies as it
insures that no matter how the individual output loading
varies, the maximum peak current, as seen in the primary,
always occurs as the pulse is terminated.

I

/

Magnetic Amplifiers
Although called a magnetic amplifier; this application really
uses an inductive element as a controlled switch. A mag
amp is a coil of wire oound on a core with a relatively
square B-H characteristic. This gives the coil too operating
modes: when unsaturated, the core causes the coil to act
as a high inductance capable of supporting a large voltage
with little or no current flow. When the core saturates, the
impedance of the coil drops to near zero, allowing current
to flow with negligible voltage drop. Thus a mag amp
comes the closest yet to a true "ideal switch" with significant benefits to switching regulators.

amp now acts as an inductor and prevents current from
flowing, holding V2 at OV. This condition remains until the
voltage across the core -now
10 volts -drives
the core
back into saturation. The important fact is that this takes the
same 40 volt-p.sec that was put into the core during reset.
When the core saturates, its impedance drops to zero and
V1 is applied to V2 delivering an output pulse but with the
leading edge delayed by 4 p.Sec.

regulator.
7-2
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Figure 6 shows the operation of the mag amp core as it
switches from saturation (point 1) to reset (point 2) and
back to saturation. The equations are given in cgs units as:
N = mag amp coil turns
Ae = core cross-section area, cm2
le = core magnetic path length, cm
B = flux density, gauss
H = magnetizing force, oersteads

~[l--Il

Figure

6. Operating
magnetic

on the B-H curve
core.

--

of the

The significance of a mag amp is that reset is determined
by the core and number of turns and not by the load current. Thus, a few milliamps can control many amps and the
total power losses as a regulator are equal to the sum of the
control energy, the core losses, and the winding 12Rloss each term very close to zero relative to the output power.

ip

Figure 7 shows how a mag amp interrelates in a two-output
forward converter illustrating the contribution of each output to primary current. Also shown isthe use of the UC1838
as the mag amp control element.

Figure

7. Control

waveforms

for a typical

two-output,
secondary
forward converter.

regulated,
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The UC1838 Mag Amp Controller
This IC has been designed specifically as a controller for
mag amp switching regulators. Its block diagram of Figure
8 shows three functions.
1. An independent, precision, 2.5V reference
2. Two identical operational amplifiers
3. A PNP output driver

[QJ

I

~,
~

3.3VZ
~

;MP
7

;SK

'20
r
'100mA
-100V

1

,+

~
0--r:
~
I~MP~
I:;J---I:-j;

1-

4.5
1h
Figure

Mag Amp Design Principles
One of the first tasks in a mag amp design is the selection
of a core material. Technology enhancements in the field of
magnetic materials have given the designer many choices
while at the same time. have reduced the costs of what
might have been ruled out as too expensive in the past. A
comparison of several possible materials is given in Figure
10. Some considerations affecting the choices could be:

8. The block diagram of the UC1838
mag-amp control integrated circuit.

The reference is a band gap design, internally trimmed to
1%, and capable of operating with a supply voltage of 4.5
to 40 volts. The op amps are identical with a structure as
shown simplified in Figure 9. These have PNP inputs for a
common mode input range down to slightly below ground,
are internally unity-gain compensated for a bandwidth of
800 KHz, and have class A outputs with a 1.5mA current
sink pull-down. The open-loop voltage gain is 120db to a
single pole at 1 Hz with an additional phase lag of 15° at
1 MHz. Two op amps are included to provide several
options. For example, if one is used to close the voltage
feedback loop, the other can be dedicated to some protection function such as current limiting or over-voltage
shutdown. Alternatively, if greater loop gain is required, the
two amplifiers could be cascaded.

1. A lower Bmax requires more turns -less
2.
3.
4.
5.

important at

higher frequencies.
Higher squareness ratios make better switches
Higher IM requires more power from the control circuit
Ferrites are still the least expensive
Less is required of the mag amp if it only has to regulate
and not shut down the output completely.

The PNP output driver can deliver up to 100 mA of reset
current with a collector voltage swing of as much as 100V
negative (within the limits of package power dissipation).
Remembering that the mag amp will block more volt-seconds with greater reset, pulling the input of the driver low
will attempt to reduce the output voltage of the regulator.
Thus, there are two inputs, diode "OR"ed to turn-on the
driver, turning-ott the supply output. When operating as a
current source, the response of this driver circuit is flat to
one megahertz, at which point it has introduced 90° of
phase shift.
Figure

10. A comparison
of several types of core
materials available for mag-amp usage.
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In addition to selecting the core material, there are additional requirements to define, such as:
1. Regulator output voltage
2. Maximum output current
3. I nput voltage waveform including limits for both voltage
amplitude and pulse width
4. The maximum volt-seconds -called
the "withstand
Area;' A -which
the mag amp will be expected to
support.
With these basic facts, a designer can proceed as follows:
1. Select wire size based on output current. 400 Amplcm2
is a common design rule.
2. Determine core size based upon the area product:
Aw Ae = Ax.

A .1Q8

where

LB.K
Aw = Window area, cm2
Ae = Effective core area, cm2
Ax = Wire area, (one conductor) cm2
A
= Required withstand area, V-sec
LB = Flux excursion, gauss
K
= Fill factor = 0.1 to 0.3

The basic filter components are the output inductor (L) and
filter capacitor (C4). R4 and R5 are the parasitic resistances
of these components. The load resistor (R6) is also
included, since it determines the damping of the filter.

3. Calculate number of turns from

The purpose of proper design of the control loop is to provide good regulation of the output voltage, not only from a
dc standpoint, but in the transient case as well. This
requires that the loop have adequate gain over as wide a
bandwidth as practical, within reasonable economic constraints. These are the same objectives we find in all regulator designs, and the approach is also the same.
A straightforward method is to begin with the magnitude
and phase response of the filter and modulator, usually by
examining its Bode plot. Then we can choose a desired
crossover frequency (the frequency at which the magnitude of the transfer function will cross unity gain), and
design the amplifier network to provide adequate phase
margin for stable operation.
Figure 12 shows a straight-Iine approximation of the filter
response, ignoring parasitics. Note that the corner
frequency is 11 (2 1!" Kc,),
or 316 Hz, and that the
magnitude of the response "rolls off" at a slope of -40 dB
per decade above the corner frequency. Note also that the
phase lag asymptotically approaches 180 degrees above

N=~
LBAe
4. Estimate control current from
Ic = ~
where
0.4 11"N
fe = core path length, cm
H is taken from manufacturer's
increases with frequency.

curves. Note that it

5. Check the temperature rise by calculating the sum of
the core loss and winding loss and using
6T =
p watts
08 x 444°C
A (surface) cm2
6. Once the mag amp is defined, it can be used in the
power supply to verify Ic and to determine the modulator gain so that the control requirements may be
determined.
Compensating
the Mag Amp Control Loop
The mag amp output regulator is a buck-derived topology,
and behaves exactly the same way with a simple exception. Its transfer function contains a delay function which
results in additional phase delay which is proportional to
frequency. This phenomenon will be considered in more
detail later:

the corner frequency.
GAIN
0
ID
-0

Figure 11 shows the entire regulator circuit, with the modulator, filter, and amplifier blocks identified. The amplifier,
with its lead-Iag network, is composed of the op-amp plus
R1, R2, R3, C1 , C2, and C3. The modulato~ for the purpose
of this discussion, includes the mag amp core, the two rectifier diodes, plus the reset driver circuit which is composed
of 01, 01, and R7.
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Figure 13 shows the straight-Iine approximation of the
combined response of the filter and modulator: With a
modulator gain of 10, flat to frequencies well above the
region of interest here, the magnitude plot has simply been
shifted upward by 20 dB.

The important point is that this circuit provides a phase
"bump" -it can have nearly 90 degrees of phase boost
at a chosen frequency, if we provide enough separation
between the corner frequencies, f1 and f2. This benefit is
not free, however. As we ask for more boost (by increasing
the separation between f1 and f2) we demand more
gain-bandwidth of the amplifier:

GAIN

+200-

-~

PHASE

-20

Additional
Phase Shift of the Modulator
Using the usual time-averaging technique, we can justify
the linear model of the filter and modulator. The modulator
is represented by its dc gain, VOIVA,and a phase shift term
which accounts for its time delay. This phase delay has two
causes:

0

~

-40
\

-60

1"""",

I -180

""

-80
-100
1

10

100

1000 ~0.000

1. The output is produced after the reset is accomplished.
We apply the reset during the "backswing"
of the
secondary voltage, and then the leading edge of the
power pulse is delayed in accordance with the amount
of reset which was applied.

100,000 1M

CHOSEN CROSSOVER FREQ.~
Figure

13. Fllter-modulator

2. The application of reset to the core is a function of the
impedance of the reset circuit. In simple terms, the core
has inductance during reset which, when combined
with the impedance of the reset circuit, exhibits an L-A
time constant. This contributes to a delay in the control
function.

response.

If we close the loop with an inverting error amplifie~ introducing another 180 degrees of phase shift, and cross the
unity gain axis above the corner frequency. we will have
built an oscillator -unity
gain and 360 degrees of phase
shift.

The sum of these two effects can be expressed as:

An alternative, of course, is to close the loop in such a way
as to cross the unity-gain axis at some frequency well
below the corner frequency of the filte~ before its phase lag
has come into play. This is called "dominant pole"
compensation. It will result in a stable system, but the transient response (the settling time after an abrupt change in
the input or load) will be quite slow.

0M = (2D + a)

~
, where
"'5
0M = Modulator phase shift
D
= Duty ratio of the "off" time
a
= resetting impedance factor: = 0 for a
current source, = 1 when resetting from a low-

The amplifier network included in Figure 11 allows us to do
a much better job. by adding a few inexpensive passive
parts. It has the response shown in Figure 14. The phase
shift is shown without the lag of 180 degrees inherent in the
inversion. This is a legitimate simplification. provided that
we use an overall lag of 180 degrees (not 360 degrees) as
our criterion for loop oscillation.

"'s

When the unity-gain crossover frequency is placed at or
above a significant fraction (10%) of the switching frequency, the resultant phase shift should not be neglected.
Figure 15 illustrates this point. With a = 0, we insert no
phase delay, and with a = 1 we insert maximum phase
delay which results from resetting from a voltage source
(low impedance). The phase delay is minimized in the
UC1838 by using a collector output to reset the mag amp.

1+90(/)

W
W
cr
(!J

-90w

impedance source, and somewhere in between
for an imperfect current source.
= 211"fs,where fs = the switching frequency.

The phase shift shown in Figure 15 is a result of both the
impedance factor and duty ratio effects. In the case of
resetting from a current source, the delay due to duty ratio
is the more significant.

C
w
~
:I:
11.

It is difficult to include this delay function in the transfer
function of the filter and modulator. A simple way to handle
the problem is to calculate the Bode plot of the filterlmodulatortransferfunction
without the delayfunction, and then
modify the phase plot according to the modulator's phase
shift.

Figure 14. Amplifier response.
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Dean Venable, in his pape~ "The K Factor: A New Mathematical Tool for Stability Analysis and Synthesis;' has
derived a simple procedure for designing the amplifier
network. In summary, the procedure is as follO'M):
1. Make a Bode Plot of the Modulator. This can be done
with the use of a frequency response analyzer, or it can
be calculated and plotted, either with the use of a simple straight-Iine approximation or with the use of one of
the available computer analysis programs. Don't forget
to include the effect of the filter capacitor's ESR
(equivalent series resistance), using its minim,um value,
since this presents the worst case for loop stability. Also,
include the modulator's phase shift.

10

Figure

100
1K
FREQUENCY,Hz
16. Fllter-modulator
response
modulator
phase shift.

10K

2. Choose a Crossover Frequency: The objective, of
course, is to make this as high as possible for best (fastest) transient response. The limiting condition on this
choice is as follows: The amplifier can provide, as a
theoretical maximum, 90 degrees of phase boost, or -

neglecting

stated another way -180
degrees of boost from its
inherent 90 degrees of phase lag. We will work with this
latter convention, and assign it the symbol Bc, the
boost at the crossover frequency. The required Bc,
then is:
Bc = M-P-90,where

Design Example
As an example, consider a 10 V, 10 A output to be regulated
with a mag amp. Assume that the output inductor has been
chosen to be 100 I£H, and that the output capacitor is 1000
I£F.Each has .01 ohms of parasitic resistance, and the load
resistor is 1 ohm.

M = Desired Phase Margin, and
P = Filter & Modulator Phase Shift.

We begin by plotting the response of the filter/modulator. I n
order to do this, we must determine the dc gain of the
modulator. This can be done experimentally by applying a
variable voltage, VA to the base of 01, adjusting it to set
t he output, Vo, to 10 V and then making a small change
around the nominal value to determine the incremental
gain. Assume that a 0.1 V change in VA results in a 1 V
change in the output; this gives a gain of 10. For a first look,
the phase delay of the modulator is set at zero by choosing
a = 0 and D = 0. The result is the plot of Figure 16. Note
that the crossover frequency is approx. 1.6 KHz, at which
the phase margin is only about 15 degrees.
Figure 17 illustrates the effect of phase shift, by setting a =
.2 and D = .6. Note that the crossover frequency is
unchanged, but that the phase margin is now approximately zero. The loop can be expected to oscillate.

Examining this relationship, we can see that the
Desired Phase Margin is M = Bc + P + 90,
and hence if the filter-modulator phase shift is 180 degrees,
the theoretical limit of phase margin is 90 degrees. Since
an acceptable minimum phase margin for reasonable
transient response is around 60 degrees, we deduce that
we must choose a corner frequency below that at which
the filter and modulator phase lag is:
P = M -Bc -90, or P = 60 -180 -90 = -210
To accomplish this we would have to separate the amplifier's two corner frequencies by infinity. A more practical
case is to choose -190 degrees as a limit -maybe
even
less, since separating these frequencies (for more phase
boost) may require an impractical amount of gain-bandwidth in the amplifier:
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With this guideline in mind, we establish the criterion that:
p > -190 degrees.
Combining this with the earlier criterion of not trying to
cross over at a frequency greaterthan one-tenth the switching frequency, we have:

-90

fc = .1 f$.
-orfc = the frequency where the filter-modulator's

-180

phase shift has fallen to -190 degrees.

-270

Choose the result which yields the lower crossover
frequency.
It is a coincidence in this design example that the filtermodulator phase shift is -190 degrees at approximately
2 KHz, one-tenth the switching frequency. In this case, the
choice of the crossover frequency is unanimous!

FREQUENCY,
Figure

Dean Venable's "K Factor" is the ratio between the two
corner frequencies, f1 and f2:

18.

Compensated

Hz

error

amplifier

response.

Combining the amplifier's response with the filter and modulator response results in the overall loop response, and
this is shown in Figure 19. Note that the crossover
frequency is 2 KHz, and that the phase shift is -120
degrees (60 degrees of phase margin).

K=f2/f1
and, the two frequencies are centered geometrically about
the crossover frequency. Therefore, f1 = fc/-rR: and f2 =
fc -rK:
In this design example, we have chosen 2 KHz as our
crossover frequency, where the modulator's phase lag is
-190 degrees, and wish to have 60 degrees of phase
margin. The result is:
Bc = 60- (-190) -90 = 160 degrees

+90

3. Determine the Required Amplifier Gain. This one is
simple! The amplifier must make up the loss of the filter
and modulator at the chosen crossover frequency. In
this example, the filter and modulator has approximately -3 dB at the crossover frequency of 2 KHz, and
hence the amplifier must have a gain of 1.41 (+3 dB) at
2 KHz.
With this information now at hand, we're ready to crank out
the values of the amplifier components, as explained in Mr.
Venable's paper:
K = (Tan [(Bc/4) + 45])2

FREQUENCY, Hz
Figure

19. Overall

regulator

loop response.

Check the Gain-Bandwidth
Requirement
for the AmplIfier
To avoid disappointment, it is wise to check to see that the
design does not require more gain-bandwidth than the
amplifier can provide. This is fairly easy to do. We can
simply calculate the gain-bandwidth product at f2, since
above this frequency the amplifier can be expected to be
rolling off at the same -20 dB/decade slope. The gain at
f2 is:
Gf2 = -[K G, and hence the required gain-bandwidth is:

C2 = 1 / (2 11'f G R1)
C1 = C2 (K -1)
R2 = -fK / (211' f C1)
R3 = R1 / (K -1)
C3 = 1 / (2 11'f -fK R3)
where f = crossover freq. in Hz, and G = amplifier gain at
crossover (expressed as a ratio, not dB)
Figure 18 shows the response of this amplifier over the
frequency range of interest.

GBW = -[KGf2

= KGfsince

f2 = -[Kf

Incidentally, the value for K is 130.65, and the corner
frequencies are 175 Hz and 22,860 Hz.
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In this example the result is 368 KHz, well below the
gain-bandwidth of the amplifier in the UC1838. If it had not
been so, we would have had two choices: We could settle
for a lower crossover frequency or less phase margin (not
recommended), or add another amplifier in cascade with
the one in the UC1838. The added amplifier would simply
be designed as a non-inverting amplifier with modest gain
and placed after the output of the existing amplifier: We
might also examine the possibility of increasing the gain of
the modulator by increasing the number of turns on the

Interaction
with the Converter's
Input FIlter
Assuming the absence of current-mode control of the main
converte~ the only significant interaction of the mag amp
outputs will be with the input filter. But this is not a problem
if the filter is properly damped in accordance with the
negative resistance presented by the input of the converter.
A simple way to ensure stability is to determine the maximum-Ioad negative input resistance of the converter at low
frequency (the ratio of the change in input power to a small
change in input voltages, squared), then damp the input
filter so that the magnitude of its output impedance is
always below this value.

mag amp.
Full-Wave Mag Amp Outputs
Although the examples thus far have explored the forward
converter (a half-wave topology), mag amp output regulators also work well with half-bridge and full bridge converters (full-wave topologies). Two saturable reactors are
required, as shown in Figure 20. Since the output current
is shared by the two reactors, the cores can be smaller than
the single core of a half-wave topology of the same power
level.

~~-:1"

~,

~
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~~2

Figure

20.
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Continuous
vs. Discontinuous
Conduction
of the Output Inductor
It is possible to operate the mag amp regulator with its
output choke in the discontinuous mode, provided that the
mag amp's winding is designed to reduce the pulse width
accordingly. When this is done, the mag amp can reduce
the pulse width to maintain output regulation even when
the load current falls below the "critical" current of the output inductor: Transient response is affected just as it is in a
simple buck regulator; it becomes poorer as the corner
frequency falls.
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